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I. CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
A. A Preliminary Discussion of Problems 
Considered and Results Obtained 
The primary objective throughtout the various parts of this thesis has 
been the formulation of a unified approach to "balanced" general experi­
mental design situations to which variance analyses are appropriate. 
Because precise definitions of terms are given only as the need for them 
arises, this introductory discussion must perforce remain at an in­
tuitively suggestive level. 
The mathematical representation of common experimental designs is 
generally considered to be covered by various special cases of the gen­
eral linear hypothesis theory in its current formulation. Though that 
theory has been extremely successful and is very useful, some of its 
drawbacks have of late been considered sufficiently important to warrant 
an approach not covered by it at present. Thus, Kempthorne in his book 
(1952) explicitly introduces randomization variables in order that the 
mathematical representation related to the designs he considers reflect 
a one-to-one correspondence with the way the experiments are to be 
carried out. This approach was vigorously insisted upon in later publi­
cations by Wilk (1955b), Wilk and Kempthorne (1957), Kempthorne 
(1955), and in Wilk*s Ph.D. thesis (1955a). Further, in order to 
strengthen the foundations of their approach and also to explain their 
position in connection with the "mixed model controversy" these authors 
decided to use "derived linear" rather than "assumed linear11 models in 
all the particular problems considered. One characteristic of "derived" 
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models is that their application does not require any assumptions concern­
ing the form of the response as a function of the values of the factors 
influencing it. 
In the formulation of a derived statistical model for a particular ex­
perimental situation, one must first specify the "population identity". 
The population identity expresses the typical "actual" or "conceptual" 
response as a sum of "population components" each of which is a relevant 
linear function of the possible actual or conceptual numbers yielded by 
the experiment. The components are constructed so as to bear a high 
degree of correspondence with the usual main effect and interaction 
terms of assumed linear models. They are precisely defined, but all 
that is required for their construction, as indeed for the construction of 
the identity, is the specification of the "population structure" with regard 
to the relationships of "nestings" and "crossings" among the set of indi­
vidual entities envisaged to possibly influence the observed response. 
We begin the body of Chapter Two by giving a method of construction 
of the population identity for a population of arbitrarily general structure. 
We then proceed to prove that the procedure recommended yields in fact 
an identity under all circumstances. We next define balanced population 
structures, point out why the rest of the thesis is limited to considera­
tions of such structures only, and proceed to state and prove a number 
of useful properties of balanced population structures. Though a general 
statistical knowledge strongly suggests that these properties should 
obtain, inclusion of their statement and proofs enables us to make the 
developments of this thesis entirely self-contained. 
In the exploration of results obtained in his thesis (1955a), Wilk found 
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that introduction of certain well-defined linear functions of the usual com­
ponents of variation, tr2's, substantially simplified the form, of expecta­
tions of mean squares in all the analysis of variance tables he considered. 
Wilk denoted these quantities by S's (read as cap sigmas) and went on 
to suggest that under symmetric conditions extensions of the results on 
expectations of mean squares were implicit in the forms obtained for 
the cases he studied. 
In the present thesis we give, in the notation here introduced, the 
general definition of the S quantities. Further, we define population 
analyses of variance according to types of components for all balanced 
population structures, define sample analyses of variance resulting 
from specific observational index notations relative to particular general 
classes of experimental designs. We also prove that Wilk's feeling as 
to the uniformity of forms of expected mean squares when results are 
expressed in the S notation was essentially correct. In the next few 
paragraphs we attempt to give some of the reasons why this is so. 
The conceptual counterpart of the samplings and random assign­
ments of chosen entities involved in the carrying out of the various 
experimental schemes can be obtained by conceiving of carrying out 
the similar operations in the population of index values of all the pos­
sible responses. From the statistical model for an arbitrary experi­
mental observation it is easy to see that every permissible sample mean 
is expressible as a sum of sample means of possibly different types from 
the various population components. This sum is completely defined from 
the specification of the experimental procedure. Further, because of 
the way the population components are defined, the expected value of the 
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squares of observed sample means is equal to the sum of expected values 
of the squares of the previous sample means relating to the respective 
components. The complication in the form of these last mentioned 
expectations arises from the "finite population corrections" arising in 
the different types of samplings involved. For many types of s ample s 
these corrections can be shown to have a fairly simple form. In 
Chapter Three we state and prove general results for balanced "cross" 
samples from "mixed" population components. In Chapter Four we state 
and prove similar results for the types of samples involved in certain 
general classes of "randomized experiments". In connection with ex­
pectations of squares of means from interaction components of treat­
ments with experimental units it is interesting to notice that the expecta­
tion breaks up into two parts, one of which is "unit_like" and the other 
"treatment-like". 
In obtaining forms of expected mean squares in analysis of variance 
tables we have made use of the fact that for any particular line these ex­
pected values are known linear functions, given through our definition of 
the observational analysis of variance, of expectations of squares of typi­
cal partial observational means. Since for the class of situations dealt 
with in this thesis, we know both the form of these expectations and of the 
linear functions it is easy for any given special case to find the values of 
expected mean squares. Soon, of course, special patterns emerge and 
one can state and prove a number of general results. Thus, it is quite 
easy to specify the form of expected mean squares in "experiments" not 
involving explicitly the random assignment of sets of entities to one an­
other. In our view such experiments are not experiments at all but by 
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way of introduction we prove the general results for them in Chapter Three. 
Formulas for the usual fixed, random, and mixed situation come out from 
these as simple particular cases. Though it is still possible to formulate 
general rules in the case of randomized experiments, these rules, as 
well as the task of proving them, become much more awkward when one 
confines oneself to expressions involving the cr2' s quantities only. For­
tunately, the use of Z's permits a much more unified approach. 
The finite population corrections in expectations of squares of sample 
means are induced only by the type of samples taken in the "rightmost" 
brackets of the various components. The S's are defined in terms of 
certain excess letters in rightmost brackets and the reason that the 2's 
simplify expressions in the analysis of variance table is that, for the 
types of sampling considered in this thesis, when expectations of squares 
of observed sample means are expressed in terms of them the 2's com­
pletely and automatically adjust for all the finite population corrections 
involved. In other words the form of expectations of squares of sample 
means is "robust" for a large class of sampling types when results 
are expressed in terms of 2's. The corresponding manageable form 
of expected mean squares in analyses of variance tables follows as a 
simple consequence. 
It is true that certain complications arise when random confounding 
is present and that one has to distinguish then among the various possi­
bilities but for cases where indices are confounded individually the 
situation is now well understood. These cases include the K factor 
general randomized block design and all sorts of generalizations of split 
plot designs. We shall not undertake detailed discussion in the 
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introduction of the various types of possible difficulties in the treatment 
of general randomized experiments. 
The relative simplicity arising from the use of S's can be best ex­
plained perhaps by pointing out the formal analogy between the expecta­
tions of squares of means in terms of S's in the general experiments we 
consider and the similar expectations in terms of tr2's for cases of the 
usual completely random model. Thus consider the case of the com­
pletely random model for describing a two-way classification. Symboli­
cally we have: 
y.. = |jl + a. + b. + (ab).. 
ij i J ij 
i = 1, 2, . . . . , r; j = 1,2, c ; 
where (x is a constant, the a/s are a random sample of size r, the b /s 
a sample of size c, the (ab)^'s a sample of size rc, all samples are in­
dependent, and from infinite populations with means zero and finite 
variances. Denote u.2 by <r2, Var (a.) = a*2, Var (b..) = erf, Var ((ab)..) = 
' ,u l a ij b i j  
o-2, . Then: 
ab 
= < + + °b + <b -
t C (T2 (T2, 
.2 _ Tr/ 1 v .. \2 _2 . 2 , b . ab Eyf = E( — S y..) = <r + <r + — + 31 c ij (J. a c c 
Eyj 
E(y2) 
! j=' ? = E ( — S y..)2 = tr2 + —- + <r2 + —b 










_2 1 U U - (T , 
— S y..)2 = 0  — + — + 
rc ^ lJ M- rc 
i. e. the contents of cr? , i = JJL, a, b, ab; in the expectation of the square 
of a particular sample mean is equal to cr2 divided by the number of 
possibly different i elements entering into the sample mean. 
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Because of the infinite sizes of all the populations involved in the 
above instance the S's are identical with the tr2's. However, the form 
of the above results expressed in terms of S's is "robust" for a great 
many types of situations. In particular the form is retained for the case 
of cross-sampling from a finite "matrix" of elements, and, as can be 
verified by comparing with the results in Section C of Chapter Four, for 
the case of observed means in the one factor completely randomized 
design. As a further example we notice that by making use of the robust­
ness property of the S forms we are able, in Section F of Chapter F our, 
to gain direct insight as to why the expected mean square of the formal 
row by column interaction in a latin square design contains a non-zero 
contribution due to treatment components. 
We cannot at this point state the detailed rules for expectations of 
mean squares. Suffice it to say that in any "proper" analysis of variance 
the non-zero coefficient of a particular S appearing in a given line is 
equal to the number of observations in the experiment which enter into a 
typical component corresponding to S. Further, as we shall see, we will 
have no trouble in identifying the set of S's for which the coefficient is zero. 
The question of expected values of mean squares in the analysis of 
variance when treatments are subject to error has not heretofore received 
any detailed mathematical attention. Apart from one simple case for the 
randomized block design dealt with in Wilk's thesis (1955a), and some 
attempts connected with the particular case of linear regression when the 
independent variable is not measured without error--Wald (1940), Lind-
ley (1946), Housner and Brennan (1948), Geary (1953), Berkson 
(1950)--the author does not know of any systematic treatment of 
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the problem. Competent practicing statisticians have, of course, been 
partially aware that the way in which treatment errors enter in an experi­
ment influences the concommitant error structure of the ensuing analysis 
of variance, and hence the composition of sets of estimable components 
of variation and the precision with which it is possible to estimate parame­
ters of interest. Thus, Homeyer has long advised, both in lectures and 
in consultations, to endeavor making, whenever possible, as many separate 
preparations of the same intended concentration of some particular treat­
ment as the resources permit. Villars, in his book (1951), makes also 
similar recommendations. 
In the present thesis we work out and compare the detailed error 
structures of the analysis of variance tables for a number of specific 
cases of treatments subject to error. The conclusions we arrive at are 
basically in agreement with intuitive recommendations. As with most 
other complex error structures, the situation here is that in general tests 
of significance for treatments are "negatively biased" but the amount of 
bias goes down when the number of independent attempts at each treatment 
level goes up. 
Though the author has originally derived ab initio all the analyses of 
variance tables relating to treatments subject to error, from the present 
standpoint all the forms of the expected mean squares fall out as simple 
particular cases of the general formulation. 
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B. Relation to Other Work 
The connection of developments reported upon in this thesis to work 
done by Kempthorne and Wilk is evident from the first few pages of 
Section A. The author's present approach to problems of experimental 
designs may, to a large extent, be considered an outgrowth of the formu­
lations of Kempthorne (1952, 1955). 
Some of the material presented in Chapter Three is closely related to 
other recent work to be commented upon immediately below. 
Bennett and Franklin (1954) state, but do not prove, a fairly general 
theorem on expectations of mean squares in the analysis of variance. The 
corresponding theorem of Chapter Three of this thesis, which we note is 
restricted to balanced samples from balanced populations of mixed struc­
ture, is a complete equivalent. 
Cornfield and Tukey (1956) give another equivalent statement of the 
above theorem. They suggest and outline with varying degree of detail 
some possible methods of proof. With regard to formulations, this 
author feels that it would have been desirable to specify precisely the arith­
metical form of individual lines in the general case of the sample ob­
servational analysis of variance. This would have added rigor to the 
proofs at little extra cost and would have been helpful to practitioners. 
Though proper hints are given as to the little extra difficulty in the 
mixed case, the actual arguments refer explicitly to the crossed case 
only. In their somewhat detailed explanation the author s use the indicator 
random variables first introduced by Cornfield (1944). The authors derive 
the complete expected mean square results for the three way cross 
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classification but because of algebraic complexity (which this writer feels 
to be unnecessary) arising from the presence of covariances, and lack of 
easily generalizable symmetry in intermediate calculations they do not 
wish to take the reader "too deep into the forest of notation. . . and blot 
any understanding. . . (he). . . may have started with" (Cornfield and Tukey, 
1956, p. 947), and hence they do not complete the suggested inductive 
proof. 
In trying to give a partial justification for the correctness of their 
statement on the values of expected mean squares Bennett and Franklin 
(1954) derive by combinatorial methods the expected value of the square 
of a sample mean for a cross sample from the equivalent of our two-way 
population of components. They also derive a similar result for the 
sample mean from the nested two-fold population of components. 
In trying to keep the approach general but at the same time easily 
amenable to special cases of common interest, we find the consistent use 
of completely finite population structures to be the most convenient 
choice. We also make considerable use of sampling (Cornfield 1944) and 
design (Kempthorne 1952) random variables. 
Tukey (1950) suggests an alternative approach for dealing with finite 
populations. He generalizes Fisher's (1930) K-statistics, which have the 
property of being "inherited" on the average, to what he christens polykays. 
Polykays are appropriate for dealing with single one-way finite popula­
tions. Generalizing polykays to bipolykays Hooke (1956) derives some 
interesting results relating to the estimation of variance components and 
their moments for balanced cross samples from a two-way finite cross 
population (i. e. from a matrix of elements). Tukey (1957b) would also 
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favor the further extension of polykays to multipolykays, and their sub­
sequent use as a convenient and probable powerful mathematical tool in 
intermediate calculations related to complex general experimental 
design situations. 
Inspection of the population bipolykays specified by Hooke (1956) 
reveals at once that they are identical with the S's of the two-way popu­
lation in question. The author ventures to guess that appropriate ex­
tended definition to multipolykays for balanced complex population struc­
tures will also yield second degree population multipolykays which are 
identical with the corresponding S's for these structures. If we suppose 
this to be the case then it follows immediately from the results derived 
in this thesis that the expected value of the square of any partial ob­
servational mean can be written out at once in terms of second degree 
population multipolykays and that the forms of the expression is robust 
for a very large class of sampling types. The form of the expansion of 
any partial observational mean in terms of sample second degree multi­
polykays follows as another immediate consequence when the inheri­
tance on the average property of the Kay statistics is recalled. 
Since we do not use multipolykays in the body of this thesis we do 
not attempt to give at this time the proof of the above suggested theorems. 
The present author is at a loss in trying to assess the potential fer­
tility of the polykay and related generalized methods. There is little 
doubt in this writer's mind that they should be used more in the mathe­
matics of pure sampling investigations. Regarding recent developments 
the reader is referred to the papers by Zia-ud-Din (1957) and Robs on 
(1957). In the hands of Tukey the application of the polykay approach to 
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the simpler type of experimental design situations has yielded results. 
Tukey (1956a, 1956b) is able to obtain variances of variance components 
for certain balanced (Tukey' s terminology) two-way classifications 
and for the unbalanced single classification. The presence of interac­
tions with experimental units seems to present difficulties. The present 
author also fears some notational and "pseudo-geometrical" difficulties 
in extensions to complex structures of high dimensionality. 
We have not used polykays in the developments of the body of the 
present thesis. Firstly, because of his greater familiarity with direct 
methods involving the use of selection (Cornfield, 1944) and design 
(Kempthorne, 1952) random variables the author, making use also of 
certain symmetry considerations, was able to derive all the needed 
expected squares of means without recourse to other methods. Secondly, 
the author prefers the explicit use of sampling and design random 
variables for they put in relief the desired one-to-one correspondence 
between the statistical model and the way the experiment is carried out. 
With regard to the general motivation and background for the for­
mulations attempted in this thesis the author must of course bow to all 
of the major contributors to the field of experimental designs. In 
particular the broad influence of the works of Fisher must be acknow­
ledged with deep humility. To Fisher (1918, 1924, 1954) are due the 
formal introduction of randomization into experimentation and of the 
basic techniques of the analysis of variance. Contributors to the study 
of the problem of inference from randomized experiments include 
Fisher (1926, 1935a, 1936), Yates (1936, 1939), Eden and Yates (1933), 
Neyman et al. (1936), Welch (1937), Pitman (1937), Yates and Cochran 
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(1938), McCarthy (1937), Anscom.be (1948), Grundy and Healy (1950), 
Kempthorne (1952, 1955), Wilk (1955a, 1955b), Wilk and Kempthorne 
(1955, 1956, 1957). 
Regarding questions as to the effect of non-additivities the reader 
is referred to the conclusions of Wilk (1955a). Closely connected with 
non-additivitie s is the subject of transformations. Some summary 
discussions with references, of the purposes and procedures of trans­
formations have been given by Rao (1952), and Kempthorne (1952). The 
importance of transforming in order to attain additivity has been em­
phasized by Tukey (1949a, 1949b, 1955), Kempthorne (1952), Kempthorne 
and Barclay (1953), Moore and Tukey (1954), and Fisher (1954). Tukey 
(1949a) has given a test which is sensitive to non-additivity. 
The paper by Neyman et al. (1935) seems to be the first in which 
the roles of the "experimental unit", the "true yield", and the function 
of randomization are investigated in explicitly mathematical terms. 
Welch (1937), Pitman (1937), McCarthy (1937), and Neyman et al. 
(1935) utilized these concepts mainly with reference to the question of 
the validity of the F-test of significance in the analysis of variance of 
randomized blocks and latin squares. 
Kempthorne (1952) gave detailed attention to the meaning of linear 
models in the statistical analysis of randomized experiments; showed 
explicitly the effect of randomization on estimation of treatment effects, 
and discussed the validity of the F-test in the analysis of variance from 
the point of view of randomization. More recent contributions to 
questions relating to randomization theory are papers by Kempthorne 
(1955), Wilk (1955a, 1955b), Wilk and Kempthorne (1955, 1956, 1957), 
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Rojas and White (1957). 
A recent attempt to attach concrete physical meaning to the S's has 
been made by Cox (1958). 
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II. CHAPTER TWO: THE POPULATION IDENTITY 
A. Introduction 
The developments of this chapter are fundamental to the rest of the 
thesis. We begin Section B by giving a method of construction of an 
identity for writing out the typical response from a population of arbi­
trarily general structure as a sum of uniquely specified linear functions, 
called population components, of partial typical means. We next point 
out some immediate consequences concerning properties of the compon­
ents. We then prove that under all circumstances the method proposed 
yields in fact an identity. 
Since measurement errors can formally be regarded as "nested" in 
everything else, our definition is equally applicable to the identical 
decomposition of both the "typical conceptual" and the "typical actual" 
responses which are defined as follows. By a conceptual response rela­
tive to a particular complete set of inputs, apart from measurement 
error, regarded to possibly influence the response, we mean the "true" 
average response to that set of inputs. By the actual response we mean 
the actually realizable response when one of the possible values of the 
measurement error is also included. 
It should be realized that the population identity is completely deter­
mined by the postulated set of structural relations of nestings and cross­
ings among the fundamental entities regarded as possibly influencing the 
response. The meaning of these two relations is explained in Section B. 
The form of the identity, therefore, has no relation to and makes no use 
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of our possible partial knowledge of the functional form of the input-output 
relation. Often, however, use of that knowledge can be made by intro­
ducing special simplifying restrictions. With the introduction of assumed 
restrictions our population models become almost identical with those 
commonly called "assumed linear models". These last have been used 
much in modern statistical theory. There always are important differ­
ences, however, between derived linear (to be used and defined later) 
and assumed linear models. 
A discussion of possible types of models and some of their interrela­
tions has been given by Wilk (1955a). 
In Section C we define balanced population structures. We then state 
and prove a number of their basic properties. We shall find occasion to 
exploit a number of these properties at various points of the thesis. We 
complete the section by defining the components of variation, cr2's, and 
the special linear functions of them, the 2's. 
In Section D we define the population analysis of variance according 
to types of component for the population of conceptual responses. We 
exemplify the definition by giving the population analysis of variance 
for the structure of the randomized block design. 
In Section E we detail a number of population identities for easy 
reference in the remainder of the thesis. Perusal of the section should 
assist the reader in obtaining a firmer grip on the formulation and 
definitions of the preceding parts of the chapter. 
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B. The Definition of the Population Identity 
Consider a typical response designated by Y. Suppose the response 
is envisaged to depend on a number of entities, every one of which is 
indicated by a corresponding subscript in the notation for the response, 
and where the range of these subscripts is over the possible levels of 
the entity in question. The set of subscripts can always be partitioned 
into a number of non-intersecting groups, henceforth called brackets, 
and the physical layout and nature of the entities usually make one such 
partition a natural one. There may also be further "natural" sub-
partitionings within the brackets, and in some cases it may be necessary 
to use sub-brackets within the large brackets. 
For purposes of illustration consider the case of the classical ran­
domized block. Here the typical response, denoted by Y.., , depends, 
apart from measurement errors, on the treatment k which gave rise to 
the response and on the particular unit j in block i to which the treat­
ment is applied. The involved entities split up naturally into those 
associated with the experimental material and those associated with 
treatments. Further, the experimental material has a hierarchal struc­
ture in that the units are "nested" in the blocks. The term "nested" 
essentially means that a unique identification of a particular unit re­
quires also the specification of the block of which the unit is a member. 
Symbolically the structure of the entities involved in a typical conceptual 
response of a randomized block may be expressed as: ( i:j ) ( k ) , 
where the brackets separate the different types of entities and the colon, 
: , indicates that the unit entity, j , is nested in the block entity i. 
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According to our notation it would make no sense to write ( j:i ) in this 
example. 
A more complex structure of the fundamental entities is exemplified 
by the case where the experimental material is stratified into sources, 
S, with each source being cross-classified by rows, R, and columns, C. 
Cross-classification here means that within a source unique disjoint 
groups of units are obtained when a classification is made according to 
rows alone, and similarly when it is made according to columns alone. 
Also, it means that such classifications are envisaged to make physical 
sense. Suppose further that there are two types of treatment factors, 
say A and B, but that repeated attempts at the same level of a treatment 
are subject to errors in realization. A conceptual response is therefore 
due to both the level aimed at and a deviation from it, or a sublevel. 
The treatment structure then is hierarchal-sublevel s within levels. If 
we denote sublevel s of A and B by a and b respectively then a symbolic 
representation of the structure of the entities involved is: 
( S:RC ) ( A:a ) ( B:b) 
At times the underlying relation for the basic entities is such that a 
somewhat extended notation is required to express the complete structure. 
As an example consider the preceding illustration with explicit allowance 
made for the fact that the columns within sources are further subdivided 
into strips, denoted by L. The rows do not nest the strips and hence the 
complete representation of the structure of the entities involved requires 
sub-brackets within the main bracket for the experimental material. 
The symbolic representation of the situation is: 
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( S:(R)(C:L)) ( A:a) ( B:b ) 
If the measurement errors are "unbiased", i. e. if for every possible 
"true" response the corresponding set of possible observable responses 
yields the "true" response as their average, then the population partial 
conceptual means are identical with the population partial actual means 
whenever the sets of indices which specify them are the same. We shall 
assume this to be the case throughout the remainder of the thesis. 
Given that a particular structure obtains for the basic entities of a 
population we show in general how and why, by making use of the bracket 
notation for the structure, it is possible to express identically the typical 
response as a sum of uniquely defined and physically meaningful compon­
ents--each component being a linear combination, with coefficients plus 
or minus one and sum zero, of partial means over the population of 
responses. 
The types of partial conceptual means that have been found useful in 




Yi' Yk' Y(ik)' Y(i)(j)' Y(i)(jk) ' 
Omission of letters from the typical response in writing the means in­
dicates averaging over the absent indices; the proper placing of the 
parentheses indicates useful groupings and orderings of the indices, and 
will be explained shortly. 
The general rule of formation which the above means exemplify is 
that a mean of one type is formed for every possible combination of 
indices with the restriction that whenever a nested index appears all the 
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letters which nest it also appear. The set of partial means thus defined 
exhausts the set of partial means which make physical sense for the 
structure under consideration. This set is called the set of admissible 
partial means. Thus, in the randomized block example, whenever j 
appears i must also appear so that means of the type Y^, Y^, are in­
admissible, as they should be since physically they have no meaning. 
Again in the immediately preceding example, whenever a partial mean 
contains the index corresponding to L, it must also contain the sub­
scripts corresponding to C and S but not necessarily R. 
Means denoted in the randomized block case by Y,..,, Y,.x/, ; 
and in the preceding example corresponding to 
Y(S)(C)(L)' Y(S)(R«- Y(S)(C)(RL) are illustrations of a useful conven-
tion to be explained presently. 
W e  can consider the subscripts of every particular type of admis­
sible partial mean to be obtained from a corresponding permissible 
reduced population structure. We define permissible reduced population 
structures to be the ones obtainable from the original structure by delet­
ing none, some, or all of the subscripts; subject to the restriction that 
whenever a nested index appears in a reduced structure then all the 
indices which nest it in the original structure must also appear. For 
any particular partial mean we define the group of indices of the right­
most bracket to be the one obtained by combining into a single group 
all the indices which do not nest any other indices in the reduced struc­
ture. Similarly we define the group of indices of the next-to-rightmost 
bracket to consist of all indices of the reduced structure which have 
only one nest "below" them. We give similar definitions to groups of 
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indices left to the ones above and we choose our notation so as to bear an 
obvious correspondence with the terminology we use (we consider, how­
ever, the meaning of "bracket" and "parenthesis" to be identical). 
Thus, in the last mentioned example the groupings (S)(RC), (S)(C)(RL) 
are admissible while the group (S)(RC)(L) is not. 
In the remainder of the thesis extensive use will be made of the con­
tents of the group of indices belonging to the rightmost bracket. 
An immediate but important consequence of the above definitions is 
that if two groupings are different then at least one index belongs to the 
rightmost bracket of one of the groupings but not at all to the other. 
We now proceed to the definition of "components", i. e. specific linear 
functions of the partial means defined above. Each mean is to be a lead­
ing term of exactly one component and the subscripts appearing in the 
mean define that component uniquely. Hence, the total number of differ­
ent types of components is equal to the total number of different types of 
partial means. The terms of a component corresponding to a particular 
leading mean consist of all the means that can be formed from it by 
omitting in all possible ways none, some, or all of the indices of its 
rightmost bracket. Further, a partial mean appearing in a component 
has coefficient plus or minus one according as its number of indices 
differs from that of the leading term by an even or an odd number. 
The following facts are immediate consequences of the definitions: 
(1) If the rightmost group of the leading term of a component consists 
p 
of p indices then the number of means present in the component is 2 . 
This follows from the fact that the number of means in the component is 
equal to the total number of groups of size zero to p inclusive that can 
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be formed from p different objects. Since each object can be dealt with 
in exactly two ways, it can be included in a group or excluded from it, 
the total  number of groups is  2p.  
(2) The sum of the coefficients of means in any component, excluding 
the coefficients of the component Y for which the sum is one, is zero. 
This is so because coefficients plus one or minus one are assigned to 
partial means according to an "even-odd" criterion. Adding the signed 
coefficients of the partial means we get: 
= (1 -t x)^ for x = -1 
= (1 - 1)^ = 0 for p 4 0 q. e. d. 
We next show that the individual response decomposes identically into 
the sum of the components. To see this consider any one admissible 
partial mean. The partial mean appears in the expanded form of those 
and only those components for which the subscripts of the leading terms 
exceed the subscripts of the partial mean and the excess subscripts 
appear only in the rightmost bracket of the leading term. Now the leading 
terms satisfying this requirement are those which can be formed from 
combination of reduced brackets, the indices of each of which contain the 
indices of the corresponding reduced bracket making up the partial mean 
in question, and with the excess indices being only in the last nest of the 
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reduced bracket. It follows that all the qualifying leading means can be 
obtained from the partial mean by adding to its indices none, some, or 
all of the indices of a particular finite set. Further, since whenever 
the number of excess indices is even the corresponding component con­
tains the partial mean considered with coefficient plus one; and whenever 
it is odd with coefficient minus one we see from the argument developed 
on page 22 that for any partial mean, except the one containing all indices 
of an individual response, the sum of its coefficients over all the com­
ponents is zero. For the exceptional term the coefficient is one. This 
completes the proof that the decomposition of an individual conceptual 
response into a sum of components is identical. q. e. d. 
As an illustration we notice that the term Y. in the randomized block l 
case appears in, and only in, those components whose leading terms 
have none of, some of, or both of j and k as an excess over i in their 
rightmost group. The number of such terms is 22 = 4. They are Y^, 
Y^, Y^jy and their corresponding components are: 
(Y. - Y), (Yik - Y. - Yk + Y), 
(Y(i)(j) " Yi'' (Y(i)(jk> " Y(i)(j) " Yik + YV ' 
We further note that the sum of the Y Js over these components is 
zero, as it should be. 
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C. Balanced Population Structures 
and Some of Their Properties 
Definition: A balanced population structure is one in which the range 
of any one index is the same for all possible combinations 
of values of the other indices. 
According to this definition, the population structures involved in 
agricultural, sociological, and other sample surveys, would only rarely 
qualify as balanced since in these situations strata or sub-strata con­
sisting of equal numbers of elements are quite unusual. Also, some 
designed experimental schemes, as for example designs for studying 
mixtures, involve linear restrictions on the observable combinations of 
levels and hence are not balanced in our sense. 
Though the validity of the scheme for defining the population identity 
does not depend on the underlying population structure being balanced, 
the restriction is nevertheless very useful. For a large class of experi­
mental design situations the balance assumption turns out to be realis­
tic, simplifying, and profitable. Since in this thesis questions relating 
to designed experimental investigations are our main concern we shall 
henceforth assume that all population structures with which we deal 
are balanced. 
We now state and prove a number of basic assertions about balanced 
population structures. 
(1) For any type of component the sum of values of the components is 
zero over the population range of any one index of the rightmost bracket 
of the leading term of the type. 
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Consider any index, say i, of the rightmost bracket of the leading 
term of a particular type of component. Because of the way in which 
components were defined the terms of every component of the type can 
be partitioned into disjoint pairs, with the two terms of each pair identi­
cal except for the presence of i in one but not in the other. Since such 
terms differ by one in number of indices, they must have opposite signs. 
Hence, because of balance for each pair, the sum of values is zero; and 
so is zero for the component. q. e. d. 
(2) The sum of squares of the responses over all values of all indices 
is equal to the sum of squares of all the individual typical components 
over the ranges of these same indices. 
The above assertion generalizes identities such as: 
*Y(i)<j> * =^+MYi-Y,^ E(Y(i)(j)-Y^ . 
Proof: 
Denote the value of a component by a capital letter and subscripts, 
using identical subscripts with those of the leading term of the compon­
ent. The product of the values of two individual components of different 
types involves an index which is in the rightmost bracket of one of the 
components but not at all among the indices of the other component. By 
assertion one the sum of products of these two types of components over 
such an index is zero. Hence , the sum of products of components of 
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different types over all the indices of the population is zero. The validity 
of the assertion follows as a consequence. q. e.d. 
(3) The total number of linearly independent components is exactly 
N where N is the total number of possibly different responses. 
Proof: 
A component is a linear combination of partial means which in turn 
are linear combinations of the original possible responses. It follows 
that each component is a linear combination of the totality of possible 
responses. 
Denote the total number of responses (assumed finite) by N, the 
column vector of the responses by y and the column vector of the com­
ponents by x. Since each element of x is a linear combination of 
elements of y it follows that for any given population structure there 
exists an A, where A is a unique MxN matrix of constants, satisfying 
x = A y. 
Also, by assertion 2 of this section x'x = y'y, where a prime indicates 
a transpose of a matrix. 
Hence: y ' y  =  x'x = y'A'Ay 
so that A'A = Ij^, where 1^ is the NxN unit matrix. But from matrix 
theory we know that for any matrix C, rank (C1 C) = r(C' C) = r(C). 
Hence, in our case: R(A) = r(A'A) = r(I^) = N. It follows that the number 
of linearly independent elements of x, i.e. linearly independent com­
ponents of the population, is N. q. e. d. 
Definition: The diminished range of an index is the range of the 
index minus 1. 
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(4) The number of linearly independent values of a given type of com­
ponent is equal to the product of the population ranges of indices of the 
component, which do not belong to its rightmost bracket times the product 
of the diminished ranges of the indices of the rightmost bracket. Further, 
the sum of these numbers over the components of different types is equal 
Assertion 3 can be looked upon as an exclusive consequence of asser­
tion 1. Hence the linear restrictions of assertion 1 specify completely 
the number of linearly independent values of components. But it is easy 
to see that, for each type of component, one can choose independently 
values, the number of which is equal to that specified by assertion 4. 
Therefore, this number is the total number of linearly independent 
values of components of a type, and the sum of such numbers is equal to 
(5) For every type of component the sum of squares of values of the 
component over the ranges of all the indices of the rightmost bracket 
is equal to the sum over the same set of indices of a linear function of 
squares of partial means making up the component, with the coefficients 
of the squares being the same as those defining the component in terms 
of corresponding partial means. 
The above assertion generalizes identities such as: 
to N 
Proof: 
N. q. e. d. 
jk (Y(i)(Jk) " Yij 
for all values of i. 
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Proof: 
For a particular type of component consider the sum of squares of its 
values over all the indices of the rightmost bracket. If there are p 
indices of the rightmost bracket, then there are 2p subsets of these; 
these subsets are in one-to-one correspondence with the partial means 
appearing in the initial and final expressions. To establish the identity 
one first expands the square and puts the resulting square and cross-
product terms into 2^ categories, the category being specified by the 
set of rightmost bracket indices which the two factors of the product 
have in common. Such sets will be called "intersection sets. 11 Further, 
for each product we define the "excess set" to consist of those indices 
which appear in exactly one of the two factors. The coefficient of any 
product is then (-1)1 where i is the number of indices in its excess set. 
Because of balance, when any product is summed over its excess set one 
obtains the square of the partial mean corresponding to the intersection 
set times the product of the ranges of the excess indices. The product 
of ranges can then be replaced by summation over the excess indices 
thus restoring the summation over all rightmost bracket indices. It 
remains to combine like terms. Let p, q, i denote respectively the 
number of indices in the rightmost bracket, the intersection set, the 
excess set. For fixed p, q one has i = 0,1,.... p-q. All possible 
combinations of excess indices will appear in the expansion; for each i 
these are (*\ in number. Further, for any particular combination 
the i indices may be divided between the factors in 21 ways. Thus for 
q indices in the intersection set, i.e. q indices in the partial mean, 
the coefficient of the squared partial mean is: 
2 9  
S (P. (-2)^ = (1 + x)P q , for x = -2 
i=0 1 
= (1 - 2)p-q = (-l)P"q 
= 1 if p-q is even, 
and = -1 if p-q is odd. 
Thus, the coefficient of the square of the partial mean is the same as 
the coefficient of that mean in the definition of the component. q. e. d. 
Corollary: The type of identity specified by assertion 5 is valid when 
summation takes place over the ranges of all the indices of a typical 
response. 
Exploitation of identities specified by the corollary forms the basis 
of our approach to finding expected values of mean squares in the analysis 
of variance table. 
Definition: The number of linearly independent values of components 
of a type is said to be the number of degrees of freedom 
of the type of component. Also, the number of linearly 
independent possible responses is said to be the number 
of degrees of freedom of the set of possible responses. 
We shall often abbreviate the expression degrees of 
freedom by wri ting D. F. 
For a given type of component the number of degrees of freedom is 
as stated in assertion 4. 
Definition: The sum of squares of values of components of a given 
type over all the population ranges of the indices used to 
denote the component divided by the number of degrees 
of freedom of the type is said to be the component of 
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variation of the type of component. 
We henceforth abbreviate the expression component of variation by 
C. V. , and denote particular C.V. 1 s by o*2's with subscripts, bracketed 
into groups, corresponding to the subscripts of the types of components 
to which the cr2' s refer. 
As we noticed in Chapter One, we shall find it advantageous, follow­
ing Wilk (1955a) and also Wilk and Kempthorne (1957), to define special 
sets of linear functions of the cr2' s, denoted by S's (and read as cap 
sigmas). These functions depend only on the population structure and on 
the population ranges of the indices (though when a sample is drawn with 
replacement from a finite range of values, it will often be convenient to 
regard the population range as infinite). 
Definition: Consider a particular type of component and all cr2's of 
the following form: 
(i) the set of subscripts of cr2 include s the set of subscripts 
corresponding to the leading term of the component as a 
subset, 
(ii) the excess subscripts lie exclusively in the rightmost 
bracket of <r2. 
The linear combination of all such cr^s, where the coefficient of a 
particular cr2 with k excess subscripts is: 
/_l)k I 
Product of population ranges of the excess indices ' 
is defined as the 2 corresponding to the type of component under considera­
tion. The subscript notation for the 2 is to be the same as for the type 
of component. 
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The S's will be seen to be of prime importance to the developments 
contained in the remainder of the present work. 
D. The Population Analysis of Variance 
The analysis of variance, introduced by R. A. Fisher in 1918, is a 
technique which lays out in tabular form the breakdown of the total sum 
of squares into separate parts, each of which can usually be given a 
supposedly physical meaning in the sense that it describes an assignable 
source (or complex of sources) of variation. In this thesis we shall only 
be concerned with analyses of variance for which the breakdown is made 
according to whole types, or complexes of types, of population or sample 
observational components. 
Corresponding to any problem to which the application of the analysis 
of variance technique is appropriate there exist at least two major types 
of analyses of variance--one for the population and one for the observed 
sample. For the purposes of this thesis we define the population analysis 
of variance to be the tabular partitioning of the total sum of squares and 
degrees of freedom of all the responses of the population into parts, 
each part corresponding to one type of component. The validity of 
assertions 2 and 4 of Section C ensures that construction of such a table 
is possible for every balanced population structure. 
For each part we shall also exhibit the quotient of the sum of squares 
by the degrees of freedom, and we shall call the result the mean square 
of the part. Since the different quantities associated with a part are 
usually exhibited in an orderly fashion in a single line, we shall use 
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the terms part and line interchangeably. 
As an immediate consequence of our definitions we see that for any 
particular line: 
Mean Square = (Product of population ranges of indices not involved in 
the type of component corresponding to the line) x 
2 (Component)2 / Number of degrees of freedom 
indices of 
component 
= (Number of individual responses entering into a typical 
leading mean of the component) x °"ç0mp0nen£ • 
As an example we consider the population analysis of variance for the 
conceptual responses of the randomized block design. Retaining the 
notation of the previous sections, we recall that the population structure 
is: ( i:j) ( k) . We suppose that there are altogether T treatments, 
B blocks and that each block contains P experimental units. Further, 
we use the subscripts B, P, T in the notation for the various cr^s. Also, 
we write Y 2 = [LZ = cr^ = o-^, for we conceive of the partial mean Y as 
having been formed from the reduced bracket containing no indices, i. e. 
the null set (0). We exhibit the analysis of variance in Table 1. 
E. Examples 
In this section we detail a number of population identities and S's 
for many of the population structures further discussed in later parts 
of the thesis. Many of the examples are well known and a number of the 
identities as well as the S's have been written out explicitly by Wilk in 
his Ph.D. thesis (1955a). Our purpose of including the section at this 
Table 1. The population analysis of variance for the randomized block design 
Leading 
mean D . F .  Sum of squares Mean square 






Y .  
i(j) B(P-l) 
BPTY2 = BPT(r20) 
S (Y. - Y)2 = TP2B? 
ijk i 1 
2 (Y. - Y)2 = BPS T2 
ijk k k k 
S  ( Y . ,  - Y . - Y .  + Y ) 2  =  P  S  ( B T ) ?  
ijk lk 1 k ik ' 
=k(YUj)-Yi)2=T5Pi(j) 
ik 
BPTTR^J = BPT,I2 
TPor B 
BPo-, 
P <r BT 
T (T B(P) 
Yi(jk) B(P-1)(T-D 
(B)(PT) 
Total BPT S Y?.. 
tjk 
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point of the development is two-fold, to collect a handy catalogue of useful 
examples and to give the reader a number of concrete illustrations. 
In connection with the section sub-headings we wish to emphasize 
that a complete specification of a design requires, in fact, in addition to 
the statement of the population structure a specification of how the 
sampling procedure is to be carried out and of how the selected levels 
and sublevels of treatments are to be associated with the selected experi­
mental material. 
In the remainder of the thesis we shall freely omit parentheses in 
the subscripts of terms except when their use helps to clarify some 
aspect of the situation under consideration. 
1. The one-way population of items 
Let the population be a set A of N items whose values are denoted by 
Y^, Yg, . . . . , Y^j i. e. by Y^, i = 1, 2, . . . . , N. The population structure 
may symbolically be expressed as: 
i 
The population identity is: 
Yi  = Y + (Yt  - Y) 
Y2 = H2 = <r2 =<r(20) 
N 
S (Y. - Y)2 
A N-l 
S(0)= °w " s °A 
SA = "i 
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It is perhaps of some interest to notice that 
S Y2 
-TT- = Y2+d 'S' < = -It) + (' " fi>°A 
= S(0) + 2A ' 
In the language of results to come we may interpret the above identi­
ty as representing the various expanded forms of the expected value of 
the square of a single observation drawn at random from the population. 
A similar identity may be verified to hold in the case of every 
example presented in this section. 
2. The one-factor completely randomized experiment 
In this case the entities involved are experimental units, denoted 
by the index i, and a set of treatments, denoted by k. The structural 
relation may symbolically be expressed as: 
( i ) ( k ) 
The population identity therefore is: 
Yik = Y + <Yi - Y) + <Yk " Y> + <Yik * Yi ' Yk + Y> 
= a + Pi + + <AP>ik • 
where ;jl, A^_ and (AP)y^ are the shorthand symbols for the corres­
ponding population components. 
Suppose the population ranges of i and k are P and A respec­
tively. Then the population S's are as follows: 
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2(0) - ^ 
2 1 2 , 1 2 
A A PA *AP 
2(P) " °"P ™ ÂŒA 
S (A) - rA 
S(AP) " °AP 
In some cases the treatments will consist of different levels of the 
same treatment. Further, we may also envisage sublevels nested with­
in the levels. Suppose we denote levels and sublevels respectively. 
The population structure now is: 
We notice that altogether there must be 6 = 2x3 types of com­
ponents since to form a component we may choose none or one index 
from the first bracket and corresponding to each such choice we may 
pick none, one or both indices from the second bracket. 
The population identity is 
The correspondence between the components and the shorthand 
symbols for them is again evident. 
If we denote the population range of the index ;x by M then we see that 
( i ) ( k:m ) 
Yikm = ? + (Y. _ Y) + (?k - Y) + (Y^ - Y. _ Y^ + Y) 
+ (Yk(m) - ?k) + <Y k(im) " Yki " Ykm + Yk* 
+ P. + Ak + (AP(ik 
+ ^k(m) + (Pa)k(im) * 
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the set of S's is: 
S (0) 2 1 2 1 2 , 1 2 ;J- " P ^ (P) " A (A) + PA (PA) 
s (P) °"(P) 
S(A) " Œ(A) 
L 2 — 2 . _J_ -2 
P (AP) " M (A)(a) PM œ(A)(Pa) 
2 (AP) ~ M œ(A)(Pa) 
S 2 I_ 2 (A)(a) " °"(A)(a) " P °"(A)(Pa) 
S(A)(Pa) " ^(A)(Pa) ' 
3. The two-factor experiment with experimental units not cross or 
hierarchally classified 
Denote the first factor by A, the second by B, the experimental units 
by P; and use values of subscripts i, j, and k to denote particular 
elements of A, B and P respectively. The population structure may 
symbolically be summarized by 
We see immediately that the number of types of components is 
8 (= 2x2x2) and that the population identity is: 
( i ) ( j ) ( k ) 
Y.jk = Y + (Y. - Y) + (Y. - Y) + (Yk - Y) 
- Y. l - Y. + Y) + (Y^ _ Y. _ Y^ _ Y) 
+ Y. + Y^ _ Y) 
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= (jl + A. + B + Pk + (AB).. + (AP)^ + (BP)jk + (ABP).jk . 
Suppose we denote the population ranges of the indices i, j, k by 
A, B, and P respectively. This should not introduce any ambiguity in 
actual context. With this notation we see that the population 2's are: 
V ,  2  1  2  1  2  1  2  ,  1  2 . 1  2  
0 ~ 'a " A °A " B °"B " P ^ P AB °*AB AP ^AP 
1 2 1 2 
BP^BP ~ ABP ""ABP 
2 1 2 1 2 , 1 2 
A A " B AB ~ P AP AP ABP 
S g = the result of right-hand side °f 2 ^  with B and A interchanged. 
S p = 11 M 11 ,r u n P 11 A M 
2 AB = °*AB " "~P °ABP 
S AP = °"AP " B"trABP 
2 _ = <rE. _ - 4- cr2 
BP BP A ABP 
ABP= °ABP' 
If we now wish to allow for the possibility that intended applications 
of the levels of each factor may be subject to error we need to take 
account of sublevels a of A, and b of B. If we let the subscripts m 
and n to range over the sets of sublevels within levels of A and B 
respectively then the population structure is expressible as: 
( i:m ) ( j:n ) ( k ) 
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In this case the number of types of components is 18 (=3x3x2). The 
population identity for a typical conceptual response is: 
Yimjnk = Y + <Yi - Y) + <Yj - Y) 
+ (Y.. - V. - Y. + Y) 
+ (Yi(m) - Yi> + (Yi(mj) ' Yim " Yij + Yi» 
+ (Yj(n, " Yj' 
+ (Yj(in) " Yjn - Yij + Yj) 
+ (Yij(mn) " Yimj " Yijn + Yij> 
+ lYk " Y) + (Yik * Yi " Yk + Y) 
+ (Yjk * Yj - Yk + Y) 
+ <Yijk * Y^ - Y.k - Y.. + Y. + Y.) + Yk - Y) 
+ < Yi(mk, " Yta - Yu, " Yi> 
+ 
'
Yi(mjk) " Yimj " Yimk " Yijk + Yim + Yij 
+ Yik " Yi) + <Yj(nk) - Yjn - Yjk + Y.) 
+ (Y... , , - Y.. - Y... - Y. , + Y.. + Y. j(ink) ljn ijk jnk ij jn 
+ Y.. -Y.) + (Y... . . - Y. . - Y. - Y.. . jk j' x îj(mnk) îmjn imjk ljnk 
+ Y. . + Y.. + Y.„ - Y.J imj ijn ijk ij' 
= a. + A. + B. + (ABly + a.(m) + (»B).(mj) 
+ bj(n) + (Ab).(ni) + (ab).j(mn) 
+ Pk + (^lik + tBP>jk + (ABP)ijk 
+ (aP
'i(mk) + |aBp°i(mjk) 
+<bP)j(nk) + ,AbP,j(nik) + <abP,ij(mnk) ' 
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The corresponce between the components and the shorthand symbols 
for them should again be evident. 
Denote the population ranges of i, m, j, n, and k by A, M, B, N 
and P respectively. With this notation the S's are seen to be: 
2(0) = •'"2 ~ Â*"(A) ~ " P °"(P) + ÂB°*(AB) + ÂP °"(AP) 
1 2 1 2 
BP °*(BP) " ABP °"(ABP) 
2 (A) = °"(A) ~ B °~(AB) ™ P °"(AP) + BP °"(ABP) ~ M °*(A)(a) 
, 1 2 , __1  ^ 2 1 2 
BM (A)(Ba) PM (A)(Pa) ~ BPM (A)(BPa) 
= left hand side of with A, a, and M replaced by 
B, b, and N respectively. 
2(P) = °"(P) ~ Â œ(A) ~ B °"(B) + AB °"(AB) 
2(AB) = ""(AB) ~ P °"(ABP) ~"M°"(A)(Ba) 
1_ 2 , _1_ 2 , _1_ 2 
N (B)(Ab) PM (A)(BPa) PM (B)(APb) 
4- — r r 2  1 2 
MN (AB)(ab) ~PMN (AB)(Pab) 
2(AP) = °"(AP) ™ B °"(ABP) " M~cr(A)(Pa) + BM °"(A)(aBP) 
S(BP) = °*(BP) " Â °™(ABP) ~ N ""(B)(Ab) + AN °^B)(AbP) 
S(ABP) = °"(ABP) ~ M <r(A)(aBP) " N °"(B)(AbP) + MN °"(AB)(abP) 
2(A)(a) = °"(A)(a) " B °"(A)(aB) ~ P °"(A)(aP) + BP °"(A)(aBP) 









= cr, 1 z (A)(Ba) " N °*(AB)(ab) " P u(A)(BaP) T NP u(AB)(abP) 
1 2 <r, 
= cr 
- t, cr2 1 <r? + ™«rf (B)(Ab) M (AB)(ab) P (B)(AbP) MP (AB)(abP) 
_ 2 1_ 2 
~ 
r(A)(aP) " B °"(A)(aBP) 
2 i. n-2 
(B)(bP) " A (B)(AbP) 
2 2 
- 
°"(A)(BaP) " N (AB)(abP) 
2 1_ 2 
~ °"(B)(AbP) " M (AB)(abP) 
_ 2 1. 2 
" °"(AB)(ab) " P (AB)(abP) 
S(AB)(abP) " °"(AB)(abP) * 
4. Designs in randomized blocks and in split-plots 
We have already discussed the population structure of the classical 
randomized block design in the section dealing with the construction of 
population identities. Retaining the notation of that section we recall 
that the structure is expressible as: 
( i:j ) ( k ) 
and that hence there are altogether 6(=3x2) types of components entering 
into the identity for the conceptual observation. 
The population identity is: 
= Y + (Y.-Y) + (Yk-Y) + (Y^-Y.-Y^Y) + (Y..-Y.) 
+ (Yi(jk)-^rik+Yi) 
= |jl + B. + T. + (BT).. + P.... + (TP).,. 
J ij i(j) 'i(jk) * 
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Further, the S' s are: 
T _ 2 1 2 1 2 , 1 2 
*"(0) ^ ' B (B) ~ T (T) BT (BT) 
S(B) = °"(B) " T °"(T) " P °™(B)(P) + PT œ(B)(PT) 
S(T) = °"(T) " B °"(BT) 
S(BT) = r(BT) " P °"(B)(PT) 
S(B)(P) = <r(B)(P) ~ ? °"(B)(PT) 
S(B)(PT) = °"(B)(PT) ' 
If levels of treatments are considered to nest sublevels within 
them, and if we denote by m the index corresponding to sublevels within 
levels, then the description of the population structure is given by: 
( i:j ) ( k:m ) 
It should be noticed that this structure is formally identical with that 
of two factors, each subject to errors. That structure might be ex­
pressed by 
( A:a ) ( B:b) . 
The number of different type of components in each of the above 
situations is 9(=3x3). The population identity for the conceptual response 
in the randomized block is now: 
y y k m  = Y  +  < V Y > +  < V Y ' +  < Y i k -Yi- V Y >  
+ (Yi(j)-Y.) • (Y^-Yy-Y^Y.) 
+<Yk(m)-Yk> + <Yk(im)-Yki-Ykm+Yk> 
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+^Yik(jm)~Yikj"Yikm+Yik^ 
= i-i + Bi + Gk + (BG)ik 
+ B.(j) + (GP)i(jk) + (g)k(m) + (Bê)k(im) + *Pg)Lk(jm) ' 
Again the symbolic notation for components should be obvious if we 
notice that B corresponds to blocks, P to plots, G to main levels, and 
g to sublevels of the treatment. We denote the ranges of k and m by 
G and M respectively. We have that: 
S(0) = 1j2 ' B^(B) " G^(G) + BGŒ(BG) 
2(B) = °"(B) " G °"(G) " P °~(B)(P) + GP °"(B)(GP) 
S(G) = °"(2G) ' B~°"(BG) " M °"(G)(g) + BM ""(GKBg) 
S(BG) = °*(BG) ' P °"(B)(GP) " M~°"(G)(Bg) + PM °"(BG)(Pg) 
S(B)(P) = ^^B)(P) " G °"(B)(GP) 
S(G)(g) = °"1c)(g) " B°"(G)(Bg) 
(B)(PG)= o-(2B)(pG) - o-(2BG)(pg) 
S(G)(Bg) = °"(G)(Bg) " P °"(BG)(Pg) 
S, (BG)(Pg) = «r^)(Pg) . 
We now focus attention on population structures of designs commonly 
known as split-plots. In the simple split-plot design the experimental 
material has a hierarchal structure in the sense that the experimental 
units, denoted by P and usually called the split-plots, are nested in 
blocks, denoted by B and known as main-plots, which in turn are nested 
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in sources of experimental material, denoted by S. There also are two 
types of treatment factors. We denote them by G and H respectively. 
The subscripts ranging over the sets of these various entities are k, j, 
i, m, and n respectively. Also, we find it convenient to denote the 
respective ranges of these subscripts by P, B, S, G, and H. 
The symbolic representation of the population structure is: 
( S:B:P ) ( G ) ( H ) , 
or equivalently ( i:j:k ) ( m ) ( n ) . 
It follows that the number of different types of components is 
I6(=4x2x2) and that the population identity for the conceptual response is: 
Y i j k m n  = Y + ( Y t -  Y )  + < Y m  -  Y )  +  ( Y n  -  Y )  
+ <Yim ' Yi * Ym + Y) + <Yin " Yi " Yn + Y> 
+ (Y - Y - Y + Y) 
mn m n 
+ (Y. -Y. -Y. - Y + Y. + Y + Y - Y) 1 îmn im m mn i m n 
+ <Yi(j) " Yi> + <Yi(jm) ' Yij * Yim + Yi> 
+ (Yi(jn) * Yij ' Yin + Yi> + (Yi(jmn) " Yijm " Yij= " Yimn 
+ Yij + Yim + Yin ' Yi> + 'Yi(jk, " Yij> 
+ (Yi(j)(km) " Yijk " Yijm + Yij' + tYi(j)(knrYijk~Yijn+Yij) 
+ (Yi(j)(kmn) ~ Yijkm " Yijkn " Yijmn+Yijk+Yijm+Yijii+Yij' 
= * + Si + Gm + Hn + <SG'im + <SH>in + <GH>m 
+ tSGH'imn + Bi(j) + <BG>i<jm) + <BH>i(jn) + <BGH>i(jmn) 
+ Pi(j)(k) + (PG,i(j)(km) + (BH,i(j)(kn) + (BGH)i(j)(kmn) ' 
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Again the correspondence of the shorthand symbols to the proper full 
components should be evident. 
S(0) = V- ~ S °"(S) " G ""(G) " H °"(H) + SG °*(SG) + SH °*(SH) 
t 1 _2 1 _2 
GH °"(GH) " SGH °"(SGH) 
S(S) = °"(S) " G °"(SG) ~ H °"(SH) " B°"(S)(B) + GH^SGH + GB °"(S)(GB) 
, 1 2 _1_ 2 
HB (S)(BH) " GHB (S)(BGH) 
S(G) = 1 0 
b 1 2 1 2 t 1 2 S (SG) ~ H (GH) SH (SGH) 
S(H) = °"(H) " S°~(SH) " G°"(GH) + SG°"(SGH) 
S(SG) = °"(SG) " 
1 2 1 2 , 1 2 
H (SGH) " B (S)(BG) HB (S)(BGH) 
S(SH) '(SH) " 
1 2 1 2 , 1 2 
G (SGH) " H (S)(BH) GH (S)(BGH) 
S(GH) = '(GH) " 
1 2 
S (SGH) 
2 (SGH) = °"(SGH) 
1 2 
B œ(S)(BGH) 
S(S)(B) = °'fs)(B) 
1 2 1 2 I 2 
G °'(S)(BG) " H °"(S)(BH) ™ P<r(S)(B)(P) 
, J_ 2 , I_ 2 , 1 2 
GH (S)(BGH) GP (S)(B)(GP) HP (S)(B)(HP) 
, _i_ 2 
GHP (S)(B)(GHP) 
S(S)(BG) = °"(S)(BG) " H°"(S)(BGH) " P°"(S)(B)(GP) + HP°"(S)(B)(GHP) 
S(S)(BH)= a'(S)(BH) " G°*(S)(BGH) " P°"(S)(B)(HP) + HP°*(S)(B)(GHP) 
2(S)(BGH) = °"(S)(BGH) " P~*"(S)(B)(GHP) 
S(S)(B)(P) = °"(S)(B)(P) " G°"(S)(B)(PG) ~ H<r(S)(B)(PH) 
, _1_ 2 
GH (S)(B)(PGH) 
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2(S)(B)(PG) = °"(S)(B)(PG) " H <r(S)(B)(PGH) 
S(S)(B)(PH) = °"(S)(B)(PH) " G °"<S)(B)(PGH) 
S(S)(B)(PGH)= tr(S)(B)(PGH) " 
We now extend the above considerations to the case where each of the 
treatment factors admits a nesting within it. We denote sublevels of G 
by g, of H by h and use indices a and (3 respectively to range over the 
elements of these sublevels. 
The population structure now is: 
( S:B:P ) ( G:g ) ( H:h ) 
Equivalently we may express it by: 
( i:j:k ) ( m:a ) ( n:(3 ) 
The number of different types of components now is 36(=4x3x3) and the 
population identity is: 
Yijkman(3 = Y + (Y. - Y) + (Y - Y) + (Y - Y) 
+ (Y. - Y. - Y + Y) + (Y. - Y. - Y + Y) îm i m ' m i n ' 
+ (Y - Y - Y + Y) 
mn m n 
+ (Y. - Y. -Y. - Y + Y. + Y + Y - Y) imn im m mn i m n 
+ (Yi(j) - Yi> + (Yi(jm) " Yim - Yij " Yi> 
+ <Yi(j=) " Yij " Yin + Yi> 
+<Yi(jmn> " V " Yijn " Yimn + Yij + Yim + Yin " Yi' 
+ (Yi(j')(k) " Yij' + (Yi(j)(km) " Yijk " Yijm + Yij> 
+ (Yi(j)(kn) " Yijk ~ Yijn + Yij' 
+ (Yi(j)(kmn) ~ Yijkm " Yijkn ~ Yijmn + Yijk + Yijm + Yijn 
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"V 
+ <Ym(a> " Ym> + <Yn(|3> " V + <Ym<an> " Yma " Ymn + Ym> 
+ <Y=<|3m) " YnP " Ynm + Yn> 
^mn(aP) ^mna Ymn|3 + Ymn^ 
+ *Ym(ai) " Yma " Ymi + YrJ 
+ (Yn(pi) - Ynp - Yni + YJ 
+  ( Y  .  -  Y  - Y  .  -  Y  .  +  Y  +  Y  + Y . - Y )  
m(am) man mai mm ma mn mi m 
+  ( Y  # N  -  Y  .  - Y  -  Y  .  +  Y  +  Y  + Y . - Y )  
n((3mi) n|3m n(3i nmi np nm ni n 
+  ( Y  - Y  - Y  - Y  +  Y  +  Y  
mn(api) mna(B mnai mn(3i mna mnp 
+  Y  .  -  Y  )  
mm mn 
+ (Yim(aj) ~ Yima ~ Yimj " Yim* 
+ (Yin(pj) " Yin(3 " Yinj + Yin) 
+  ( Y  -  Y  .  - Y . . - Y . .  +  Y . + Y .  
x mi(anj) mian miaj minj mia min 
+  Y  -  Y  . )  
mij mv 
+  ( Y  . X  -  Y  -  Y  -  Y  .  .  +  Y . „  +  Y .  +  Y  . .  
x ni(pmj) ni (3m m(3j mmj ni (3 mm mj 
+  ( Y .  ,  -  Y .  a -  Y .  .  -  Y .  F L .  +  Y .  +  Y .  
imn(a(3j) imna(3 îmnaj îmnpj raina imn(p) 
+  Y .  .  -  Y .  )  
îmnj imn 
+  ( Y . , .  W  ,  ,  -  Y . .  -  Y . .  .  +  Y . .  )  i(jm)(ak) îjma ijmk îjm' 
+ (Yi(jn)(pk) " Yijn(3 " Yijnk + Yijn) 
+ ^Yi(mj)(ank) Y imjan Yimjak Yimjak 
+  Y .  .  +  Y .  .  +  Y .  . .  -  Y .  . )  
imja imjn îmjk imj 
+ ^Yi(jn)(pmk) Yijn(3m Yijn(3k Yijnmk 
+  Y . ,  O  +  Y . .  +  Y . .  ,  -  Y . .  )  
ijn(3 îjnm ijnk îjn' 
+ ^Yi(mnj)(a(3k) Yimnja|3 Yimnjak Yimnj(3k 
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+ ^ imnja + ^imnj(B + ^imnjk ^imnj^ 
These are the 36 components. They can be written in a somewhat different 
order and with an obvious correspondence in notation as follows: 
l" + Gm + Hn + (GH,mn + gm(a) + hn(P) + (gHm(an) + (GMn(m(3) 
+ ^mn(ap) 
+ S. + (SG)im + ( S H ) i n  + (SGH)imn + (Sg)m(.a) + (Sh)n(.p) 
+ (SgH,m(i<m) + (SOh)n(im|3) + (Sgh)mn(m|3) 
+ Bi(j) + (BG|i(jm) + <BH»i(jn) + <BGh0i(jmn) + (Bg>im(ja) 
+ <Bh,in(j|3) + <BgH)im(jan) + (BGh,in(jmp) + (Bgh,irnn(a|3) 
+ Pi(j)(k> + (PG)i(j)(km) + (PH,i(j)(kn) + (PGH)i(j)(kmn) + (Pg)i(jm)(ka) 
+ ^Ptl'i(jn)(kp) + tPSH)i(jm)(kan) + ^PGI^i(jn)(kmp) + ^Pgh^i(jmn)(ap). 
We do not include a list of the expanded form of the corresponding 
36 S's. 
5. Other illustrations 
In this section we wish to discuss briefly the structures 
( S:RC ) ( A:a ) ( B:b ) 
( S: (R) ( C:L) ) ( A:a ) ( B:b ) 
and some of their modifications. These structures were introduced in 
the section defining the general population identity, and we retain the 
notation of that section. 
Designs employing explicitly the population structure ( S:RC ) (A) ( B ) 
have occasionally been used in agriculture and elsewhere. Concrete 
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examples are the latin square with replications and also the design in 
which factor A is applied to rows while factor B is applied to columns, 
i. e. the treatment factors are applied to strips of experimental material. 
The number of different types of components in this structure is 
20 (= 5x2x2). 
Similarly we see that when we extend the above structure to include 
treatments subject to error the structure becomes ( S:RC ) ( A:a ) ( B:b ) 
The number of different components now is 45 (= 5x3x3). 
Suppose we use the subscripts i, m, j, n, s, r, and c to denote 
levels of A, a, B, b, S, R, and C respectively. Then an alternative 
expression representing the population structure is 
( i:m ) ( j:n ) ( s:rc ) 
The identity for a typical conceptual response is: 
Yimjnsrc = Y + <Yi " Y> + <Yj " Y> + <Yij " Yi " Yj + Y> 
+ <Yi(m) " Yi> + (Yj(n) " Yj> + <Yi(mj) " Yim " Yij + Yi> 
+ (Yj(ni) " Yjn " Yji + Yj> + <Yij(mn) " Yijm " Yijn + Yij> 
+ (Ys - Y) + (Y.s - Y. - Ys + Y) + (Yjs - Y. - Y, + Y) 
+ (Yys  " Yy " Yis " Yjs + Yi + Yj + Ys " Y> 
+ (Yi(ms) * Yim * YjS - Yi> + IV) * Yjn " Yj, " Yj' 
+ «Yi(mjs) " Yimj ' Yims " Yijs + Yim + Yij + Yis ' Yi' 
+ 
'
Yj(nis) " Yjni " Yjns " Yjis + Yjn + Yji + Yjs " Yj' 
+ <Yij(mns) " Yijmn " Yijms " Yijns + Yijm + Yijn * Yijs 
- v  
+ (Ys(r) - Ys> + (Ys(,i) - Ys, - Ysi + Y=) 
+ <Ys(rj) " Ysr " Ysj + YJ 
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+  ( Y  ,  Y  .  -  Y  .  -  Y  . .  +  Y  + Y .  +  Y . - Y )  
s(rij) sri srj sij sr si sj s 
+  ( Y .  ,  V  -  Y .  -  Y .  +  Y .  )  +  ( Y .  .  .  -  Y .  -  Y .  
is(mr) ism isr is' js(nr) jsn jsr 
+  V  
+  ( Y .  . . .  -  Y .  .  -  Y .  -  Y .  .  +  Y .  +  Y .  .  +  Y .  
îs(mjr) ismj ismr îsjr ism ISJ isr 
- 
Yis> 
+  ( Y .  . . .  -  Y .  .  -  Y .  -  Y .  .  +  Y .  +  Y .  .  +  Y .  js(mr) jsm jsnr jsir jsn jsi jsr 
" V  
+  ( Y . .  ,  ,  -  Y . .  -  Y . .  -  Y . .  +  Y . .  +  Y . .  
îjs(mnr) ijsmn ij smr ijsnr ijsm îjsn 
+  Y . .  -  Y . .  )  
ij sr îjs' 
+ <Ys(c) - Ys> + <Ys(,=) - Ysr - Ysc + Ys> 
+ <YS(ci) - Ysc - Ysi + Ys» + (Ys(cj) - Ysc - Ysj + YJ 
+  ( Y  ,  -  Y  . - Y  .  -  Y  . .  +  Y  + Y .  +  Y . - Y )  
s(cij) SCI SCJ S1J se SI SJ s' 
+  ( Y .  ,  .  -  Y .  -  Y .  +  Y .  )  +  ( Y .  .  . - Y .  -  Y .  
is(mc) ism isc is js(nc) jsn jsc 
+ ^Yis(mjc) ~ Yismj " Yismc ' Yisjc + Yism+ Yisj + Yisc 
" 
Yis> 
+  ( Y .  . . .  -  Y .  .  -  Y .  -  Y .  .  +  Y .  +  Y .  .  +  Y .  js(nic) jsm jsne jsic jsn jsi jsc 
" V  
+  ( Y . .  .  X  -  Y . .  - Y . .  -  Y . .  +  Y . .  +  Y . .  îjs(mnc) ijsmn ij smc ijsnc ij sm IJ sn 
+  Y . .  -  Y . .  )  
1JSC 1JS7 
( Y .  -  Y  -  Y  . - Y  .  +  Y  +  Y  + Y . - Y )  
s(rci) src sri sci sr se si s' 
+  ( Y  .  . X  -  Y  - Y  . - Y  .  +  Y  +  Y  + Y . - Y )  
s(rcj) src srj sej sr se sj s' 
+  ( Y  .  . . .  -  Y  . - Y  . - Y  . . - Y  . .  +  Y  +  Y  .  
s(rcij) srci srcj srij scij src sri 
+  Y  
srj 
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+  Y  .  +  Y  .  +  Y . . - Y  - Y  - Y . - Y .  +  Y )  
sci scj sij sr se si sj s 
+ *Yis(mrci) " Yismr " Yismc " Yisrc + Yism + Yisr + Yisc 
" 
Yis> 
+ (Y. , , - Y. - Y. - Y. + Y. + Y. + Y. 
x js(nrc) jsnr jsne jsrc jsn jsr jsc 
-v 
+ (Y. , . x - Y. . - Y. . - Y. - Y. . + Y. îs(mjrc) ismjr ismjc ismrc isjrc ismj 
+ Y. + Y. + Y. . + Y. . + Y. ismr isme îsjr îsjc isrc 
- Y. -Y. . - Y. - Y. + Y. ) ism isj isr isc is 
+ (Y. , . . - Y. . -Y. . -Y. -Y.. + Y. . 
x js(nirc) jsmr jsnic jsnrc jsirc jsm 
+ Y. + Y. + Y. . + Y. . + Y. - Y. - Y. . - Y. jsnr jsne jsir jsic jsrc jsn jsi jsr 
- Y. + Y. ) jsc js' 
+ (Y.. , , - Y.. - Y.. - Y.. - Y.. x îjs(mnrc) ij smnr ij smnc ijsmrc ijsnrc 
+ Y.. + Y.. + Y.. + Y.. + Y.. + Y.. ijsmn ijsmr îjsmc ijsnr ijsnc îjsrc 
" 
Yijsm ~ Yijsn ~ Yijsr " Yijsc + Yijs* 
= H. + A. + B. + (AB)_ + a.(m) + b j (n)  
+ (aB)i(mj) + (Ab)j(ni) + (ab)ij(mn) 
+ + (A5).^ + (BS).^ + (ABS).., 
+ (aS,i(ms) + (bS)j(ms) + (aBS)i(mjs) + (AbS)j(ins) 
+ (abS)ij(mns) 
+ Rs(r) + (^)g(ri) + (BR)s(jr) + (AB)s(ijr) + (aR)is(mr) 
+ (bR)js(nr) + (aBR)is(mjr) + (AbR)js(inr) + (abR)ijs(mn) 
+ Cs(c) + (AC)s(ic) + (BC)s(jc) + tABC)s(ijc) + (aC)is(mc) 
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+ (bC>js(nc) + (lBC|is(mj = ) + <AbC>js(in=) + labC'ij(mnc) 
+ <RC)s(rc) + (ARC)g(.rc) + (BRC)s(jrc) + (ABRC)s(.jrc) 
+ <lRC'is<m,c> + <bRC>js(n,=) + <aBRC>ie(mjrc) 
+ (AbRC)js(inrc) + (abRC).js(mnrc) . 
These are the 45 components in the population model. 
We call attention to the fact that when one more treatment factor, 
say E, is introduced then the structure ( S: ( R) ( C: L ) ) ( A ) ( B ) ( E ) 
admits 56 (= 7x2x2x2) different types of components. This type of struc­
ture is sometimes envisaged in agronomic experimentation. With all 
treatment factors subject to error and sublevels of E denoted by e the 
last structure becomes 
( S: ( R) ( C:L) ) ( A:a ) ( B:b ) ( E:e) 
and the number of different types of components now is 189 (= 7x3x3x3). 
Because of space considerations we shall not detail the identities for 
these various structures but we do wish to have the explicit identity for 
the structuring of the experimental material given by 
( S: ( R ) ( C:L ) ) . 
We notice that the structure ( S: ( R) ( C:L ) )( A) ( B ) ( C )reduces 
to the above when the experiment reduces to one on uniformity trials 
exploring the experimental material. 
If we let the subscripts i, j, k and L to range over the elements of 
S, R, C and JL respectively then an alternative representation of the 
population structure is ( i: ( j ) ( k: L ) ) 
The population identity for a conceptual response is: 
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Y ijkL = Y + (Y. _ Y) + (Y.^.^ _ Y.) + (Y.^) _ Y.) 
+ *Yi(jk) " Yij " Yik + Yi* + ^Yi(k)(L) " Yi(k)) 
+ (Yi(k)(jL) ~ Yijk " YikL + Yik) 
= H- + Si + Ri(j) + Ci(k) + (RC)i(jk) 
+ Li(k)(L) + (RL)i(k)(jL) ' 
Again the correspondence of the shorthand notation to the actual com­
ponents should be evident. If we choose to denote the population ranges 
of i, j, k, and L by S, R, C, and L then we may verify that: 
2, J(0) 
2 1 2 
= ^ - S (S) 







1 œ2 i o-2 + —U" C r ?  R (S)(R) C (S)(C) T RC (S)(RC) 
-  i o - f  1 (S)(C) R " (S)(RC) ™ C <r(S)(C)(L) RL "(S)(C)(RL) 
2 1_ 2 
~ °\S)(RC) ~ L ^(S)(C)(RL) 
_ 2 1 2 
~ °"(S)(C)(L) " R °"(S)(C)(RL) 
'(S)(C)(R10 " °"(S)(C)(RL) 
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III. CHAPTER THREE: BALANCED SAMPLES FROM 
BALANCED POPULATIONS OF RESPONSES 
A. Introduction 
In this chapter we consider certain questions connected with sampling 
schemes from balanced populations of responses. The particular mathe­
matical machinery we use lays bare the specified process by which the 
set of observed sample values is to be obtained from the population of 
possible responses. It establishes a one-to-one correspondence between 
mathematical representation and the actual way the investigation was 
carried out. 
We shall denote a particular sample observation by the symbol x where 
the subscripts of x indicate the sampling order, in terms of the various 
population classifications, in which the sample value was obtained. For 
reasons of mathematical difficulty and also primary interest, we re­
strict our attention in the remainder of the thesis to types of samples 
which will henceforth be called balanced. 
Definition: A sample is said to be balanced with respect to all 
subscripts used in the representation of an arbitrary 
sample observation if the sample range of any one 
of the subscripts is the same for every set of particu­
lar values the other subscripts may assume. 
In what follows we derive in order of increasing complexity of 
structure and derivation results on the expectation of squares of 
sample means. In this way we arrive at the theorem, which subsumes 
all previous ones, on the expectation of the square of a sample mean 
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drawn from a balanced population of arbitrarily general structure. We 
next define, corresponding to any balanced sampling scheme, the sample 
analysis of variance. Making use of the fact that the mean square of 
any line of the table can be written as a known linear function of squares 
of sample means we state and prove, in both the <r2 and S language, the 
general theorem about the simple form of the expected value of the 
mean square of any line. We conclude the chapter with two revealing 
illustrative examples. 
B. Expected Values of Squares of Sample Means 
1. Samples from a one-way finite population 
Let x^, x^, denote, in order of selection, the observed values 
of the YJ s when a random sample of size n is drawn without replace­
ment from the finite population of N items discussed in Section E. 1 of 
Chapter Two. Denote by x.^ the value of the i*th selected sample 
member. Thus, the x.s are random variables. 1-1-
We now define nN random variables as follows: 
eu = 1 if i*th chosen item in the sample is the ith item in the 
population 
a. =0 otherwise. l 
One random variable is then defined for every (i*, i) pair; 
i* = 1, 2, . . . . , n ; 
i = 1,2, N . 
Each one of the selection variables has the following simple 
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propertie s: 
i* i i* i 
P(ai = 1} = N" ; P(ai = °) = 1 - n ' 
Eta1.' ) = E(aT )2 = ^ , for ail i*, i. 
i* i*t il , 
E(a. a., ) = ^ x , for i i i", i* i i*' . 
Here, and in the remainder of the thesis, the symbol P is used as a 
shorthand for the word probability and the symbol E denotes the expecta­
tion operator. 
In terms of the elementary random variables the value of any x^ 
may be written: 
^ i* ^ i* 
x.* = S a. Y. = S a. Y + (Y. - Y) 
' *  U 1  1  1  i = l  1  
i* ^ i* 
= Y + 2 a1 (Y. - Y) = it + S a) A. , 
i=l J 1 i=l 1 1 
N 
2 Y. 
i=l 1 ( where JJL = Y = ^ = Population Mean), A^ = Y^ - Y 
Hence: E x.* = E( Y + S a^'<(Yi - Y) ) 
= Y + i  S (Y. -  Y) 
1 
N 
= Y since S (Y. - Y) = 0. 
i=l 1 
Further: 
Ex^ = E ( Y + S a[* (Y. - Y) ) 
i 
= E' vZ ' ^ _i*_i* ( Y + S aJ a.t (Y - Y) (Y , - Y) ) 
i,i« 1 1 1 1 
= Y + E Sa. (Y. - Y)' 
i 1 1 
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since E(aj a!t ) = 0 for i ^ i1 
, N 
=  Y 2 +  i  S  ( Y .  -  Y ) 2  
i N  i = l  1  
( Y .  -  Y ) 2  
= Y2 + (1 - R) cr^ (where «r^ = S ^ ) 
i 
=  ( Y 2 -  ^  < )  +  <  =  S „  +  S A  •  
It follows that: 
V(xi$) = E(x?a) - ( E(x.„) ) 2  = i t i  
~ 
(1 
• à> "A • 
Further, 
,n , n N- . . n N 
= * V = =,.V £ ^  <tl + A^ 
= (JL + - S S a1* A. . 
n i* = l  i=I 1 1 
Hence: 
EX 2 =  L L 2+ — E S S a!* a!*' A. A., 
n2 i*,i*' i,V 1 1 11 
=  u 2 +  —  E (  S  a * * A ? +  S  2  a 1 *  '  A .  A . ,  )  
n 2  i * , i  1  1  i * f i * ' W i '  1 1  1 1  
=  ^ 2 +  ~ T  (  I T  2 A i  ™  ^ r r )  S A i >  s i n c e  S A i  =  ° '  
n i x ' i i 
• "
2+ à SA? » - Eî ' 
i 
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S A ?  2  
2. i 1 Zl n t 1 z , n n . œA S » Ï  -  £  )  n 
We notice that the variance of the sample mean - Ex2 - JJL2 = 
(1 - ^ ) . This, of course, is a well known finite sampling elemen­
tary result. We focus attention, however, on the facts that the square of 
a sample mean of size n from the population of the A.rs has expectation 
(T2. (T2. . CTZ 
^ ~ R * n~ ' a n d  t h a t  E x 2  =  H-2  + t1  - § )— = (M-2  " n °A )  + ~~n 
SA 
= 
z0 + # • 
2. Cross samples from crossed populations 
a. The two dimensional case Consider a set of items with values 
A 
P . w h e r e  i  =  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  .  ,  A  ;  j  =  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  .  ,  B ,  a n d  s u c h  t h a t  2  P . .  =  
i* J* S P.. = 0. Introduce random variables a. , 0. satisfying 
j= l  %  1  J 
i* 
a. = 1 if the i*-th choice from among the i's selects all i 
P.y s having the subscript i, 
and a. =0 otherwise. i 
i* (3j = 1 if the j*-th choice from among the j' s selects all P„' s 
having the subscript j, 
1 ^  
and 8. =0 otherwise. 
J 
If we take a random sample of size a without replacement from the 
A i's and a random sample of size b without replacement from the B j's, 
then an obtained sample value, denoted by x^.^, is variable and 
Xi*j* ^*i Pj Pij 
i.e. x. a randomly chosen value from the population of the P^'s. 
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Consider the expectation of the square of the sample mean i. e. 
E  1  À Jj* Xi*j* ' 
The sample mean is said to be formed from a cross sample because 
graphically the sample corresponds to one formed from the ab inter­
sections of selected rows and columns from a matrix with A rows and 
B columns. A sample of items might be exhibited as in Figure 1 where 
selected items are indicated by circles. 
Theorem: 
E ( HF .EL xi*j* ) = (i - -^)d - | ) , 
1 J 
)2 
ij S P?. 
where 
'AB = (A-l)(B-l) • 
Proof: 
e  1  &  =  ^  » 2  -  e  <  k =  =  <  < p t j >  > 2  
= E — S S S S P.. P.,.t 
= E 
~  2  2  \  S  S E  P ^ P ^ P  P  t j l  )  .  
a2i*. i*»i,i' b2j*, j*1 j, j1 J J 1J 1 3 
Now i- S S E(pj*pjfr) P P 
b j,j'  J  J  J  J  
1 i* i*i 
+ i- S S E(pJ p , P P , 
b2 jjÊj' 33 3 
= 




o ! ° o n 
1 
! 
o o o o 
o  o o o 





o  0 
o o 
Figure 2. A simple fractionated sample from a 
crossed two-dimensional population 
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1  ( S P P - kzl 2 P..  P ) 
bB x . -ij i'j B-l J ij l'j 
since S P.,. = 0 for ail i1 , 
j 1 3 
= è  S  p ij  PVj 1 1  - 5H> 
J 
S P.. P.,. 
j 1J 1J (1 k 
(B-l)b ( B ' 
Hence it follows that: 
, 2  =  E  a v '  -  B »  
=  6 i * , i  E ( a ^ )  ( 1  " 1 }  
2 P.. P., .  
I 4* 4*1 4 1 J 
+ — 2 S E(a! a1., ) J b x 
a2 i*£j*< i^i1 1 1 (B-l)b ' B ' 
a^B-Db ' 1 " B " I ^  Pfj " MA-W g Pîi > 
S P?. 
ij IJ /i b w , a-1 
aA b(B-l) ( B ^ ( A-l > 
2 Pf. 




- B ) -êr~ • %-e.d. 
We pause a moment to detail the extreme cases, 
(i) When a = b = 1 then 
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E( & Z xJ>iis,)2=U - i)(l - 4)<r2 
ab i*j*; " X Ani " B' AB 
= Variance of an observation, as it should. 
(ii) When a = A we sample all the rows so that then 
l i b A 
E< A- s X;)SiJ2 = E ( A, Z ( S P4;J )2 
i*j* j*=i i*=i 
= E(0)2 = 0 identically, as the general re suit indicate s. 
b. The R-dimensional case Consider a set of items classified in 
R ways with values denoted by P... where i = 1,2,...., A; j = 1 J ljk. ..no ' 
1 , 2 , . . . . , B ;  n  =  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  G ;  o  =  1 ,  2 ,  . . . .  H ;  a n d  w i t h  
A B H 
S P.. = S P.. = = S  P . .  = 0 .  
• 
n0 j=l * • n0 Q— 1 ij • • • • no 
Divide the P's into groups having like i's and choose at random a of these 
i* i* groups. Let a. = 1 if i*-th group chosen is the i-th group and = 0 
otherwise. Here i* = 1, 2, . . . . , a; i = 1, 2,...., A. 
Next divide the P's into groups having like j's and choose a random 
subset of b of these groups. 
i* Let (3j = 1 if j*-th group chosen is the j-th group of the population 
i* 
and 6. = 0 otherwise. 
J 
Continuing in this way divide finally the P's into groups having like o's 
and choose a random subset of h of these groups. 
Q* 
Let p = 1 if o*-th group chosen is the o-th group of the population, 
o* 
and p =0 otherwise. 
o 
Then a particular sample value can be distinguished uniquely by being 
the i*j*. . . o*-th chosen value and corresponds to one random choice 
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f r o m  t h e  p o p u l a t i o n  o f  P ' s .  D e n o t e  t h e  v a l u e  o f  t h e  i * j * .  .  .  .  n * o * - t h  c h o i c e  
by . . . o*' Then 
i* j -r1 n3®5 o* 
Xi*j*. . . . n*o* . . ai 'j n ^ o Pij. ..no ' i, J ,  . . n, o J J 
where the X's are defined similarly to the other selection random variables. 
Theorem: 
E t i^TTh . . n*o*>2 = d - 1 )(1 - |) 
1*J*. . . OV J 
1 1  h  »  a b . . .  h  
( H' ab h ' 
where 
o-% 
"(À-1)(B-1). . . (H-l) 
2 Pf. 2 • » 11• • • O 
""AB. ... H " 
Proof: 
E (  a b  . . g h . t =  _ n 4 o 4 x i * j "  n^O1 
= E ( -r-i -r 2 2 a1* p-l*. \n* p°* P.. ): 
a b . . . g h  i j . . . n o  1  J  n  °  •  •  n o  
1  ^  ^  i *  i * ' ,  1  _  _  - r ^ / o i *  o i * '  2  2  E ( a ^ a ^ )  ^ - 2  2  ) - . . .  
a2 i*,i*« i,V b2 j*,j*' j, j» J J 
n*, n*1 n, n1 g o*, o*' o, o1 h 
P.. 
. . . n o  P i ' i ' .  .  .  n 1  
Now 
„ ï ,O*'O3O. ^ B < P ° ° r , P y - - P V r . . . N '  
2 P.. P.... , i j . . .  n o  l ' r .  .  .  n ' o  ,  
_ ° / i h x 
" (H-l)h { 1  "IT '  '  
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So 
E * âbTTTgh _ _ n„ot xi*j*.. . n*o*)2 
= 2 2 E(o{* a|f ' ) S S i- E( frf* pif > 
a2 i*,i*1 i,il j*,j*' j,j' b2 J J 
( S S L-E(XN* XN! ) SP.. P.,., , (1 * \ 
n*,n*' n, n' g2 n n o 1 J ' ' ° n ° (H-l)h h 
It is evident that summing now over n*, n*1, n, n1 is equivalent to our 
previous summing on o*, o*', o, o1 so that the summation over these in­
dices in the last part of the above expression yields 
S P.. P.,., 
no 1 J >  * ;n° ^".no h.. .  &  
(b-l)(H-l)gh (1 " H " G' • 
Continuing in this way we finally obtain 
E( xi*j*. . . a*o*'2 
2 Pf. 
• • 11 « • • HO i -i 
_  i j " ' «  n o  / 1  3 -  x / 1  b  x  / 1  h  x  
' (A-l)(B-l). . . (H-l)abcdgh (I " A)(1 " B> * * * (1 ' H} 
°AB. 
-rê— (1 - t)(i - -5) • • • (1 " 5) - q. e. d. 
abc. . . gh x A' B' ' - H7 
3. Samples from pure nested populations 
a. The one-fold nested classification Consider a nested popula­
tion of AB ordered items arranged into A groups of B items each. 
Denote the value of the j-th item of the i-th group by Y„ (= Y^^). 
We have identically: 
Y ij  = Y  +  <Y i  -  Y> + <Y i(j)  -  Y i> 
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= v. + A. + B.(j) , 
2  Y . .  2  Y . .  
ii 13 i 1J when jj. = Y = A w— , Y. = JAB i B 
and A. = Y. - Y , B.,.. = Y.. - Y. ; 
i i i(j) ij i 
so that since the population is a balanced one 
A B 
2 A. = 0, 2 B.»., = 0 for all values of i. 
i = l  1  j  =  l  H j '  
Let the sampling procedure consist of choosing randomly a out of 
A groups and in each of the groups selected choosing randomly b out 
of the B elements. 
Let denote the value of the j*-th chosen element in the i*-th 
chosen group. We link the variable x^^ (= x^^^^ ) to the values of the 
population items by defining abAB elementary selection random 
variables as follows: 
Let cu = 1 if the i*-th chosen group is group i in the population 
i* 
 . =0 otherwise. i 
i *  =  1 , 2 , . . . . ,  a ;  i  =  1 , 2 , 3 ,  A  .  
i*-;* Let ^i*j = ^ ^ the j*-th chosen unit of i*-th chosen group is the 
j-th unit of that group 
i*i* 
 .*. = 0 otherwise. 
j *  =  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  .  ,  b  ;  j  =  1 , 2 , 3 , . . . . ,  B  .  
It follows now that: 
i* i* i*i* 
xi*j* = ?? ai ^i*j Yij = ^ ai ^i*j ^ + Ai + Bi(j) ^ 
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i* „ i* i*i* 
= u.+ S a . A. + S a. p. 3 B.,.. . 
r  i  :  i  y  i  K i * j  i ( j )  
Hence 
Ex „ = n + i SA. +5LS S B 
J 1 1 J 
= a, since SA. = 0, SB.,., = 0. 
i 1 j 1(J| 
Further 
= ^ + E (  S a ^ A . ) 2 + E (  S  o | *  B . ( j ) ) 2  
+ 2 IJL E ( S a1?'A.) + 2 u. E ( SSa1* ^ 1? B 
n i i' ^ . . i ri^j i i J 
Also 
i* i* i*i* 




S ai ait Pi*j Ai Bi'(j) 
1>1 J 
;  H . 2 + E ( S a j * A . ) 2 + E (  S  a j *  B . { j ) ) :  
i* i* i*i* 
since ES Sa. a., B.*. A. B..... 
i , i l  j  1  J  1  1  ( j )  
1 
" AB 2 Ai (S Bi(j)) " 0 * 
i J J 
Now E( S aj*A.) 2 = (1 ~ j) "A ' 
1 S A? i 
(since ^ ) . 
E< = < BiU)»2 
- 
e  < g  Bfo> )  = & f .  Buj, 
B-l. 1 f Bi'j) 
=  < T T >  i  =  i :  
1 .B-IT 
-  
( 1  
-  B> <r(A)(B) 
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h 2 ^ ^  w ere cr. -(A)(B) A(B-l) ' 
So finally 
E xi*j* =H- + U - Â ^ ^A + ^ " B* °"(A)(B) ' 
We next consider 
E*i* = E<èj= 1 x iV2  
i* 1 ^ i* i*i* .? 
=  E ( , +  S a \ A . +  ^  B m ) f  
- ^ 2 + < i -  i**a+ e < Z J < ? %  j*=i ij J 
since the cross product terms vanish for the same reason as before. 
Now 
E( 1 2 ( Z <1^ pM* B2 ) )Z 
Ai 5 ^ 
T ' V . r d y f W W ' w ' m  
1 V 1 / b y, T)2 , b(b - 1 ) yi Tl T3 
b2 f A( B ^Bi(j) + BÎBTT) Bi(j) Bi(j') 
^ y ^ V* TD 2 ^ ) y r)2 \ 
b2 f A( B 2Bi(j) ™ BÎBTI) 2Bi(j) ) ' 
^i(j) = - Bi(j) 
bÂB ^ Bi(j) (1 " B^I ) 
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It follows that: 
E  = / + ( !  -  5 _ )  ^  +  ( 1  -  | )  
- s + s + S(A)(B) 
" (0) + S(A) + b 
We consider finally 
Now 
+ ab ^ 1 y "î Pi*j Bi(j) ' 
e*2 = 2^+e( è = (f<Av >2+e 'Ajy=» »2 
since the cross-product expectations = 0. 
=  , 2 • u  - 1 1  ^ + E (  z  «r^Xj)»2  • 
B u t  E (
-^.y  ^ l iPÎTB io>1 ) 2  =  ( 1-1» • 
This is so because 
Bih~i*5> ,!> i2i.j,r "i*1*" *»* ?**•'*' Buj) Bi'u') 
= 5, i ^  jj Pt*j Pi*j' B«j> Biu') ' 
since when i1 t i then range on j1 is unrestricted regardless 
of the value of j, j*, and j*', and B 
2 B.,... = 0 . 
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So 
A BiU) BiU'i 
a^2 i*, i 1 j*, j*1 j, j 
11 i* i*i* i*i*i 
- ï  x  -,E=-i 'V:' B iU) BU; !) 
b r(A)(B) 
= (1 - g) ab , as we see from previous considerations. 
Hence we have the following: 
E * 2  =  / +  ( t  -  1 >  ^  +  ( 1  -  I '  ^ M â )  
= 2(0) + è S(A) + À S(A)(B) ' 
Notice that the results on Ex?..,, and E x2,. are particular cases of if 
this last one on Ex2. 
b. The R-fold nested classification Consider a balanced R-fold 
nested population. Symbolically the structure may be exhibited by: 
i : j : k : : n : o 
Let i = 1, 2, . . . . , A ; j = 1, 2, . . . . , B for every i ; k = 1,2,.... , C for 
every ij combination ; ; n = 1,2,...., G for every ijk. . . . 
in combination ; o = 1,2,...., H for each ijk. . . mn combination. As 
we know from Chapter Two the number of items in the population is 
ABC. . . GH. Denote the typical response by nQ. The population 
identity then is: 
Y i j k .  . . m n = = Y  +  < Y i - Y >  +  < Y i ( j >  "  Y i >  +  '  '  '  '  +  ( Y i j k .  . .  m ( n )  
- Y.., ) + (Y.., . x - Y... ) ijk. . . m ijk. . . mn(o) ijk. . . m' 
=  p .  +  A .  +  B . ( j )  +  . . . .  +  G t ( j ) ( k ) .  .  .  ( m ) ( n )  +  H i ( j ) ( k ) .  .  ( n ) ( o ) *  
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We recall that since the population is balanced 
A B G H 
2  A .  =  2  B . , =  = 2  G . . . ,  .  .  =  2  H . . . .  t  \ t  \  -  0 .  
i=1 i j = 1 i(j) n=1 i(j). • - (n) Q=1 i(j). . - (n)(o) 
We consider the operation of taking a balanced random sample of 
abc. . . . gh units from the above population. This sample is formed by-
selecting randomly from the A groups of units with different i values 
a sample of a groups; by selecting randomly from each of the chosen 
groups a sample of b subgroups from the B subgroups with different 
j values; and by continuing to sample in the chosen nests until we 
arrive at the nests containing the ultimate items; in each of the chosen 
nests we select a random sample of g items out of the G existing ones. 
We denote by x.^^^ n*04: the value obtained when inspecting the 
i*j*. . . . n*o*-th chosen item in order of selection. The variable 
X i * j *  n * o *  c a n  b e  l i n k e d  t o  t h e  p o p u l a t i o n  i t e m s  t h r o u g h  a b c .  .  . . g h  
ABC. . . GH elementary random variables defined as follows: 
i* 
a^ = 1 if i*-th group chosen corresponds to group i in the 
population 
i* _ 
a .  = 0  o t h e r w i s e .  i 
i *  =  1 , 2 ,  . . . , a ;  i =  1 , 2 ,  3 , . . . . ,  A .  
i*i* b^sjjj = 1 if j*-th subgroupd chosen in i*-th chosen group 
corresponds to population subgroupd j in chosen 
group i*, 
i*i* b  . J .  = 0  o t h e r w i s e .  
Continuing definitions in this way we arrive at 
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e e ty*1 vn 4* i g.j-.vu" ' ' ^ = 1 if i*m*. . . m*n*-th choice corresponds to choice 
°v-j3<-. . . m*n ^ 
of population value n in the i*j*. . . m*-th chosen 
nest, 




. i*j*. . . n*o* 
. n*o 
= 1 if i*j*. . , n*o*-th choice corresponds to unit 
o in i*j*. . . n*-th chosen nest, 
h'îj*' ' ' n!°* = 0 otherwise. 
i*j*. . . n^o 
It follows that: 
x i*j*k*. . . n*o* ijk. . . no 
i*, i*j* i*j* . . . n* i*j*. . . n*o*v 
a i*j ' ®i*j* . . . n i*j*. . . n*o ijk. . . no 
= 2 
ijk. . . no 4*
bSf.. .  «ïïS '.V.M;: : : ST < ^+Ai 
+  B . ( j )  +  . . . .  +  G . ( j )  ( n )  +  H . ( j )  ( n ) ( o )  )  
4* i* 
=  u  +  S  a  .  A .  +  S a . b . . .  B . . . .  +  
r i i*j i(j) 
î j • • • n 
ij 
i*, i*j* 
ai bi*j • •  - n * G  gi*j*. . . n i(j). • • (n) 
+ 2 
ij. . . no 
* i*j*. . . n^i*j*. 
®i*j*.. . n i*j*. 
. n*o* 
n*o 
Hi(j). . . (n)(o) ' 
We see then that the only subscripts appearing in the summation of 
the terms relating to the different components are the ones correspond­
ing to the subscripts of the component. This is so because summation 




2 = E(ab!..gh "i*)*-• • n«o*l 
cr2 , cr? 
2 <r? 
. £ . (A)(B). . . (G) . h . (A)(B). . . (G)(H) 
G ' ab g H ' ab gh 
=  +  -  s / A X +  A -  s .  A W „ .  +  (0) a (A) T ab (A)(B) T ab gh (A)(B). . . (G)(H)' 
(where for example: 
G2 i(j). . . (n) 
°"(A)(B). ..(G) = AB F(G-l) 
Proof: 
x = \ i  + - 2 ( 2 a1* A.) + 4r 2 (2 a1* bVl^B....) 
a i*=i i 1 1 ab i*j* ij 1 V"J l0)# 
+âèrrg _ n,<=_ _ n aiXT g î *F: : : n *G i (j) . . . ( n ) )  
+ab17^h.i,j= _ , . noa^*f 
i*j*. . . n*, i*j*. . . n*o „ . 
®i*j*.. . . n i*j*. . . n*o i(j). . . (n)o 
Inspection of the expanded form of Ex reveals that the expectation 
of cross products involving different types of components is zero. This 
i s  s o  b e c a u s e  i n  e v e r y  p a r t i t i o n  o f  t h e  c r o s s  p r o d u c t  c o n v e n i e n t  f o r  
taking expectations, the expectation of the product of the elementary 
random variables gives a constant which can be put outside the summa­
tion symbol. Inside the summation we can always sum first over the 
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subscript of the rightmost bracket of the component with the greater 
number of subscripts; hence the statement follows. 
It follows also that Ex2 is equal to the sum of the expectations of 
squares of individual means. Consider therefore the expectation of the 
square of a typical mean such as, for example 
_J s s i* i*j* i*j*. - - n*G . 
When we consider the expectation of the square of the above expres­
sion we notice that whenever in the product of the G1 s at least one of the 
subscripts nesting the n is different for the separate G's then summa­
tion on n and n1 is unrestricted and hence for the same reason as be­
fore that part of the expectation is zero. 
Hence 
E( 1S^TTT 8 . . n* \f. . . nai* ^  "" ^  • • to 
= E S S a!'b!*-î* 
a^2. . . f2g2 i*j*. . . m* ij. . . m 1 1 ^ 
fi*j*. • . m* „ „ i*j*. . . n* i*j*. . . n*1 „ „ 
i»j*. .  .m ^ gi*j*. . . n . . n1 i(j). . . (n) i(j). . . n' 
E S  S  a . 1 *  . . . .  £ £ •  '  *  m *  
1  M 
— ( 2 • • n r2 , y; y; . . n* 
g* ' n*, n j*' • • = 4<j)- -to n,#n*,Jn, . • n 
i*j*.. . n*' . 
i*j*. • . nl i(j). . . (n) i(j). . . (nl) 
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1 y 11 / y> S. C 2 §(§ ~ ^ ) y (— 2 
ab. . . . f _ _m AB. . .F g2 n G Uj). • • (n) " G(G-l) * i(j). . . (n) 
2  ( 1 ( 1 -  & Z - 1  X A -R T ^ ( N (1 - N_ 1 ) ) ab. . . fg AB. . . . F .. i(j). . . (n) G G-1 6 IJ. . . n J/ x ' 
S G?, .x . < 
1  i j .  .  . n  l ( j ) '  '  *  ( n )  .  g  .  
a b .  . . f g  A B .  .  .  F ( G - l )  1  G '  
= M ë . \  ^W(B). . . (G) 
G ' ab g 
We see therefore that the finite population correction arises from the 
rightmost bracket only and is of the form familiar from sampling theory. 
Also, the denominator of our result is equal to the number of different 
G' s that enter into the formation of the sample mean. 
Our final result therefore is: 
Ex2 
= 
Et ab! . . . gh^ n*0* xi*j*. . . n*o* ,2 
,  S .  °'(A)(B).. .  (G) h , { r(A)(B). .  .  (G)(H) 
+ u 
" G; ab. fg H ab gh 
From the form of the last result and the definition of the S's it 
follows immediately that: 
E*2 = E < Kb^Tih^ • • n*°* '2 
=  n 2 + U  -  | )  - ^  +  ( 1  -  | )  +  
.  g , t(A)(B). . .(G), ,  ,  h,  < r(A}(B). .  • (G)(H) 
G ' ab fg k H' ab gh 
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From the form of the last result and the definition of the 2' s it follows 
immediately that: 
E x 2  =  2(0) + â S(A) + Zb S(A)(B) + 
1 s . _1 y 
ab fg (A)(B). . . (F)(G) ab. . . fgh (A)(B). . . (F)(G)(H) ' 
q. e. d. 
4. Samples from balanced populations of mixed structure 
Consider now a balanced population of mixed structure. A simple 
example is the population of experimental units which are classified into 
sources of units, with each source being cross-classified by rows and 
columns, and the ultimate experimental or sampling units are nested 
within the row-column combinations. Symbolically the population struc­
ture may be expressed as: 
( S: RC: U ) 
Again in the previously considered R-fold nested classification we 
may imagine instead of a pure nest a cross at some given level so that 
our structure, for example, now would be: 
( i:j: :mn:o ) 
We envisage the operation of taking a balanced random sample of 
ab. . . . fgh units from the above population. This is done exactly as be­
fore except that now each time we come to the nest containing mn we 
take a sample of the f Fm' s and g G^'s, and then continue sampling 
within the chosen FG combinations. It is obvious that just as before we 
can define elementary selection random variables, one set for each 
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stage of sampling to be done. In all, we need exactly as many sets of 
random variables as there are subscripts necessary to represent the 
structure of the population. The typical observation on the chosen 
element of the population is then expressed in terms of the elementary 
variables and all population elements; and this expression decomposes 
i n t o  s u m s  o v e r  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  t y p e s  o f  c o m p o n e n t s .  I t  i s  o b v i o u s  f r o m  
inspection of previously obtained expressions that the variables involved 
in the summation for any one component are those and only those whose 
subscripts correspond to a subset of the set of subscripts of the com­
ponent. We denote a typical sample observation in a similar fashion to 
the typical population response with x replacing Y, and starred letters 
replacing the corresponding unstarred ones. We further see that the 
only sample means which are admissible (i. e. make physical sense) for 
the cases of pure sampling are the ones which correspond to admissible 
population means. In fact, the structure of the sample observations, 
with respect to the sample subscripts employed in the notation, is 
identical with the population structure from which the sample is drawn. 
It follows that all properties of population structures hold also for the 
sample structures here considered. 
Inspection of expanded forms reveals at once that a sample mean is 
equal to the sum of sample means from the individual types of com­
ponents. For each type of component the relevant mean is the mean 
of possibly different values of the type entering into the formation of 
the observational sample mean. 
If we now take the expectation of the squared sample mean we see, 
for the same reasons as before, that the expectation of cross-products 
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of sums involving any two different components is equal to zero. Also 
the expectation of a square involving only one type of component is equal 
to that part of the expectation where the only summation over both un-
primed and primed indices takes place in the rightmost bracket of the 
component considered. 
Suppose, for instance, that we are concerned with the expectation 
of the square of the overall sample mean from the population 
i: j : : mn: o 
and that we wish to determine the contribution of the (FG).,., , . i(j). • . . (mn) 
component. The contribution of that component to the overall mean is 
1 g t s fi*j*. . . m* i*j*. . . n* 
' ' % i*j*. . . m*n* ^ ij . . mn '  ^  " " M*. - -  %i*j*. . . n 
(FG)i(j) (mn) ) • 
The expectation of the square of that expression is 
i* -, i*j* i*j*. . . 1* E 2 2 a. b.J e.\ J " V 2 
aV. . . f2g2 i*j*. . .1* ij. . .1 1 x*j l*j*' ' ' 1 m*, m*1 n*f n*« 
g y. t ,i*j*. . . m* ,i*j*. . . m*' i*j*. . . n* i*j*. . . n*1 
m, m' n, n' • -m i*j*. . • m' gi*j*. . . n gi*j*. . . n' 
(FG)i(j). • • (mn) (FG)i(j). . . (m'n1) ) 
2 (FG)2 .. 
"  -  
1  m n  i O ) . . . x n n  R  
- ab. . .  e  . ^  1  A B. . . E fg(F-l)(H-l) (1 * F)(1 " G ' ' 
as we see by inspecting the derivation of our result for the two-way cross 
sample (Section 2a). It follows therefore that the contribution of the 
(FG).,., , , component is: i(j). • . (mn) ^ 
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Ml (A)(B). . .(MM) 
G '  a b . . . . f g  
Since this is just an arbitrary component, we see that, as stated before, 
in general the finite correction factor is due to the contents of the right­
most bracket only and that the divisor is equal to the number of times 
the component in question enters into the formation of the admissible 
mean in question. 
The above considerations and results apply to all balanced samples 
from balanced populations of mixed structure. 
Definition: The finite correction factor of size j due to the 
index i is the number (1 - — ) and is 
x range of i ' 
denoted by fj . 
We now summarize the bulk of our derived conclusions. 
Theorem: 
The expectation of the square of any admissible partial mean, arising 
from a balanced sample of observations, is equal to a linear function of 
all the different components of variation of the population. The coeffi­
c i e n t  o f  e a c h  c o m p o n e n t  o f  v a r i a t i o n  i s  t h e  p r o d u c t  o f  t h e  f i n i t e  c o r r e c ­
tion factors, one factor for each index of the rightmost bracket of the 
component and each of the form f^ where a is the number of different 
values of the index i entering into the partial mean, divided by the 
number of different values of the component entering into the formation 
of the partial mean in question. 
We notice that relative to a partial observational mean the sample size 
of index i is one whenever the index corresponding to i appears in the 
partial mean. This leads to the rule that the number of different 
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components of a type entering into the formation of a mean is equal to the 
product of sample sizes of indices, which the type of component has in 
excess over those of the admissible partial mean. Also, f? = 1 -
^ i. .—3 r if the indices corresponding to i appear in both the 
range of index i t> r-r-
partial sample mean and in the rightmost bracket of the component of 
variation; if the indices corresponding to i appear in the rightmost 
bracket of the component of variation but not in the partial mean then 
£a - 1 sample range of i(=a) 
i ~ population range of i 
We now seek to express the result of the above theorem in S form. 
Consider the term involving a particular cr2. Let X be the set of the 
non-rightmost subscripts of cr2 and let Y be the set of rightmost subscripts. 
Let Z be an arbitrary set of subscripts such that Z - Y. Denote the 
number of subscripts in Z by q and for q = 0 define the product of the 
ranges of the subscripts of Z to be one. Let £) denote the number 
of different components, whose type is specified by the set of indices 
X + (Y-Z), entering into the formation of the partial sample mean. We 
carry out the argument in terms of the overall sample mean since all 
results for partial sample means can then be obtained as special cases. 
The obvious expanded form of the term involving is: 
(X)(Y) 77" (range of i) ^X+(Y-Z) 
ieZ 
Let R be some fixed specified set of subscripts. In the completely ex­
panded form of Ex2 collect all terms for which or2 has the same X and for 
which Y-Z = R, i. e. vary Y and Z subject to the restriction that Y-Z = R. 
The sum of all such terms is: 
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2 a-fv~i,,r. = __t s, 
^X+R TT(rangeofi) '  ^X+R ' 
Y_Z=R 
by definition of the S's. 
Hence 
Ex2 = 2 ( fm<R) ) 
X, R X+R 
= Sum over all admissible pairs of X and R of (^)(^) 
X+R 
We notice that N„ R = // a. , where a. is the sample range of the 
ieX+R 1 1 
index i in the complete sample, and eu = 1 when the index i ranges over 
the null set. 
Let S^ be the set of indices of any particular admissible partial 
sample mean. Then, relative to that mean, the number of different 
components whose type is specified by the set of indices 5^ = X+R is 
N = IT a. , and we see that an alternative statement of the theorem of 
iaSz-Y 
the present section is: 
2, 
^s - v " 
E x *  = 2  (  )  .  
1 X, R IT a. 
"S2-S1' 
There should be no confusion generated by the use of 2 for summa­
tion and for denoting "cap sigmas". 
C. The Sample Analysis of Variance 
We have already noticed that for balanced samples in which inspection 
of a population value is attained through the use of a finite number of 
sampling stages only, the subscripts of a typical sample value and of a 
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typical response correspond. The structure of the sample of observations 
is therefore identical with the structure of the population and hence there 
is a unique identity for the sample typical observation analogous to the 
population identity for the typical response. Sample components and 
degrees of freedom are defined analogously to the corresponding popula­
tion quantities. Further we define the sample analysis of variance 
(abbreviated occasionally by A. O. V. ) according to type of component to 
be the tabular breakdown of the total sum of squares and degrees of 
freedom of the sample observations corresponding line for line to the 
population analysis of variance. The possibility of such a decomposition 
for every balanced sample is ensured by the existence of the sample 
identity and hence by the validity for the sample structure of the asser­
tions of Section C of Chapter Two. 
For each line of the sample analysis of variance we wish to include 
the expression for the expected value of the mean square of the line. We 
shall make a correspondence between the indices used to denote sample 
quantities and the subscripts of all the <r2's and 2's, i.e. for the purpose 
of what follows we envisage identification of corresponding sample and 
population quantities by the same set of subscripts. Let S denote the 
complete set of subscripts used in writing all the a-2* s and 2's, S^ denote 
the set of subscripts associated with the leading mean of a particular 
l i n e ,  a n d  S ^  d e n o t e  t h e  s e t  o f  s u b s c r i p t s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  a  p a r t i c u l a r  a r z  
and the corresponding 2. Further, let S^ = and S^ = X^ + Y^ 
where we denote by X's the respective sets of non-rightmost bracket 
subscripts and by Y's the sets of rightmost bracket subscripts. Let 
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w = Y2 - Y2 n  YS1 (= Y2 - Y2 D Y1 = Y2 - Y1>' and let ai and A. denote 
respectively the sample (complete sample) and population ranges of the 
subscript i. Both these ranges are defined to be equal to one when the 
subscript i ranges over the null set. 
We now state and prove the following theorem for fully semi-random 
samples, i. e. samples before account is taken of the actual magnitudes 
of the sample ranges. 
Theorem: 
The expected value of the mean square of the line for which the set of 
subscripts for the leading mean is has the form: 
S R(SvS2) cr2 = S P(S2) Zg 
s2 - S 2 S2 - S 2 
where the R's and P's are constants with values as follows: 
(i) R(Sr S2) = P(SV S2) = 0 
if and only if 5>2 does not contain Sj, i. e. - S2 . 
(ii) Whenever - S2 then we may write P(S^, S-,) = P(S2) and R(S^, S2) 




component whose type is specified by S2 enters into the complete 
sample used in the investigation and 
Q(W) = IT = IT (1 - sample range of index i , 
ieW 1 ieW population range of index I 
Corollarie s: 
1. The mean squares of the population analysis of variance may be 
obtained, in either <r2 or 2 forms, from the expected mean squares of the 
sample analysis of variance by replacing all sample quantities by the 
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corresponding population quantities. Note that then the coefficients of all 
<r2' s vanish except the a-2 for which = S^. 
2. If for a particular or2 appearing in the general expression for the 
expected value of the mean square of a given line, at least one of the 
excess subscripts of a rightmost bracket, i. e. at least ieW, has its sample 
range equal to its population range, i. e. when the classification corres­
ponding to the index is what is commonly called "fixed", then the con­
tribution of that o-2 vanishes from the expectation when the specific 
sample sizes are taken into consideration. 
3. The actual value of the finite correction factor corresponding to 
an index whose population range is infinite is equal to one under all 
circumstances. 
Proof of theorem: 
The following proof makes use of the theorem stated at the end of the 
previous section and of the structure of lines in the A. O. V. table. 
Consideration of the scheme employed to denote sample observations 
and of assertion 5 of Section C of Chapter Two shows that the expectation 
of the sum of squares for any line can be written as a product of the number 
of observations in the experiment and the expectation of a known linear 
function of squares of typical partial sample means. The form of both 
the function and the means is uniquely determined by the form of the lead­
ing mean of the line. 
We begin by considering the contents of the expectation of the linear 
function with respect to a particular component of variation. 
Suppose first that S^ 2 S^. Then the leading partial mean has at least 
one subscript, say i, appearing in its rightmost bracket but not appearing 
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at all in the component of variation. For every term containing the sub­
script i in the expanded form of the sample component defined by the 
leading mean, there is one of opposite sign and with subscripts identical 
with that of the other term but with i absent. Since the contents of the 
component of variation considered, and of the corresponding 2, are 
identical in the expectation of squares of both these means it follows that 
the coefficient of these cr2 and 2 is zero in the overall expectation of the 
line. This completes the proof of part (i) of the theorem. 
It remains to determine the values of the R, P and Q for the case 
when S^ - 5^. Though the direct derivation in terms of the a^x s is instruc­
tive, we shall argue in terms of the simpler 2 forms. 
Let Z be an arbitrary subset of and let the number of subscripts 
in Z be denoted by q. 
We first find the coefficient of 2„ in the expected value of the sum of 
2 
squares of the line for S^. Consideration of the suggested form of the 
expected value of the sum of squares and of theorem of Section B. 4 shows 
that coefficient to be: 
( 77V ) ( —ï— ) ( s (-1>q 
ieS //  a.  7c „ / /  a,  
jeS2-S1 J Z-Yl keZ k 
- ( 77" a-) ( 77" (i - —— ) 
ieS-S2+S1 1 ieYx ai 
= ( IT a ) (  U a -  1) 
i
€
S-S2+X1 ieY1 1 
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= (  / /  a ) x  (  TT a ) ( // (a - 1) . 
ieS-S2 ieXL ieY1 
Hence, the coefficient of 2C in the expected value of the mean square 
2 
of the line for ST is P(S-) = IT a. = number of times any one com-
1 ieS-S2 1 
ponent whose type is specified by S2 enters into the complete sample. 
We now wish to find the coefficient of tr| = crfv .. v .. From the 
2  ' 2 ' '  2 '  
definition of S's we know that cr^. ^ appears in those and only those 
1 s for which S_ - S. = L. - Y„. But in the present instance S_ and 
Sj 2 j j 2 r 2 
all S.'s of relevance contain S, as a subset, so S_ - S. contain no sub-
J ^ J 
script of S , i. e. L. (~\ S. = 0 . Also, since S. - S_ and because of the 
1 J i. L 
way in which permissible partial means are defined every subscript com­
mon to Y2 and must appear in Y^. Hence, the actual restriction on 
L. is: L. - Y_ - Y. = W. 
J J 2 1 
The coefficient of is TT a. 
j ieS-Sj 1 
= IT a = ( ~JT a.)  (  IT cu ) . 
ie(S-S„)+(S9-S.) ieS-S- keL. £• C. J C J 
Let the number of subscripts in L. be q.. Then the coefficient of crS is 
J J S2 
seen to be: 
_____ (-l)qj CL 
(TT a.)x s (7T ) 
ieS
-
S2 L.SY2-Y1 keLj ^ 
= (  7T a ) (  TT ( l  - 5^) ) 
ieS-S2 keY2-Y1 ^k 
= P(S2) x Q(W) . q. e. d. 
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This completes the proof of the theorem. 
D. Examples 
Following many writers we could at this point present examples in­
volving both treatment factors and experimental material, and formally 
consider that the process of getting at the complex yielding a response 
requires only a finite number of applications of the sampling operation. 
The view taken here emphatically is, however, that in actual experi­
ments the scheme for obtaining observations generally includes the state­
ment of how, or by what method, particular chosen treatments are to 
be associated with some particular ones of the chosen experimental units, 
and that hence it is preferable at this stage to consider concrete situa­
tions involving the use of sampling only. 
Example 1: 
We envisage an investigation of the fertility structure with respect to 
some uniform treatment of a specified agricultural land area. Suppose 
the initially postulated structure, involving all remote possibilities, is 
the already discussed one in Section E. 5 of Chapter Two: 
( S:(R) (C:L) ) 
We retain the notation of that section and suppose further that the 
sampling operation consists of randomly selecting s sources out of 5, 
in each selected source choosing randomly r rows out of the R and c 
columns out of the C, and then within each chosen column choosing 1 
columns out of L. In practice the yield on the selected plots resulting 
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from the intersections of the selections would be obtained and the numeri­
cal analysis of variance for the observations carried out. We exhibit the 
complete analysis of variance in Table 2. 
Example 2: 
We now present a structure which cannot be specified completely by 
means of the single order bracket notation. An experimenter's interest 
in a structure of this type is probably negligible. Four entities are in­
volved in the structure. Denote them by P, Q, S, and R. The set of 
relations is: Q is nested in S, and R is nested in SP combinations. 
Symbolically: 
( S:Q ) ( P ) 
and ( SP:R ) 
Using these letters for subscripts we see, by using the constructive 
definition of Chapter One, that the population identity for the typical 
response is: 
YSPQR = ? + (Yg - Y) + (Yp - Y) + (Yg^ _ Yg _ Y^ + Y) 
+ ^YS(Q) " YS* + *YS(QP) " YSQ " YSP + Ys) 
+ (YSP(R) " Ysp) + (YSP(QR) " YSPQ ~ YSPR + YSP* ' 
Denote the respective population ranges of the subscripts S, P. Q and 
R. Then, using the obvious notational correspondence we verify that the 
2's are: 
y1 _ v*2 ^ _2 1 2 r 1 2 
H0) - Y S (S) " Pff(P) + SP (SP) 
2(S) = °"(S) - P ^ SP) " Q °"(S)(Q) + PQ ^(S)(PQ) 
Table 2. The sample analysis of variance for the structure S:(R)(C:L) 
Source of variation 
and leading mean D. F. E. M. S. 
Mean 
X(0) 
lrCS 2(0) + LR° S(S) + LC S(S)(R) + LR S(S)(C) + 1 S(S)(RC) 
+ R 2(S)(C)(L) + S(S)(C)(RL) 
= 
l rcs(r(0) + lrc  (1 - + LRCCR(S) + LC (1 - R )(R(S)(R) 
+ ir (i - + i (i - R)(i - c)°'(S)(RC) 
1  . 2  r w , 1 x .2 
+ r(H - L)TR(S)(C)(L) + (1 " R)(L - L^(S)(C)(RL) 
Sources 
x(s) 
s -1 ire S(s) + lc 2(s)(r) + lr 2(S)(C) + 1 + r 
+ 2 (S)(C)(RL) 
= lrctr^j + lc (1 - r)°^s)(r) + lr (1 - c)°"(s)(C) 
+ 1 (1 - R)(L - C)°(S)(RC) + R( 1 - L)CR(S)(C)(L) 
+ (1 ™ R)(1 " L)Œ?S)(C)(RL) 
Table 2 (continued) 
Source of variation 
and leading mean D. F. E.M.S. 
Rows within 
sources 
s(r-l) lc S(S)(R) + 1 S(S)(RC) + S(S)(C)(RL) 
X(S)(R) 
= lc<r(S)(R) + 1 ^ ~ C)<r(S)(RC) + ^ "L^(S)(C)(RL) 
Columns 
within sources 
s(c-l) lr 2(S)(C) + 1 S(S)(RC) + r S(S)(C)(L) + S(S)(C)(RL) 
X(S)(C) 
= lc<r(S)(C) + HI - R)°'(S)(RC) + r (1 -LKS)(C)(L) 
+ (1 -  R)( l  -  c^(S)(C)(RL) 




 1 u 1 u 
CO 
1 S(S)(RC) + Z(S)(C)(RL) 
X(S)(RC) 




r S(S)(C)(L) + S(S)(C)(RL) 
sources 
X(S)(C)(L) = r0"(S)(C)(L) + (1 ' R)<r(S)(C)(RL) 




°"(S)(C)(RL) = S(S)(C)(RL) 
X(S)(C)(RL) 
Table 3. Analysis of variance for the structure (S:Q)(P) and (SP:R) 
Leading mean D. F. Expected value of mean square 
X(0) 1 P<lrsS(0) + PVS(S) + qrsS(P) + qrS(SP) + prS(S)(Q) + rS(S)(PQ) 
+ qS(SP)(R) + S(SP)(QR) 
= Y2 + pqr (1 - §)<r^ + qrs (1 - + qr(l - |)(1 - ^)(r2gp^ 
+ pr (1 - Q>(r(s)(Q) + r (J " pM1 " Q)°"(S)(PQ) + q( 1 ™ R^(SP)(R) 
+ U " q)(1 " R>(Sp)(QR) 
(S) S
"
L Pqr2(S) + qrS(SP) + prS(S)(Q) + rS(S)(PQ) + qS(SP)(R) + S(SP)(QR) 
= pqr<r(2s) + qr (1 - |)cr(2sp) + pr (1 - ^(S)(Q) + *( 1 - £)(l-g)«r»s)(pQ) 
q(i  - R)°"(SP)(R) + (1 ™ Q^1 - R^(SP)(QR) 
X(P) P_1 qrsS(P) + qrS(SP) + rS(S)(PQ) + q2(SP)(R) + S(SP)(QR) 
r2 4- rir M _ ®W2 4- _ SL W2 _L Z 1 T \„2 QRS0
"(P) + QR (1 " S)(R(SP) + R(1 " Q)TR(S)(PQ) + Q(1 " R)O"(SP)(R) 
+ (1 " QK1 - R)°"(SP)(QR) 
NO 
o 
Table 3 (continued) 






X(S)(PR) S(P~ 1 )(r" 1 ) 
X(SP)(QR) sP(q-l)(r-l) 
QRS(SP) + RS(S)(PQ) + QS(SP)(R) + S(SP)(QR) 
- QR<R(SP) + R (1 - Q)°"(S)(PQ) + q (1 - R)°"(SP)(R) + U - QK1 " R)(SP)(QR) 
PRS(S)(Q) + RS (S)(PQ) + S(SP)(QR) PR(R(S)(Q) + R( 1 " P)<R(S)(PQ) 
+ (1 - R^(SP)(QR) 
RS(S)(PQ) + S(SP)(QR) = R<R(S)(PQ) + (1 " R)0"(SP)(QR) 
QS(SP)(R) + S(SP)(QR) = Q<R(SP)(R) + (1 ~ Q)O*(SP)(QR) 
S(SP)(QR) = °"(SP)(QR) 
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s(p) = ^(p) ' s*fsp) 
Z(SP) = °SP " 2°"(S)(PQ) " R°"(SP)(R) + QRT°"(SP)(QR) 
(S)(Q) = °"(S)(Q) " P°"(S)(PQ) 
S(S)(PQ) = °"(S)(PQ) " R°"(SP)(QR) 
S(SP)R) = "(SPUR) ' Qtr(SP)(QR) 
S(SP)(QR) = cr(SP)(QR) 
We envisage a sampling investigation conducted on the above struc­
ture. Denote the sample ranges by small letters corresponding to the 
capital letters used for the population ranges. We exhibit the result­
ing analysis of variance in Table 3. 
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IV. CHAPTER FOUR: RANDOMIZED EXPERIMENTS 
A. Introduction 
We now wish to study consequences of general experimental schemes 
when random confounding of entities is employed. 
Definition: Two entities are said to be randomly confounded in the 
sample (sometimes said to be fractionated) if the 
particular chosen elements of each are associated with 
one another in the experiment through the device of 
random assignment. The physical process of random 
confounding is called randomization. 
The conceptual counterpart of the sampling and random assign­
ments of chosen elements of the entities involved in the carrying out of 
the various experimental schemes can be obtained by conceiving the 
carrying out of the similar operations in the population of index values 
of the possible responses. The mathematical machinery we use permits 
us in every case to effect a one-to-one correspondence between the way 
the sampling and associating operations are to be carried out and the 
mathematical representation of the situation. In our view one weakness 
of the general linear hypothesis in its present stage, is that this corres­
pondence is almost never spelled out completely in the mathematical 
model. 
The simplest type of a randomized experiment is the completely 
randomized design. In that design, as we have seen in Section E. 2 of 
Chapter Two, the value of the conceptual response Y., is envisaged to 
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depend exclusively on the treatment k and on the experimental unit i 
receiving the treatment. In terms of the symbolic counterpart of the 
physical operations to be carried out the experiment consists in choosing 
randomly a out of A k's, r a out of P i's, and then associating 
randomly the chosen i's with the chosen k's in such a way that each k 
value is assigned to r i values. Observations of the responses associ­
ated with the r a selected values of the (ik) combinations are then 
obtained. 
The random assignment of treatments to units introduces a novel 
feature in that the number, r x a, of observations, is less than the 
product of the individual unrestricted sample ranges of the indices, 
which is ra x a = ra2. Hence, not all possible combinations over the 
sample ranges of the two indices can appear in the sample and this in­
troduces an as symmetry into the analysis of the complete set of data if 
both subscripts i* and k* are used as guideposts. A little thought will 
show that a sample identity according to the two subscripts i* and k*, 
analogous to the population identity as detailed in Section E. 2 of Chapter 
Two, does not exist. Neither does a corresponding analysis of vari­
ance. 
In order to achieve sample identities which are analogous in kind to 
population identities, and hence possess the desirable properties 
elaborated upon in Chapter Two, it is necessary to focus attention on 
only a proper subset of the population entities and to leave out from 
the explicit notation for a sample observation some of the subscripts 
present in the notation for typical population quantities. In doing so we 
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shall retain the relation that the product of the unrestricted sample 
ranges of the indices used to denote an observation equals the number of 
observations in the experiment. This scheme introduces some artifi­
cialities but they are outweighed by the benefits. 
Thus, in the present instance we might represent an observed 
sample value of x^_^, where the subscripts k-f indicate that we refer to 
the f-th observed value associated with the k*-th chosen treatment. 
H. re f = 1, 2, . . . . , r; k* = 1,2,...., a. Another possible representation 
is x^, i* = 1, 2, . . . . , r a; but this one is of no interest to the experi­
menter. 
In many investigations the experimenter together with the statistician 
will succeed in writing down the set of observed values in terms of the 
relevant indices while retaining the constraint on the product of their 
unrestricted sample ranges. Imposition of this restriction achieves 
balance of sample structure with respect to the indices used in the 
sense of Chapter Three. Specification of the relationships among the 
sample indices with regard to the nestings involved is now sufficient to 
establish, according to the methods of Chapters Two and Three, the 
sample identity and hence the sample analysis of variance. 
Our aim in this chapter is to gain greater insight of the basic struc­
tures and interrelations involved in the various possible analysis of 
variance tables and to apply this insight toward the task of finding 
general patterns of expected values of mean squares. The basic observa­
tion is that while the sample indices are considered to have a unique 
meaning for purposes of construction of sample identities and arithe-
metical analyses of variance, their reference to population entities is 
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in fact "ambivalent". Exploitation of this observation and of the verifiable 
"robustness" of S forms will lead us far toward achieving our objec­
tives. 
In Section B we derive a fundamental sampling result for "simple 
fractionated samples". Other less basic sampling results will be de­
rived as the need for them arises. We apply the result of Section B in 
Sections C, D, and E in our general discussion of the completely ran­
domized, randomized block, and split plot designs. Consideration of 
the general cases of the particular types of designs of Sections C, D 
and E will lay a concrete groundwork for the formulation of some suffi­
cient sets of conditions ensuring "simple" specific patterns of expecta­
tions of mean squares. We exemplify, by means of the Latin Square, 
the difficulties encountered in more complex designs because of our hav­
ing imposed, up to this point, an insufficient set of restrictions on the 
construction of lines of analyses of variance tables. We make some 
suggestions but do not explore their relevance at this time. 
We complete the chapter by considering variance analyses for some 
types of experiments when explicit account is taken of the fact that treat­
ment levels may, in fact, not be reproducible, and that these non-
reproducibilities may enter into experiments in various ways. 
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B. Simple Fractionated Samples 
1. The two dimensional case 
Consider a set of AP items with values denoted by P. , where i = 
' 1U 
1 , 2 , . . . . ,  A ;  u  =  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  .  ,  P ;  a n d  s u c h  t h a t  
A P 
S P. = S P. = 0 . 
i=l m u=l m 
Partition the P^' s into sets having like i's and choose at random a such 
sets. Within each chosen set select a random subset of size r but 
with the restriction that no chosen P. 's may have like values of u. 
IU 1 
Samples chosen in the above manner will be called, for lack of a better 
word, simple fractionated samples. 
Pictorially our sample will have the structure indicated in Figure 2 
on page 60. 
i* i*f Introduce random variables a ^  » Pu with i* = 1,2,...., a; i = 
1,2,...., A; f = 1,2,....r; u = 1, 2, . . . . , P, and satisfying 
1 if the i*-th choice from among the i's selects all P. 's 6 iu 
having subscript i 
0 otherwise. 
1 if f-th selection within i*-th selected set corresponds 
a P. value with second subscript = u iu 
0 otherwise. 
E(aJ')z  = Eta1* ) = i  ; E (a!* a1* ) = for i ± i', i* ± irr 
w i*fx _ 1 T,# i*f i*f\ 1 u£u« 









E(p^ P p^( * ) = p^p ; i* £ i*1 , u £ u1, and all values of f and f 
Denote the (i*f)-th selected value by Then 
v i* i*f TD 
"i*f = Pu i^u ' 
1U 
Theorem: 
The expectation of the square of a sample mean selected by the pro 
cedure specified above is: 
E < =-£ W = *<57 5/=4*pifX>>2 
= tf <1 - i - rp+ S.» = - i» - !(1 -1 »1 • 
Proof: 
= E^iï ,ita")7fS£.u!u. ' P'J piu piu, 
+ E — 2 S (aWf) — 2 2 p^V^'p. P., ,  
a2 i*4i*' i^i' 1 1 r2f,f« u^u' u u 1U 1U 
Now 
=  E  ( I  Z  < ! - § )  
(by Section B. 1 of Chapter Thr 
f , u  
Also 
E 
-, ff, !  , Pu f  Pu' f 'P iu P i -u-  w i t h  1  * V-  1 4  * **' r f, f1 ufu' 
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zr X £sfl Ju, pin Pi'u. 






2 P? 2 P? 
, . iu , . 1U 1 1U / i r x , a-1 in 
aA (P-l)r 1 1 ™ P; + aA(A-l) P(P-l) 
~ » - i»1 - a+  ^# 
^ 2  
( 1 
- i ™ P+ ZP+ S> ™ À) 
% r  ( i -  % -  P + B )  
°"AP 
(  U  -  4  ) - % , ( ! - % ) ) -
ar A P A q. e. d. 
2. The R+1 dimensional case 
Consider a set of items whose values P.. may be classified ij. . . nou 1 
according to (R+1) subscripts, and are such that: 
A R K  
^2 . . nou ~ Pijk. . . nou ~ Pijk. . . nou 
G H P 
2 P.., =2 P... =2 P... 
, ijk. . . nou . ljk. . . nou . ilk. . . nou n=l o=l u=l 
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here i = 1,2,.j = 1,2,.... n=l,2,....,G;o = l,2,.... 
H ;  u  =  1 , 2 , . . . .  ,  P .  
Partition the P.. ' s into sets having like i's and. choose at 
IJ. . . nou & 
i* 
random a such sets. Introduce random variables a. ' s such that: l 
Q  ^ = 1 if i*-th chosen set is set i of population 
= 0 otherwise. 
Partition next the P.. 's into sets having like jrs and choose at ij. . . . nou & J 
i* 
random b such sets. Introduce random variables 6% 's such that 
J 
-j* (3j = 1 if j*-th chosen set is set j of population 
= 0 otherwise. 
Partition next the P..-, 's into sets having like k's and choose at ljk. . . nou & 
k* 
random c such sets. Introduce random variables y^ such that: 
k* y, = 1 if the k*-th chosen set is set k of population k 
k* 
^k = 0 otherwise. 
Continue partitioning in the same way with respect to the other subscripts, 
choose the appropriate random samples, and define analogous random 
variables. Explicitly, when in turn we come to partitioning according 
to the subscript n, we choose a random sample of sets of size g and 
n* introduce selection random variables with the usual properties. 
Again, when partitioning with respect to the subscript o we choose 




JJU = 1 if the o*-th chosen set is set o of population 
= 0 otherwise. 
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Finally consider the intersections of the chosen set. Corresponding 
to each intersection we choose randomly r P's subject to the restric­
tion that among all chosen P's in the complete sample no two will have a 
like subscript u. Introduce the random variables 
p = 1 if the f-th repetition of the i*j*. . . n*o*-th 
selection is associated with P-index value u 
i*j*. . . n*o*f . , p =0 otherwise. 
u 
The P value corresponding to the f-th choice within intersection 
i*j*k*. . . . n*o* is: 
. .  n*=*£  =.. s  -T pjvr - • - Annv; • • **°*£  p nou .  
ij. . . nou J J 
Theorem: 
The expectation of the square of a sample mean, formed by the pro­
cedure specified above, is: 
E < abc. . . ghr .*. = _ Dfon Xi*j*. . . n*o*f>2 
< ( 1  -  i " 1 *  £ > • • •  ( 1 "  à )  -  I »  -  x » 1  -  i  > • •  •  
s p2k (1 " 
._ ijk. . . nou !_ _z _ ijk. . . nou J 
°"ABC. . . GHP (A-1)(B-1)(C -1). . . (G-1)(H-1)(P-1) ' 
Proof: 
We make use here of an inductive proof. Assume the theorem true in 
R dimensions. 
2 P? ijk. . . nou , . , 
Let Ki = (B-l). .. (G-l)(H-l)(P-l)b. .. ghr * (1 " g)- • • ~ fj) " pU ~ B) 
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Now 
E ( ab. . . ghr . . n*o*f} 
=  E  (  1  2  (  2  a 1 *  f t *  . . .  
a  
'  •  •  ë  r i*j*. . . n*o*f ij. . . aou 1 ^ 
o* 
n r o r u ij. . . nou' 
=  — 2  E (aJ* )  x  E  (  1  2  ( 2  p - j * .  .  .  X n *  
' a2 i*, i • • • S j*k*. . . n*o*f ij. . . nou n 
o* i*j*. . . n*o*f0 x 12 
' o ' u  i j .  .  .  n o u  
+ 1 _ i* i*1 v _ 1 „,„i* „i*« 
a2 
2 2 Eta1, < ) 2 2 I E(^  ) ... 
Wi*' Wi' 1 1 j*,j*' j, j1 b2 J J 
S  2  i -  E ( K 0 % ^ ' ) Z  2  E ( p i * j * . . . n * o * f  
o*, o*1 o, o' h f, f' u^u1 
Pu'*' ' • n*°*f')pij. . . nou Pi'j.. . . n'o'u1 x < ^ ' ' 
We notice that no summation over i or i* is involved in the second 
expectation of the first term above. A little consideration shows that 
the induction hypothesis implies in fact that: 
E (— 2 (2 pj*. . . An* 
b. . . ghr u*k*. . . n*o*f ij. . . nou ^ n 
o* i*j*. . . n*o*f _ . .2 = K. . 
*0 Pu ij..•. nou 
Hence, the first term in the complete expectation above is: 
2 K. . 2 K. 2 K. 




_ ij. . . nou 1J' • • nou 1 \ / /T 1 x fl 1 
~ (A-l)(B-l). . . (H-l)(P-l)ab. ; . hr (1 " Â }  {  { 1  ~  B }  '  '  '  (1 " H 
- pU - g-)- . (i - ^ )J 
= a^.'.h^ (1 - %)(d- R) 
- p U - g) • • • (i - jq-) ) . 
Consider next the last part of the second term: 
a s, 7. ....... 
P(P-l) ujfu, pij. . . nou PVj'. . . n'o'u' Since here x* # 1*' 
= - p(pri) = p y . . .  nou Pi'j'... n'o'u' i * i' and all other indices 
free. 
Applying the result on pure cross sampling we find that 
I w o* o*' ., 1 
E ( ^ o  ^  "  P ( P - l )  2 P i j .  .  . n o u  P i ' j « .  .  . n ' o ' u  *  2 2 
o*, o*' o, o' h2 v u Jrvx x/ u 
2 P.. P... i j . . .  n o u  v r .  .  .  n ' o u  ,  ou h . 
P(P-1)(H-1) h (1 " H ' 
Similarly, the carrying out of the summation and expectation opera­
tions on any corresponding set of starred and unstarred, and primed 
and unprimed indices, apart from the set corresponding to the index i, 
will have the effect of making the relevant indices alike in the product 
of P values and in the summation and of multiplying the former value 
by the factor 
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1 Yi sample range of index . 
(population range (sample range ' population range of index ' 
of index - 1) of index) 
Hence, the value of the second term is: 
1 _ ^ i* i*« w 1 jk.S. nou Pijk- ' ' nou Pi,jk* ' * nou 
a2 i*fi*' igfei« 1 ^ P (B-l)(C-l)...(H-l)(P-l)bc...gh 
x (1 - -g)(l - ^) . . . (1 - ^ ) . 
Since 
— 22 E(a^*a1*') = 2 . .a ~\, , 
a2 i*^i*' iM* 1 ' 1 iFi' aA(A-l) 
it follows that the value of the second term is: 
2 P?. 
, (a-1) ij. . .nou 1J''' 'nou ,, b., c. . h. 
AP (A-1)(B-1). . . (H-l)(P-l)ab. . . gh ( " B)(1 " C'* * " ^ " H' 
Hence, combining the first and second terms we get 
JJ. 2  
t»z ^ y< « \2 _ AB. . . GHP / -, 1 w zi 1 \ 
1 ab. . . ghr £ _ _ ^ Xi*j*. . . o*r " ab.. . ghr (I " A)( (1 " B} 
(1 - £•)• • • (1 - jj) 
- pt1 - lie - |) •• • u - H) ) 
+ r^trfF (1 - i)(I - (' - I» 
• i>(1- b)---'1-Hi-pu-x»1-!)••• 
(l - g) ) . 
We see therefore that if the theorem is true in R dimensions then it is 
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also true in R+1 dimensions. Since in Section B. 2 we saw that the 
theorem holds in two dimensions, it follows that the theorem holds for 
arbitrary integral values of R. q. e. d. 
Comparison of the expression, of Section B. 2 of Chapter Three, for 
the expected value of the square of the sample mean with the second 
term of the main bracket in the present result shows that the two are 
remarkably similar in form. For this reason we shall refer to the 
second form of the present section as the "treatment-like11 part of the 
result. As we shall see from the ensuing developments, the first part 
of the present result can be reasonably typified as the "unit-like" part 
of the contribution. 
C. Factorial Treatment Structures in 
Completely Randomized Experiments 
1. The one-factor completely randomized design 
Various aspects of this design were discussed throughout the thesis. 
In particular, the population model was described in Section E. 2 of 
Chapter Two and the experimental procedure was elaborated upon in 
the introduction to the present chapter. We recall that a conceptual 
response is denoted by Y^, the envisaged population structure is 
(i) (k), and that the actual typical observation is denoted by x^^ so that 
the sample structure of indices is (k*:f). The relevant partial observa­
tional means are therefore: x^^, -x^, and x. We seek to relate these 
to the components of the population model. To this end we introduce 
the following sets of sampling and design random variables: 
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(*%*), (^), and(pk*f= Z" p|*^ ) . 
i*=l 
The meaning and basic properties of these variables should be evident. 
In the following, as well as in the remainder of most of the thesis, 
we omit from explicit consideration the contribution of the pure measure­
ment error arising at the final stage in the recording of a response. 
Errors of this type can formally be considered nested in everything 
else. Hence, if present, they would appear in a simple manner in 
every line of all the analyses of variance tables; and at any rate the 
theorem of Section F will cover the manner of their appearance as part 
of its general statement. 
The statistical model for an arbitrary observation is: 
It is easy to see from the final form of the statistical model that 
summations of sample values over the subscript f alone will pick up 
samples equal in size to the summation range of the subscript f from 
types of population components involving the letter P, i. e. i. Again, 
summation over the subscript k* will pick up samples from components 
involving A's, P's and both (AP)'s. Hence, the following summation 
correspondence exists: f > P ; k* > A, P. We shall henceforth 
say that from the standpoint of population components the letter k* is 
"ambivalent". We shall find the concept of ambivalence to be informa­
tive with regard to general patterns of expected values of mean squares. 
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Consideration of the statistical model and of the types of samples 
involved in partial summations shows that: 
2^*f = (1 -i) 4 + (1 - i») "r 
+ ( (i - j )  - p (1 - X^AP 
= S0 +SA+SP + SAP ' 
q.2 
= ^ + (1 - i> °1+ (' - &-T 
+  <  W  -  i >  -  p ( 1  -  x >  >  
= s0 + 2 A + 7 2P + F SAP • 
Ex2 = (1 - |) X +(1 -
+ ( (1 - i> - £< 1 - |) ) 
=  
2 f ) +  è s A +  k s p +  H s A P  •  
From the observational structure, (k*:f), and the above expecta­
tions it follows at once that the analysis of variance corresponding to 
the sample notation used is as exhibited in Table 4. 
It should be noticed that the expected value of the mean square of 
the usual corrected total is: 
-àriE <***£ - x>2 = FTT1E K*f - ^  
ra ( (a-I) -A + (ra_i) (1 _ l)(ra-l) AP 
ra-1 a ra A ra 
-  P  t a - l )  ^  )  .  
Table 4. The analysis of variance for the one-factor completely randomized design 
Population structure (A)(P); sample structure (k*:f); ambivalence relations f *» P; 
k* -A, P 
Due to: Leading D. F. Expected value of mean square 
mean 
Mean x 1 
Among treat- x^ a - 1 
ment s 
^ ? ^A + =P + 
= ran2+r(l - *) cr^ + (1 - ™ )<rzp 
+  (  ( i  -  i )  -  p d  - j j  
r SA + 2P + SAP 
= 
RTRA + (RP+((1 " Â) - 15 ) A' AP 
Between units x, 
within treatments 
a(r-l) 2P + SAP °*P + ^ ~ A^ °AP 
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Here, even apart from the finite correction factors, the coefficients of 
and cr^p are not integers unless r = 1. 
Since - x is not a proper sample component we have no especial 
interest in examining the above expected mean square from the point of 
view of notation used so far. A sample value ; may, however, also be 
denoted by x^, i* = 1,2,...., ra. We notice that 
ra 
S (xk*f " x)2 = S - x)2 
k*f i*=l 
and that x^ - x is a proper sample component in the latter notation. The 
value of 
, ra 
Eri^ï .? ,lxi* " x)2 1*=1 
merits then closer scrutiny. Now Ex?.,. = Ex^.^ and both Ex^ and Ex2 
have been listed above. Inspection of these forms shows that, for 
example, the summation over the ra values of i* involves taking a sample 
of only size a from the type of component A. The ambivalence rela­
tion here is i* —>• P, A; but the relation of i* to A is seen then to be 
in a sense "collapsed" or "incomplete". 
Definition: The (ambivalence) relation of a corresponding pair of 
sample and population letters is said to be complete 
with respect to these two letters if the summation over 
any number of values of the sample index induces a 
sample of size equal to that number of values from each 
type of population component involving the correspond­
ing population letter. The relation is said to be incom­
plete otherwise. 
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When r = 1, then still i* —»- P, A but the relation of i* to A is now 
complete; in fact so is now the whole set of relations. Further, with 
r = 1 we have: 
We notice that in the present case the above is the expected value 
of the mean square connected with the only line of the analysis of vari­
ance table; and that here A and P (i. e. treatments and units) are com­
pletely confounded. The expected value of the mean square has a simple 
and easily derivable form. 
2. The two-factor completely randomized design 
The population structure is as specified in Section E. 3 of Chapter 
Two, and we shall retain the notation of that section. The experimental 
procedure consists of choosing randomly a out of the A i's, b out 
of the B j's, and rab out of the P kls; then of associating randomly the 
ab chosen treatment combinations with the rab experimental units in 
such a way that each treatment combination is applied to exactly r ex­
perimental units. 
We denote the typical sample observation by x^*j*£> where the sub­
scripts emphasize that we refer to the f-th repetition, or the f-th chosen 
unit, to receive the i*-th selected level of i and the j*-th selected 
level of j. With respect to the indices used the sample observational 
structure is (i*j*:f) . 
ill 
It follows that the sample identity is: 
Xi*j*f X * ^ xi* " x) + (xj* ~ x) + ~ x^* ~ xj* + x) + 
and that since the sample is balanced with respect to the indices em­
ployed, the sample analysis of variance decomposes properly according 
to the five types of sample components also. 
We link the typical observation to the set of conceptual responses 
through the introduction of the following sets of sampling and design 
random variables: 
(A?*), (^), and (p^) where p^ 
rab 




Again the meaning and the elementary properties of these random vari­
ables should be clear from the context. 
The statistical model for the experiment is: 
AfBf Pk* *k*f Yijk = .= AfBj*p^*£Yijk , 
and in terms of the population components the above can easily be shown 
to expand into: 
i* i* i* i* 
x.. = u. + S A. A. + S B3. B. + S A. (AB).. 
i*J*f r i i i j J J ij i J % 
+  =  P k +  
k lk 
+ Bj*pi*3*f (BP) + S (ABP).jk . 
JK IJK 
By making use of basic results on squares of sample means derived 
at various points of the thesis we find that the expected values in which 
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we are interested are: 
Exi*j*f = ^ + ^ â) °A + T1 3) °*B + ^  Â 1^ " B* °"AB 
+ (1 - p) «Tp + (1 - j) - p (1 - j) ) cr^p 
+ ( (i - |) - p (i - 5) ) 4p + ( (1 ~ i)(1 • &) 
- p (i - I)(l - 5) } cr^Bp 
= S0 + SA + SB + SAB + SP + SAP + 2BP + 2 ABP ' 
Exi*j* =  ^ + T1 " Â^A + ^  B* °"B + ^  " Â 1^ "2 B^ °AB 
m i  -  &  ^ + ( d  -  i ) -  | u  -  i ) )  ° 4 ?  
G.2  
+ t (i " 5) * pt ! * 5) l 3 + t (l " X)(l '  ^  
- - %)(i - 4) ) °"ABP PX" A/X" B' ' r-
S0 + SA + SB + SAB + 7 (2P + SAP + SBP + SABP^ ' 
=  / + ( ! -  i ) ( T l  +  d -  1 ) ( 1 -  ^  
+  d _  ^  +  ( ( 1 -  1 ) .  ^ ( 1 -
Q.2 
+ ( u - B> - p (1 - |) ) -&T + ( ( 1 - 3) U - &) 
-  -  & )  )  




E*j* ^2+ «i - |) '-T + (1 " B> 4 + d * I"1 " B> ^ 
M l  -  +  ( ( 1 -  ± > -  i ( l -  | ) ) ^ P  
^2 
+ ( (l - g) - '£• U - g) ) ^ + ( ( l - j) U - g) 
- 1  ( i  -  £ K I  -
= 20 + â 2 A + SB + ï 2AB + râT <SP + 2AP + 2BP 
+ 2ABP' ' 
ex2 = n2+u -• (i -1) £  +  ( i  -  | ) ( i  - 1 >  ^  
+  H  -  T ' a  + ( ( 1 -  i l  -  f ( 1 -  I "  k f  
+  ( ( i .  i , - § ( i -  | ) ) ^  
• < d - i)(l - i) - ^(1 - |)(l - |) ^  , 
20 + â 2A + b 2B + âb SAB + rab '2P + SAP 
+ 2BP + 2 ABP* ' 
It should be noted that all of the above forms can be obtained by proper 
substitutions in the expression for Ex2. Since the lines of the observation­
al analysis of variance follow from the structure (i*j*:f) and the expecta­
tions of mean squares of individual lines can be written as expectations 
of known linear functions of the squares of the above partial means, 
simple direct computation yields the analysis of variance table exhibited 
in Table 5. 
Table 5. The analysis of variance for the two-factor completely randomized design 
Population structure (A)(B)(P); sample structure (i*j*:f); ambivalence relations 
f —» P; i* —• A, P; j* —>- B, P 
Leading D. F. Expected value of mean square 
mean 
x ra20 + rbSA + raSB + rSAB + Sp + 2AP + SBP + 2 ABP 
t2+ rb(l - |) <r^+ ra(l - 5) ^  + r(l - |)(1 - |) ^  
+ (1 - r#) 4 + ( (1 - i) - ^(1 - Ï) ) o-lp + ( (1 - i) 
- ÎP (1 - g) ) «-GP + ( (1 - x)(1 - B1 - P(1 - X,(1 " 1' ' "ABP 
a - 1 RBSA + RSAB + 2P + SAP + 2BP + 2ABP 
= 
rb
°A • r(1 - B» rAB + ( (1 • i1 -  ? ) 4 p + e - B* ""BP 
+ ((!•- %)(! ~ "g) ~ pU - g) ) °ABP + °"p 
xj* b - 1 RASB + RSAB + SP + SAP + SBP + SABP 
= ra«r| + r(l - J) <r'AB + + (1 - j) ^  + (1 - i) - ^ ) <r=p 
+ ( ( 1 - j)d - g> - p (1 " 5) > »1BP 
Table 5 (continued) 
Leading D. F. Expected value of mean square 
mean 
xi*j* (a-l)(b-l) rSAB + Sp + SAP + SBP + 2 ABP 
rtrAB * + ^ A* °"AP + ^ B^ °"BP + A^1 " B* " P^ °ABP 
Xi*j*(f) ab(r-l) Sp + 2^ + 2Rp + SABp 
°"p + t1 ~ A1 ""aP + ^ B* "'BP + ^ A B* *ABP 
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Again, we may easily verify that 
E< «b - 1 " X)2 
has in general an integral coefficient for cj-p only, and that even when 
r = 1 most coefficients still do not become integral. We may explain the 
above by following a line of reasoning similar to that developed in the 
last part of Section 1 of the present chapter. 
3. The K-factor completely randomized design 
We suppose now that there are K-treatment factors, A, B, C, . . . . 
G, H, and a set of P experimental units denoted by P. Each treatment 
factor has a number of levels, which number we denote by the same letter 
as the treatment factor itself. The envisaged population structure is: 
(A)(B) . . . (G)(H)(P) , 
and so it is evident that the number of different types of population com­
ponents = number of different <r2' s = number of different S's = 2^*"^ . 
We denote the typical conceptual response by n0p' The experi­
mental procedure consists of selecting at random a number of treatment 
levels from each treatment factor, from those selected levels forming 
all possible level combinations involving all treatment factors; selecting 
at random from the population of experimental units r times the number 
of chosen treatment combinations; and finally of assigning completely 
at random the selected treatment combinations to the selected experi­
mental units subject to the restriction that each combination is applied 
to exactly r experimental units. 
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The conceptual mathematical counterpart of the above physical pro­
cedure is the taking of a simple fractionated sample K from the K+l 
dimensional population of values of the indices of the conceptual re­
sponse Y.... 
c ijk. . . nop 
W denote the sample ranges of treatment factors by small letters 
corresponding to the big letters used for the population ranges. Also, 
we denote typical sample observation by n*0*f The starred 
indices indicate the order of selection from the population ranges of the 
corresponding unstarred indices and f denotes the repetition number 
of the (i*j*. . . n*o*)-th chosen treatment combination. 
We verify at once that with this notation the product of the sample 
ranges of the indices is equal to the total sample size, and that hence 
the sample is balanced. Further the structure of the typical sample 
observation is: 
(i*j* . . . n*o*:f ) . 
It follows that the sample identity for the typical observation in 
terms of the sample values, and the sample analysis of variance are 
uniquely and constructively defined. 
It now only remains to prove that the results for expected mean 
squares of the lines are the obvious generalizations suggested by in­
spection of results for the two-factor case. To this end we introduce, 
as before, sets of sampling and design random variables (A^f ), (B^ ), 
<Gnn*>, fcP*), and (p1^*'" where 
i*j*. . . n*o*f _ ^ . . n*o*f 
PP = pÏLi e rV 
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The meaning and elementary properties of these random variables 
should again be apparent from the context. 
The statistical model for an actually obtained typical observation is: 
. . n*o*f V . 2 ,«••• <H°oVpXf ' ' n*°*£ J ij... nopp* J r r 
Y . .  ij. . . nop 
= Z A}*B^... cn*^o*pi*j*...n*o*f 
ij... nop 1 J nop ij. . . nop" 
We notice immediately that when substitution for Y.. is made 3 ij. . . nop 
in terms of its components, the sum over the population indices not 
present in the representation of a particular component gives the value 
one in the term including this type of component only. 
It follows that the statistical model expressed in the terms of com­
ponents is: 
x . & . .  • > ' £  -  u  +  2  A.'. A. + S B1^. B. + . . . + 2 Gn G i*j*. . . n*o-"-f n ^ii jjj nnn 
+ 2 H°* H + 2 A1* B-j* (AB).. + . . . 
o ° ° ij 1 J 13 
+ 2 GnV H°* (GH) + 
n o no 
no 
+ 2 A)* fij* . . . Gn* H0nC(AB. . . GH).. 
ij.'. .no 1 J n ° 
P P P ip 1 XP 
, v tjO* i*j*. . . n*o*f 
. . T Zv rl p T 
op ° "P (H^op 
+ 2 A^B-i* ... Gn* * * n*°*f 
ij. . . nop 1 J n ° P 
(AB. . , GHP).. ij. . . nop 
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It should be apparent that any permissible partial observational mean 
induces a sample mean of a particular kind from every type of population 
component. 
We further notice that in taking the expectation of the square of any 
permissible sample partial mean the expectation of the sum of products 
involving two different types of components is zero. This follows from 
the fact that in any such product there is at least one population index not 
belonging to both components and that the sum over the population over 
such an index gives the value zero. We see consequently that the expecta­
tion of the square of a permissible partial mean involves only the expecta­
tions of squares of means from the individual types of population com­
ponents. 
The induced samples from types of components involving treatment 
factors only are pure cross samples, while the samples from types of 
components involving both treatment factors and experimental units are 
all simple fractionated samples. Hence, application of the results of 
Sections B. 2 of Chapters Three and Four is sufficient to yield the com­
plete r2 form of the expected value of the square of any permissible 
sample partial mean. We notice also that all these forms can be immed­
iately obtained by making proper substitutions in the general expres­
sion for Ex2. 
Inspection of the sample structure, with respect to the indices 
employed, shows that if there were no P-classification in the population 
the sample would have been a completely crossed one from a crossed 
population of treatment factors, and hence that the general result of 
Section B. 4 of Chapter Three would be applicable in the S form. With 
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the addition of the P-classification, the expanded form of every new Sg, 
where S is any subset of the complete set of subscripts associated 
with the treatment factors, is equal to the old form of Sg - -p- x the 
same linear function of a-2' s where for each new cr2 the set of subscripts 
is augmented by P. Inspection of the result of Section B. 2 of the 
present chapter shows immediately that absorption of the treatment­
like contribution of interaction with experimental units into the treat­
ment part (which here includes the null set) of the expression yields 
immediately all the S forms connected with treatment combinations 
only. 
Consider now the sum of all S's for which P is a subscript. Focus 
attention on the coefficient of a particular <r2 in the expanded form, say 
<r2p where SP is the set S augmented by P. Let Q be an arbitrary 
subset of S and let q be the number of subscripts in Q. Define the 
range of the null set to equal one. Then, from the definition of S's it 
is easy to see that the coefficient of o-2_, is 
IT 
(-i)q 
C ipo (Range of i) 
Q - S leU 
But 
2  - j j ~  ( - i )  _  2  n  I  \  
Q c g ieQ (Ranee of i) ieS " Ran®e of i} ' 
for every non-null set S. For S null the coefficient is equal to one. 
It follows that the total contribution of all Sgp' s is equal to the total 
contribution of all the unit-like parts of interactions with experimental 
units. 
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This completes the proof of the following fact. If Xg^ is a.n admis­
sible partial observational mean and if N~ c* denotes the number of dif-
2 '  1  
ferent population components of type entering into the formation of 
XS* ^ 2S 
E x ê î  
where S is the complete set of population 
subscripts. 
We notice also that in the present case all of the ambivalence relations 
are complete. 
It is now easy, by using arguments analogous to those in Section C 
of Chapter Three, to obtain the forms of the expected values of mean 
squares. These forms are the obvious generalizations of the ones for 
the two-factor case. The statement is as follows. Every line of the 
table contains all S's involving P (this is a consequence of the fact that 
P is in complete ambivalence relation - as a result of its being con­
founded with everything else - with every one of the sample subscripts). 
The coefficient of every such 2 is one. S's involving treatment sub­
scripts only appear in the different lines in the manner specified by the 
theorem of Section C in Chapter Three. Here all sample subscripts 
are to be viewed as corresponding to treatment factors. 
We exemplify the general result for the case of four treatment factors 
in Table 6 (where S' is the sum of all S's involving P). 
The theorem of Section F covers the result of the present section 
as a simple particular case. 
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Table 6. Typical parts of the analysis of variance fo 
completely randomized design 
Population structure (A)(B)(C)(D)(P); sample structure (i*j*k*l*:f); ambi 
i* > A, P; j* >B, P; k* >C, P; 1* f D, P 
Leading D.F. Expected value of meai 
mean 
x 1 rabcdS ^ + rbcdS^ + racdSg + rabdS)^ + rabcZ^ + rcdS 
+ rabSCD + rdS ç^, + rc2ABD + rbSACD + raSBCD + rS^ 
= rabcdjj.2 + rbcd(l - j|) <r^ + racd (1 - -g) tr^ + rabd (1 - ^ 
+ rbd (1 
- I"1 " E> 'AC + rbc  - S ) (1  - 5>°AD * rad  1  
+ rab (I 
- ê"i • 6 )  °"CD + r  d(1  
" Â ) (1  '  1 ) (1  " ë)0"ABC ' 
+ rb(l - I»1 - I»1 °ACD + ra^ " B^1  '  C^1  " 
+  ( i  -  r a ^ c d ) 4  + (  (1 - i> d - l ) ) 4 p  +  ( ( i -
rabd ,. 
~ P (1 -  c > >  °"CP + ( ( 1 - A) - (1 - ) "ÈP + ( (1 
+ ( ( 1 - i)d - t ' (1 - X)(1 " } °ACP + ( (1 • KY 
+ ( (1 - g)U - 5 > "  _ g) ( l  - q) ) °"BCp + ( (1 - 3)1 
+ ( ( 1 - g)(l - B'- # ( 1  c ) (1  " ^ °*CDP + ^ 2 
(1 
" °ABCP + (  (1 " X , {1  - è ) {1  '  " F" (1  ~ i ) (1  
- 
x
-§r (1  - %)(! - |)d - 5) ) ^ABDP + (  (L - i ) (1  - è ) (1  • 
+ ( (1 - %)(! - g)U - ^)(1 - 5) - p(l - j)(l - |)(1 - ç) 
ae analysis of variance for the four-factor 
mized design 
:ructure (i*j*k*l*:f); ambivalence relations f > P; 
>D, P 
Expected value of mean square 
2c + rabcZb + ^ "b^^AD + + ^a"=^BD 
rbSACD + raSBCD + rSABCD + S' 
(1 - |) °"b + rabd (1 " h)<TC + rabc (1 " É} °D + rcd (1 - l)(1 - l> °"AB 
- i)(1 " 5) °™AD + rad (1 " 1)(1 " 5) 4c + rac (1 ' 1)(1 " S} °BD 
^)(1 - g)(l - c^ABC * rc^ " Â^1 ~ B^1 " ""ABD 
ra(l - g)(l - ^)(1 - 5) + rU " " 3X1 ~ c^1 " D* °"ABCD 
(1 - o) + ( (1 - i»1 - B> - - Â)(1 " ^ °*ABP 
" b] } °ACP + ( (1 - j)(l - B> rbd P (1 - D* ^ADP 
C} ) °"BCP + ( - 5>(1 - 5» 
rac 
P (1 - D* ^ °*BDP 
[1 • ê}} °CDP + ( (1 " i)(1 _ I)(1 " è} " IF(1 " i)(1 " l} 
5){1 ' 5} " $"(1 " i)(1 " ê)(1 " A) } °ACDP + ( (1 " i)(1 " B)(1 " D} 
)P + ( (1 - |)(1 - G)(I - 5) - ~ (1 - |)(1 - §)(1 - 5) ) 4CDP 
P(1 " I)(1 " L)(1 • 5)(1 " 5) ) °ABCDP 
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Table 6 (continued) 
Leading D. F. Expected valu 
mean 
x
-* a - 1 rbcdS^ + rcdS^^ + rbdB^^. + rbcB^^ + rdSABC + i 
= rbcdtr^ + rcd(l - g) crj^B + rbd(l - crj^. + rbc( 
B^1 " D* °ABD + rb*L ~ C^1 " D* ""ACI 
+  ( ( ! _  +  A ) '  
( 1  -  5 )  +  (  ( 1  -  -  & )  - 4 ^ ( 1  -  & )  ) '  
+  ( I  G ) ( L  -  Q )  ° " B C P  +  ^  B ^ 1  ~  ° ~ B D P  +  ^  
"T(1 " l ) (1  " I} ) °"ABCP + ( (1 " Â)(1  " è ) (1  " 
+ ( (1 - %)(! - |j)U " 5) " ^"(1 - |)U " 5) ) °"j 
+ ( (1 - %)(! - |)(1 " ^)(1 - 5) - ^(1 - |)(1 - J 
Xi*j* (a-l)(b-l) RCD2AB + RDSABC + RC2ABD + RSABCD + S' 
= 
RCD<RAB + RD(1 " °~ABC + RC(1 " |) -IBD + RD 
+ (i g) 0*Bp + (1 0"cp + (1 - -) (Tpp + ( (1 -
+ U - ^)(1 - 5) ""ADP + C1 - B^1 ~ C) °"BCP + 1 
+ ( (i - ^)(1 - |)(1 - g) - ~ (1 - g) ) <r^BCp + 
+ (l - i)(I - |)(I - 5) 4CDP + (1  - B ) (1  '  è ) (1  
" P U Q)(1 - 5) ) °ABCDP 
Expected value of mean square 
3 + rbcSAD + rdSABC + rcSABD + rbSACD + rSABCD + S' 
+ rbd(l - ç) crAC + rbc(l - g) or^ + rd(l - g)(l - °"^BC 
+ rb(l - Q)(1 - 5) °"ACD + (1 - G)(l " Q)(1 " 5) ^ABCD + œp 
h (1 
" B} ^BP + {1 " œcp+ {1 " è} 4P + ( (1 " i)(1 ~ k] ~ ir~ 
i)(l - - ^ (1 - §) Klcp + ( (1 - - 5) - - É> )"lDP 
(1 - G)(l - g) °"BDp + (! Q)(1 " 5) ^CDP + ( t1 ~ Â^1 ~ B^1 ~ C* 
CP + ((1 " i)(1 ~ è)(1 " 5) -15(1 - ë)(1 " ê} )<rlcDP 
p"^1 "* B^1 " D* ) °*ABDP + ^ B^1 " c)(1 " 5) °"BCDP 
^ P*1 " B)(1 ~ C)(1 " D* ^ ""ABCD 
D + rSABCD + 2)1 
; + RC^1 " D* ŒABD + " C^1 " 5) ^ABCD + *"p + (l cr^ 
CP + (X " 5) ^ P + ( (1 - 5H1 B* " "P-* °ABP + ^ ' Â^1 ~ C} °*ACP 
U - G)(L - Ç) ""GQP + (1 - IGX1 - 5) °"BDP + ^ " C^1 ~ 5) °"CDP 
"P" ^ C} ) ""ABCP + Â^1 ~ B^1 " D^ ~1P(L Q) ) °"ABDP 
ACDP + (1 - B)(1 " è , (1  " 5* °BCDP + ( (1 ™ Â)(1 " B)(1 " É)(1 " 5) 
;DP 




D. F. Expected value of 
x. i*j*k* (a-l)(b-l)(c-l) rdSABC + rSABCD + S' 
RDCRABC + R^ D^ CTABCD + °"p + T1 " i)°AP"* 
+ (1 - i)(1- (RABP+ (1 " i)(1 " C^ °ACP " 
+ (1 - B)(1 " D^ ""BOP + T1 ~ C)(1 D^ °"CDP " 
+ (1 - i)(1 " B)(L - 5) CRABDP + T1 - ^)(1 " l 
+ ( (I 
- xX1 - ^)(1 - 5XI - 5) - ^(I - §) KJ 
x. i*j*k*l* (a-l)(b-l) 
x (c-l)(d-l) rSABCD + S ' 
= r 0" ABCD  ^  ^ A ) 4 "D (•*• -R ) °"T!TD (1 AP B^ °"BP 
+  ( i  -  A ) ( i  - C) ""ACP + C1 A)(! " D) ""ADP 






+ (I - y(l - £)(1 - 5) <r^CDp + (I - ~)(1 - 7 
R X 2 
P' ABCDP 
x. i*j*k*l*(f) abcd(r-l) 2 ' 
Expected value of mean square 
+ o-p + (1 trAp + (1 ~ g) crBp + (1 ç) °"cp + (1 g) °"Dp 
1 
" " C} ^ACP + ^ Â^1 " D} RADP + ^ B^1 ~ C} °"BCP 
1 
~ C)(1 " °"CDP + ^ " Â^1 " B^1 "" "P"* °~ABCP 
ABDP + ^ ~ Â^1 " C)(1 " D* RACDP + ^ B^1 " C^1 " ""BCDP 
1 
" ~ P^1 " ^ABCDP 
p + (1 - B* ""BP + ^ ""CP + ^ D* ŒDP + ^ A^1 " B* °ABP 
1 
- i)(1 Ï>) °"ADP + Î1 " B^1 " C> °*BCP + ^ B ) ( I  -  5 )  ° " B D P  
1 
• i)(1 " E)(1 - è} °ABCP + {1 " i)(1 " 1)(1 ~ -) tr2 D ABDP 
LCDP + (1 " i)(1 - è)(1 ~ è} 4CDP + ( (1 " i)(1 ' i)(1 " è)(1 " b] 
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D. Factorial Arrangements in Randomized Blocks 
We recall from Section E. 4 of Chapter Two that the population struc­
ture for the randomized block is (i:j)(k), where the symbols have the 
same meaning as in the section referred to. The experimental procedure 
consists of choosing randomly b blocks out of B, and in each chosen 
block rt experimental units out of P; of selecting t treatments out of T; 
and within each chosen block applying at random the t selected treat­
ments to the rt selected units subject to the restriction that each treat­
ment is applied exactly to r experimental units. We summarize the 
main features of both the population structure and of the experimental 
I—l 
procedure by writing (i:j)(k) . The horizontal bracket indicates that the 
chosen elements of the entities denoted by j and k are associated with 
one another through the process of random confounding. 
Since the point of using the particular randomization scheme specified 
was to eliminate from comparisons among treatments the variability due 
to blocks, we employ an explicit index for the choice of block in the 
notation for observed sample values. We denote by the observed 
value associated with the f-th selected repetition of the k*-th chosen 
treatment in the i*-th selected block. The sample observational structure 
relative to this notation therefore is (i*k*:f). This implies the sample 
observational identity 
Xi*k*f = x + (xi* ' x) + (xk* " x) + (xi*k* - xi* " xk* + X) 
+ (xi*k*(f) " xi*k*) , 
and the corresponding sample analysis of variance. 
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In order to link the observed values to the population quantities we 
introduce sets of sample and design random variables as follows: 
, i*. , i*j*. ,_k* . ,, i*k*f. , . i*k*f > , (a- i  ), )• (P k )> ) > and (Pi*j ). where 
i*k*f ^ i*i* i*k*f 
Pi*j = j*=i i*J* ' 
where again the meaning of the separate variables should be clear from 
the context, and their elementary properties can be easily derived. The 
statistical model is: 
„ i* Rk* i*j*xi*k*f v v i* i*k*f v 
xi*k*f " ai Pk •Vj X i*j* ijk ~ ai Pk pi*j ijk 
= |X + Sa1* B. + S (3k* T, + S aVp^BT)., 
r 
.11 , r k k .i i k 'ik i k ik 
+ B,fp^*£Pi(j) +^<PÏff<<TP>i(jk) • 
It follows that: 
Ex* = ^+(1 - |) ^  + (1 - 4) (1 - IK' - &) 
+  U .  - ) % P ) + ( ( 1 .  t > ,  W T ,  
/ 2 1 2 1 2 , 1 _2 i 
^ " B (B) " T (T) BT (BT) ' 
+ b ^(B) "" T °*(BT) " P °"(B)(P) + PT °"(B)(PT) 
,  1 / 2  1  2  i  ,  1  /  2  1  2  x  
t ( (T) " B (BT) bt (BT) " P (B)(PT) ' 
+ rtb"^cr(B)(Pl " T r(B)(PT)) + rbt~ °"(B)(PT) 
= S0 + b S(B) + FS(T) + bt S(BT) + fbt~(S(B)(P) + S(B)(PT) 1 * 
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G. 2  
The term ( (1 - - p(l - above may be obtained by 
observing that within each chosen B value the sample of PT combinations 
is fractionated and that finite correction factors arise from the right- -
most brackets only. 
We observe that the forms for Ex?,,.. .v,, Ex2.,, Ex?.M E and Ex,2 . may 
all be obtained from the form for Ex2 by assiging the values one to proper­
ly chosen subsets of the numbers r, b, and t. 
We detail the analysis of variance in Table 7. 
We shall find it informative to explore some alternative analysis of 
variance. Suppose that we choose to ignore the fact that different treat­
ments were used in the experiments, and we denote sample values by 
Xi*m' i* = 1. 2, . . . . , b; m = 1, 2, .... , rt. The sample structure relative 
to this notation is (i*:m). Hence, the sample identity is: 
xi*m = x + (xi* " x> + <xi*m - xi»> 
and the analysis of variance, which is a topographical one, consists of 
the corresponding three lines. As most practitioners will be aware, one 
way to obtain the present analysis is to "pool " the sum of squares and 
degrees of freedom of the last three lines of Table 7. Alternatively, 
we see by direct inspection that: 
E b(rt-l) ' Xi*) = b(rt-l) E*Xi*(m) ~ 
b(rt-l) ( ~t~S(T) + ~t~S(BT) + "rt" (2(B)(P) + S(B)(PT)) * ' 
In the above expression the coefficients of 2^, and 2^^, are not integers. 
Table 7. The analysis of variance for a one-factor completely randomized block design 
Population structure and experimental procedure (B:P) (T); sample structure (i*k*;f) 
ambivalence relations: i* —• B; k* —#- T, P; f —» P 
Leading D.F. 
mean 
Expected value of mean square 
x rbtS ( 0 )  + rtS(B^ + rbS^ + rL(BT^ + 2(B)(P) + S^B^pT^ 
= rbt|i2 + rt(l - + rb(l -^(t) + ~ l^1 "T^°"(BT) 
+ ( (1 - f) - p(! ~f*°"(B)(PT) 
+ (i - p)<r(B)(P) 
xi* b-L rtS(B) + rS(BT) + 2(B)(P) + S(B)(PT) 
= rt0r(B) + "T^(BT) + ^ " "p")°"(B)(P) + t * 1  ~ f) ~ p  U  ~ y )  K(B)(PT) 
t-1 rbZ(T) + rS(BT) + S(B)(P) + S(B)(PT) 
= 
rb<r(T) + rU - R)°* + o-: 1 v r x 2 B (BT) (B)(P) + ( (1 - - w (T T# P' (B)(PT) 
xi*k* (b-l)(t-l) rS(BT) + S(B)(P) + S(B)(PT) 
= rcr + cr r «2 (BT) (B)(P) + ( (1 - m) ~ D)0" P (B)(PT) 
X(i*k*)(f) bt(r"^ S(B)(P) + S(B) 
r(B)(P) 
1 X 2 
= o-7-^w^» + (1 - 7p)cr T# (B)(PT) 
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One way to anticipate this would have been to notice that although m > 
P, T the relation between m and T is not complete. There is no 
trouble in dealing with and ^(B)(PT)' ^ere however, P is in 
both sets of subscripts and this, as we shall see, ensures integral 
coefficients since the correspondence between m and P is complete. 
With two treatment factors, G and H, the population structure for the 
randomized block design is (B:P)(G)(H), so that there are 12( = 3x2x2) 
different components of variation. We denote the population ranges of 
the treatment factors by the same capital letters as the treatments 
themselves and the sample ranges by the corresponding small letters. 
The experiment now consists of taking a cross sample of treatments of 
size gh from the population of treatment combinations and applying at 
random the selected gh level combinations to the rgh selected plots 
in every chosen block, subject to the restriction that each selected level 
combination is applied to exactly r experimental units. We summar­




We denote by the observed value associated with the f-th repeti­
tion of the (k*l*)-th selected treatment combination in the i*-th chosen 
block. The sample observational structure for this notation is therefore 
(i*k*l*:f). Both the sample observational identity and the sample analysis 
of variance follow as a consequence. We exhibit the sample analysis of 
variance in Table 8. 
Table 8. Sample analysis of variance for the factorial arrangement of 
treatments G and H laid out in a randomized block design 
i 1 
Population structure and experimental procedure (B:P)(G)(H) ; sample structure (i*k*l*:f) ; 
i 1 
ambivalence relations i* > B; k* > G, P; 1* ) H, P; f > P 
Leading D. F. Expected value of mean square 
mean 
1 rbghZ^ + fShZ(B) + ^^(G) + + rhZ^^.^ + ^gZ^^ + 
+ rS(BGH) + S(B)(P) + S(B)(PG) 
= rbghp.2 + rgh(l - °"g + rbh(l - Q) + rbg U ~ |) ^  + rh(l -
t1 ~ CP °"BG + rg^ " B^1 " H* œBH + rb^ " G^1 " °*GH + " B* 
(1 - &)(1 - g) °*BGH + (1 - °"(B)P +^1 ~ c) ~ P-^1 " ^°"(B)(PG) 
+ ( (i - ^-(1 - y) ) °"(B)(PH) + ^ G^1 H* " P^1 " CP 
+ (i - g) <r(B)(PGH) 
Xi* b " 1 rghS(B) + rhS(BG) + rgS(BH) + rS(BGH) + S(B)(P) + S(B)(PG) + S(B)(PH) 
+ 2(B)(PGH) 
= rgh^ + rh(l - <r^G + rg(l - |) o^H + r(l - &)(! - |) °"gGH 
Table 8 (continued) 
Leading D. F. Expected value of mean square 
mean 
+ (1 - °-(B)(P) + ( (1 - - FE) ) °"(B)(PG) + 1 (1 " 
I^1 ~ <r(B)(PH) + ~ G^1 ~ P ^  G^1 " H^tr(B)(PGH) 
*k* g " 1 rbgS(G) + rhS(BG) + rbS(GH) + rS(BGH) + S(B)(P) + S(B)(PG) 
+ S(B)(PH) + S(B)(PGH) 
= rbh(rG + rh(l - g) o"BG + rb(l - ^) <rGR + r(l - B)(l - ^) °"BGH 
+ 
°"(B)(P) + t t1 - q) ~ p~ ) cr(B)(PG) + ^ H* °*(B)(PH) 
+ ( (1 Q)( 1 jj) - p (! h> ) °"(B)(PGH) 
XL* H " 1 RBGS(H) + RGS(BH) + RBS(GH) + RS(BGH) + S(B)(P) + S(B)(PG) 
+ S(B)(PH) + S(B)(PG) + S(B)(PGH) 
= rbgcrH + rg(l - B) crBH + rb(l - &) crGH + r(l - B)(l - ^) ^bGH 
+ <R(2B)(P) + (1 " CR(B)(PG) + 1(1 " Œ(B)(PH) + 1 (1 " 5) 
(I - 5) - p U ^) ) °"(B)(PGH) 




D. F. Expected value of mean square 
(b-l)(g-l) rh2(BG) + rS(B)(H) + S(B)(P) + S(B)(PG) + S(B)(PH) + S(B)(PGH) 
= rhtrBG + " H* °"BGH + tr(B)(P) + ^ g) ~ P~ ^ cr(B)(PG) 
+ (i - fj) °"(B)(PH) + ( ^ ~ A)(l ~ Tj) ~ - 5) )°"2 1 Gz 
1 
H' H ' (B)(PGH) 
xi*l* (b-l)(h-l) rSS(BH) + rS(BGH) + 2(B)(P) + S(B)(PG) + S(B)(PH) + S(B)(PGH) 
+ ( U fj) - -j|) <r^B)(PH) .  2 
' 
rg(rBH + " G^ œBGH * '(BMP) 
1 
+ (1 - G) °"(B)(PG) + ( (l  ~ G^1 H* " pt1 ~ ) °"(B)(PGH) 
OJ 
N 
xi*k*l* (b-l)(g-l)(h-l) r^(BGH) + S(B)(P) + S(B)(PG) + S(B)(PH) + S(B)(PGH) 
~ 
r<rBGH + °"(B)(P) + t1 ~ tr(B)(PG) + ^ °"(B)(PH) 
1 1 
+  (  ( 1  ~ 7=0(1 - tt) - S) H P' (B)(PGH) 
xi*k*l*(f) bgh(r-l) r2, 
'(B)(P) + E(B)(PG) + S(B)(PH) + 2(B)(PGH) 





We next discuss the generalization of the above cases to the K-
treatment factors randomized block design. Let the treatment factors 
be denoted by C, D, . . . . , G, H and the population ranges of the levels 
of these factors by the same corresponding capital letters, and the 
sample ranges by corresponding small letters. The sample of treat­
ment level combinations selected is a cross sample from the reduced 
part of the population due to treatment factors only. The red. . . gh 
selected experimental units within each block chosen for the actual ex­
periment are then randomly associated with the cd. . . gh chosen level 
combinations, subject to the restriction that each level combination is 
applied to exactly r units within each chosen block. The observed 
value of the q-th application of selected (k*l*. . . o*)-th treatment com­
bination in the i*-th selected block is denoted by x. .... 0 ,u. We 
'  i * k .  .  .  o ^ q - r  
notice that both the population structure and the experimental procedure 
may be symbolically summarized by writing 
n' ' 
I 1 
(B: P)(C)(D) (G)(H) 
Further the sample observational structure with respect to the indices 
used is (i*k*l*. . . o*:q) and it may readily be verified that the sample is 
balanced with respect to the notation used. It follows that both the 
sample identity and the sample analysis of variance are uniquely defined. 
We next define in the usual way sets of sampling and design random 
variables. These are 
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(4*), (D^) (G^), (B)1, ), 
j t i*k*l*. . . o*q . , i*k*l*. . . o*q 
and (p H ), where p. ^ = 
rc<^L° ' i*j* . i*k*l*. . . o*q 
jf=1 ""i*j A M* 
The exact meaning and elementary properties of these variables should 
be immediate from the context. Also, we denote the typical conceptual 
response by Y., . The statistical model is: 
^ 3 ljkl. . . o 
ni* ~ k* _1* „n* tjO* i*j* ,.i*k*l*. . . o* 
xi*k*l*. . . o*q .?i 1 n o ^i* j X i*j* 
^ ljkl. . . noj- J J 
^ijkl. . . no 
ijkl. . . no 
— i* -k* —1* ^n^-jO* i*k*l*. . . o* v 
Bi Ck °1 ' ' ' ' n o pi*j ijkl. . . o 
It is clear that when substitution is made for Y... , in terms of its ijkl. . . o 
identical component expansion, then in the summation involving any one of 
the types of components only, the sum of the random variables involving 
only population indices which are not subscripts of the type is zero. The 
statistical model may therefore be written: 
xi*k*l*. . . o* = ^ + SBiBi+ ^CkCk+ fDl D1 + ' ' ' -i k 1 
n* fir i * V* 
+ SG G + SH H + S B1. CV (BC)., 
n n o o i k x 'ik 
n o ik 
i* 1* i* o* 
+ SB! D (BD).,+ + S B. H° (BH . i 1 'il . i o x zio il IO 
+ scf D!*(CD| + S BVC^D}* 
kl k 1 kl ikl. ..o 1 
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« tB c D -  • •  G H»ik i .  , .=+  osr* '  • •  o*q p i ( j>  
+ 
=k '«p™ • • (PC).(jk, + . . . . 
„1* ^n^TjO* i*k*l*. . . o*p*q 
+ 2 B . C, D1 ... G H p ,.u. i k 1 n o r v-j 
ikl. . . no 
(PCD. . . GH).^.kL 0) • 
The notation used for components should again be clear from the con­
text. The expected value of the sum of products involving two different 
types of components may easily be verified to be zero. Hence, by 
using the results of Sections B of Chapters Three and Four we find that: 
, cr2 cr?L cr2 
Ex2 = n2+ (I - g) — + (1 - §) — + + (1 - §) — 
+ u - |)^L + (1 - |)(1 .«)!§£ + (i - g)(i - ê> 
z z 
+  . . . .  +  ( i  -  B ) ( i  -  j j )  +  . . .  .  ( i  Q ) ( I  -  g )  +  •  •  •  
+  d -  | ) d  -  § ) . . .  ( i - 1 )  (rbc:::gGhH + (l-r-^g-h) 
+ ( (1 - ^)(l - g) • • • (1 - g) - p(l - q)(1 - J}) • • • • 
M  H .  . °"(2B)(PCD. . . GH) 
(1 
" H' rbc. . . gh 
and hence that: 
2 „ . 1 _ . 1 _ . . 1 _ .1 Ex = 2.W. + r- 2,—+ — 2, „. + . . . . + t— 2/ttX + (0) T b (B) T c "(C) h (H) bh (BH) 
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. gh S(BC. . . GH) 
rbc. . . gh (B)(P) (B)(PC) + . . . 2 (B)(PCD. . . GH) ' 
The validity of the S form may be verified by noticing that without 
the P-classification the sample is a cross one from a pure crossed 
the sum of the treatment like parts of interactions with P are absorbed 
into the new larger X forms of B and its interactions. Also, 
plus the sum of all the unit-like contributions of interactions with P is 
equal to the sum of all S's having P as one of its subscripts. 
It is easy to show now that when the present sample notation is 
employed then all of the expected values of mean squares have a simple 
and easily specifiable S form. These forms are in fact the obvious 
generalizations of the results for the two -factor case detailed in Table 8. 
The results for the K-factor randomized block design are covered 
by the statement of the theorem of Section F of the present chapter. 
Further, it will be observed that essentially no new problems are en­
countered when the experimental material is envisaged to have more 
nestings than in the present instance, (suppose for example that the 
material has the structure (S : B : R : P) ), and when randomization 
of treatments with material takes place in the last nest of the material 
only. This is a consequence of the easily provable fact that Ex2 is still 
now simply expressible in 2 form. 




E. Split-Plot Designs, Generalizations, and Modifications 
The population structure of the split-plot design was discussed in 
the middle part of Section E. 4 of Chapter Two. We saw there that a 
symbolic representation of the structure is: (S: B: P)(G)(H) or e qui valent-
ly (i:j:k)(m)(n). The specification of the experimental procedure may 
be represented by writing 
This means that the g chosen levels of the main plot factor G are ran­
domly confounded with the chosen b = gd blocks within each chosen 
source; and that the h chosen split-plot treatments are randomly con­
founded with the chosen rh split plots (or experimental units) within 
the selected main plots (or blocks). 
As a consequence it follows that within chosen sources H is crossed 
with BG combinations and that within chosen blocks the one level of 
G is crossed with PH combinations. The usually preferred notation 
the observed value of the e-th chosen repetition of the n*-th chosen 
treatment level of H in the f-th block receiving the m*-th chosen level 
of G in the i*-th selected source. Accordingly the sample observation­
al structure is ( (i*m*:f)(n*) : e). The uniquely defined sample observa­
tional identity for the above notation contains therefore 11 (=5x2+1) com­
ponents and is: 
(S: B: P) (G) (H) 
for a typical observation is x i*m*fn*e where by this symbol we mean 
Xi*m*fn*e 
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+ (xm*n ~ Xm* " Xn* + x) + ^xi*m*n* " xi*m* " xi*n* + xi* 
+ Xm* + Xn* " X^ + ^xi*m*(f) " Xi*m*^ + ^Xi*m*(fn) " xi*m*f 
i*m*n* xi*m*^ ^Xi*m*fn*(e) Xi*m*fn*^ - x. 
Corresponding to each type of the sample component we have, of 
course, a line in the sample analysis of variance table. 
We link the x^*m*£n*e to the population quantities and to the experi­
mental procedure by introducing sets of sampling and design random 
variables as follows: 
<>• <=;:]*>• <&*>. (<'' <> (AWf »• <4s:se). 
(p^*f ), and ( X\*£$£e ) 
"here p\lf - Bj*j* , 455ST = 
5?1 p>i*j*k* -i*m*fn*e 
i*j*k i*m*fk* 
The meaning of these random variables should be clear from the 
context and their elementary properties can be worked out without un­
due trouble. 
The statistical model is: 
y ci* Tji*j* pi*j*k* -m* -.n* , i*m*f ,i*m*fn*ev 
i*m*fn*e ijkmnj*k* 1 i*j *k m n i*j* i*m*fk* ijkmn 
^ çi^—m* tjU* i*m*f .i*m*fn*e v 
ijkmn 1 rn n ^ i*j i*m*fk ijkmn 
It may be verified that in terms of components this gives 
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x_ _ = n + 2 S!*S. + 2 Gm* G + 2 Hn* H l ^ m ^ f i i ^ e  r -  . i l  m  m  n  n  i m n 
1 ^  TY1 ^  1 '!» T")  ^
+ 2 S1 G (SG). + 2 S1 H (SH). i m im . i n m 
un m 
+ 2 Gm* HnV(GH) + 2 slVGm*Hn*(SGH). 
m n mn . i m n îmn 
mn imn 
+ ifm S' Pi*jm f Gm |BG)i(jm) + ^ Si Pi*f '"n (BH,i(jn) 
+ ..X sj'pJ^G^H^lBGH) 
îjmn J 
. „ ci* i*m*f JL*m*fn*e _ „ ci* i*m*f 
ijk 1 Pi*j Pi(j)(k) ^ i Pi*j 
,m ' 
\*m*fk Gm (PG)i(j)(km) 
+ ijkn ^ £xli*m*^e Hn (PH)i(j)(kn) 
+ ij£nn^ pli*T Hn (PGH)i(j)(kmn) 
Hence, by making use of the various sampling theorems we have 
developed, we find that: 
(Tq o-i. , erf. 
Ex2 = |i2 + (1 - |) — + (I - i ) — + (1 - jj) j— 
+ d- I » » -  B >7T +<! - I"1 - H'S1 
+  ( :  -  & ) ( '  -  R )  % - • < ! -  5 » U -  f t H i -
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+ (1 . h)(1 . 8d,%il+ (1 . ((1 - - |(1 -*,,%»> 
It may be verified that in terms of S's the above expression is: 
Ex2 = S(0) + S S(S) + i 2(G) + h S(H) + rg S(SG) 
+ ih S(SH) + gh S(GH) + igh S(SGH) + sgd S(S)(B) 
+ lid S(S)(BG) + sgdh S(S)(BH) + ^dh S(S)(BGH) 
^t<z\fR\fD\ c:\fR\tTDrt\ ^/cx/TaVDuA ^ ^/CX/TH/TD^UX)-rhgds (S)(B)(P) (S)(B)(PG) "(S)(B)(PH) "(S)(B)(PGH) 
The expected values of squares of all other partial sample means can 
easily be obtained from the above by making the obvious substitutions. 
Because with the sample subscript notation here employed the set of am­
bivalence relations behaves in a "proper" way, the expected values of 
mean squares all have simple 2 forms. This may be verified directly 
by manipulating the expected values of squares of sample means. 
Envisage now an extra nest, say L, in the experimental material 
and an extra treatment factor, say K. Suppose the experimental pro­
cedure on this set of entities is such as to give rise to the split-split-





( S : B : P : L ) ( G ) ( H ) ( K ) 
Consideration of the way in which the finite correction factors build 
up shows that in this case again Ex2 is expressible in the standard way in 
2 form. The 2 forms for the expected values of mean squares can also 
be written out without difficulty. Complete analysis of variance tables 
for both the split-plot and the split-split-plot designs have been detailed 
by Wilk in his thesis (1955a). 
We remark here that Ex2 retains its standard 2 form when both the 
number of nestings in the experimental material and the number of factors 
are increased arbitrarily. Further, no essential complications arise 
when any one (or several) of the single treatment factors is replaced by 
a set of treatment factors whose population and sample structures are 
both factorial. Thus, in the simple split-plot design the treatment factor 
G may be replaced by the two factors A and B, where the relations on the 
population and sample ranges are G = AB and g = ab. Both the popula­
tion structure and experimental procedure are then given by: 
1 1 
( S : B : P ) ( À ) ( B ) ( H ) 
! I 
The 2 form of Ex2 can be written out at once. Further, as a conse­
quence of the theorem in Section F, with the proper choice of subscripts 
for the sample values the complete set of expected mean squares can 
also be written out at sight. 
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We next consider the following modification: 
I 1 
( S : B C ) ( G ) ( H )  ,  
I l 
where the sample ranges satisfy b = gd, c = hr. The subscripts used 
for the sample observation are the same as in the split-plot case but 
their proper structure is now specified by: ( i*m*:f) and (i*n* : e ) . 
The number of different types of sample components is 13 and the sample 
identity is: 
=i*m*fn*e = = + " => + (=n* " X> 
+ - Xi* - + X) + <Xi*n* " Xi* " Xn* + 
+ txm*n* " xm* ~ Xn* + x) + (xi*m*n* " xi*m* 
" 
xi*n* " xm*n* + Xi* + Xm- + Xn* " x^ + ^xi*m*(f) 
Xi*m*^ ^ ^Xi*n*(e) Xi*n*^ ^Xi*m*(fn*) 
Xi*m*f Xi*m*n* Xi*m*^ ^Xi*n*(em*) xi*n*e 
Xi*m*n* ^ Xi*n*^ ^ ^xi*m*n*(fe) Xi*m*n*f 
Xi*m*n*e ^ Xi*m*n* ^  
The discriminating reader will probably have no difficulty in writing 
out at sight the expected values of squares of partial means. However, in 
order to show up the exact nature of the problem we outline a detailed 
method of procedure. We link the typical sample observation to the popu­
lation quantities through the obvious sets of sampling and design random 
variables: 
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(s|\ (G-\ (H^), (pg^), 
The statistical model therefore is: 
„ qi* „m* Tjii* i*m*f .i*n*e v 
Xi*m*fn*e ... i m n ^i*j i*k* ijkmn ijkmn 
= a + S sVs. + S Gm* G + S Hn*H 
r  . 1 1  m m  n  n  i m n 
+ 2 SV* Gm (SG). i m im îm 
+ S s!*Hn*(SH). + S Gm*Hn*(GH) i n m m n mn 
m mn 
+ S gi* Gm* Hn*^SGHj S srpMmH B.,.. 
imn 1 m n ,mn ij 1 "J l(J> 
+ E s}* p %fl (BG) + 2 Sf p^*f 




+ l ST 4t6 Cik + j? ik îkm 
+ S Hf(CH) + S sî*x£f« 
ikn îkmn 
Gm* Hn*(CGH)., . 
m n i(kmn) 
+  ^ s rp ï r *£^e  ( B c> t ( jk)  
+ yL cpsr'^r^iBCG'tukm) 
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+ ijknSi pi*r f Xi*k eHn (BCH)i(jkn) 
The expected value of the square of the overall sample mean there­
fore is: 
Ex2 = n2+ (1 - f)-^ + (1 - §) + (I - |) -^2-
+ d - t"1 - &> ^ + d - |)d - a) 
• » -  â ) d - | > ^ >  H I .  I ,  ( 1 - f c K i  - à ,  
M l - # ,  
+  d - R ' d - # ) % ^  +  d - ^ - ) (  ( 1 - 1 )  
- | d - 6 , , % 2 9  +  d - ^ . % > M i - 6 .  
d . i h , o | i = , + ( ( i - à , - ê d - à , , % ? '  
+ d - # < d - R> - C d - R) 
+  d -  # ) d - # , s ) ^ )  
+  , i -  # , ( ( i - à ) - | d - ê , ) % F '  
+ ( 1 - ^ ,  d - i , - B d - h ,  : % »  
•  < ( . -  I , - ! „ . K , ) ( , I .  ! , - £ ( , .  
By collecting terms we may verify that the above expression in terms 
of 2's is: 
Ex2 = 2(0) + - 2(s) + - S(G) + E 2(h) + — 2(sg) + ^ S(SH) 
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+ gh (GH) sgh (SGH) T sgd (S)(B) sgd (S)(BG) 
+ 
sgdh S(S)(BH) + sgdh S(S)(BGH) + srh S(S)(C) 
+ 
sgrh S(S)(CG) + srh S(S)(CH) + sgrh S(S)(CGH) 
sgdrh (S)(BC) sgdrli (S)(BCG ) + S (S)(BCH) 
+ S(S)(BCGH) ) ' 
Once again, then, the answer in S form is standard. Expressions 
for all of the admissible partial sample means can be obtained from the 
above by making proper substitutions. Further, with the particular 
choice of notation used for sample quantities the set of ambivalence 
relations is such as to make the application of the second theorem of 
Section F valid in the present instance. Hence, the expected values of 
mean squares of thirteen lines of the sample analysis of variance all 
have a simple and easily specifiable form. 
Consider next the following experimental design: 
( S : ( R ) ( C:L ) ) ( F ) ( G ) ( H ) 
Once again the samples induced in the various types of population com­
ponents are all such as to make the expanded form of Ex2 standard in 
terms of the S's. Hence, with the proper choice of notation for the 
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sample quantities, all the expected values of mean squares of the cor­
responding analysis of variance have a simple and easily specifiable 
form. All of the above statements follow as a direct consequence of 
the general considerations elaborated upon in the immediately succeed­
ing section. 
F. The Abstracted Formulation - Two Theorems 
This section contains some results on the generality of the applica­
tion of the S forms. 
1. Robustness of S forms for the expected values of squares of partial 
sample means 
All of the experiments discussed so far have the following features in 
common : 
(i) The squares of sample means induced by the experimental pro­
cedure in the different types of population components are pair wise 
uncorrelated. Hence, the expected value of the square of an admissible 
observed sample mean is equal to the sum of the expected values of 
squares of sample means from the individual types of components. 
(ii) The induced samples are such that for each type of component 
the expected value of the square of an induced mean is equal to the cor­
responding component of variation divided by the number of values in 
the mean and multiplied by a product of correction factors specified as 
follows. Each factor corresponds to one of a number of disjoint groups 
of indices of the rightmost bracket, where the totality of the groups 
exhausts the rightmost bracket. Further, each correction factor 
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corresponding to a group of indices giving rise to a simple fractionated 
sample is exhibited in Section B. 2 of the present chapter. The correc­
tion factor corresponding to any index not already considered, is equal 
£0 j rightmost bracket sample range of index 
population range of index 
Illustrations of the above partitioning s together with the correspond­
ing correction factors may be found throughout the various parts of the 
thesis. In particular it should be instructive to inspect the expansion 
of Ex2 on pages 149 and 150--especially interesting there is the coeffici­
ent of Another concrete example of the form and composition 
of the correction factors is provided by the expansion of Ex2 on page 144. 
Theorem: 
Whenever conditions a and b above hold then the expected value of 
the square of any observed admissible sample mean admits the standard 
2 expansion specified in the last line of the proof. 
Proof: 
Consider the overall sample mean. Concerning notation refer back 
to page 79, Section B. 4 of Chapter Three. Inspection of the obvious 
expanded form of the term involving orpC)(Y) s^lows also in the 
present instance that term is: 
2 t-Dq x _! 
lX)(Y) Z- Y 7T (range of i) "%+(Y-Z, 
ieZ 
The validity of the above expression is the real criterion for the 
simple applicability of 2 forms to paeticular types of problems; and the 
range of situations for which the expression holds is broader than that 
considered so far in the thesis. 
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The argument on pages 79 and 80 applies exactly to the situation^here 
considered so that we finally arrive at: 
Ex2 = S ( ) . 
X, R X+R 
Denote the subscripts of some particular admissible sample partial 
mean by and by g^ = Ng g^ = the number of possibly differ­
ent components of type entering into the formation of Xg^ . Then it 
follows that: „ 
ExS* = S ) • q- e. d. 
°1 X, R iNX+R,S* 
2. A set of sufficient conditions for simple S forms for the expected 
values of mean squares 
We confine ourselves to experiments in which the expected values of 
squares of partial sample means admit the standard 2 forms. 
Let S* denote the complete set of sample subscripts, S* denote the 
sample subscripts of a particular admissible mean, and let denote the 
set of population subscripts corresponding to some particular type of 
S* - S* , which are in ambivalence relation with at least one of the sub­
scripts of S^. Let denote the sample range of the index i*. We 
define 77 = 1 when K is the null set. 
i*eK 1 
Definition: The set, S*, of sample indices is said to be in complete 
ambivalence relation with the set of population indices 
if for every admissible pair and of sets of sample 
and population subscripts the sample size induced by 
the observed sample mean Xg^ in the component of 
type S_ is // a.* . 
i*eZ*s»-s*1,s2 
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In terms of Section 1 the above requires that 
for every admissible pair of sets, S* and S^. 
Let S^ = X* + Y* where is the set of rightmost bracket subscripts 
of S5^ and X* is its complementary set in S^. 
Definition: The subset Y* of S* is said to be in complete ambival­
ence relation with the set of population subscripts if 
for all sets of the form X^ + Z*, when Z* - Y^, and 
all admissible sets S^ of the population Ng x*+Z ^a s  
the value that would have been required by complete 
ambivalence of the set S*. 
Denote by q the number of subscripts in Z*. 
Theorem: 
If the subset Y^ of S* is in complete ambivalence relation with the 
set of population subscripts, then the expected value of the mean square 
whose leading term is Xg^ is 
2 P(S-) 2C , where P(S_) has values as follows. 
S2 2 S2 2 
P(S^) = 0 if at least one of the subscripts of Y=| is not in ambivalence re­
lation with any of the subscripts of S^; and P(S^) = product of the sample 
ranges of the subscripts of S* which are not in ambivalence relation 
with any of the subscripts of S^ = number of times a value of typical 
component S^ enters into the formation of the complete observed sample. 
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Proof: 
Let S_, be the set of subscripts defining any one particular type of com­
ponent. Then, by the argument of the theorem of Section C of Chapter 
Three the coefficient of 2C in the expected value of the mean square is 
2 
zero if at least one of the subscripts of is not in ambivalence rela­
tion with any of the subscripts of 5^. Again, if every subscript of Y4= 
is in ambivalence relation with at least one of the subscripts of 5^, then 
the coefficient of in the expected value of the sum of squares cor-
2 
responding to S* is 
(  1T a . t )  (  —  1  ) (  2  -  ( " ! ' q  '  
= t ~TTa ) (—p ) ( —i )( ~7T (a - i) ) 
= ( TT a )( ) x (D.F. of S* ) . 
i*eS*-S^ 77 a..v 
j*eZs*-s*,s2 J 
Hence the coefficient of in the expected value of the mean square cor-
2 
responding to Xg^ is equal to the product of sample ranges of all indices 
in S* - S* which are not in ambivalence relation with any of the subscripts 
of S^. However, because of the way in which admissible means are con­
structed every subscript of is in ambivalence relation with at least 
one of the subscripts of S^. H nee, the required number is equal to 
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the product of sample ranges of indices of S* which are not in ambivalence 
relation with any of the subscripts of S^; and so is equal to the number 
of times a typical selected value of the component of type enters into 
the formation of the complete observed sample. q. e. d. 
Corollary 1 
Whenever S- appears with non-zero coefficient in the expected value 
2 
of a mean square then so does 2C for every S9 - S-. . 
3 
Corollary 2 
Let S* be in complete ambivalence with the set of population sub­
scripts. Then in the full analysis of variance table constructed accord­
ing to the structure of S* the expected value of any mean square with 
rightmost bracket of the leading term ,Y* , is equal to the common part 
(i. e. intersection) of the expected mean squares of any two lines for 
which the respective sets of rightmost bracket subscripts and W* 
are such that 
U* + W* = Y* . 
It should be noted that whenever a sample subscript is in ambival­
ence relation with a given population subscript, say S, then it is also in 
ambivalence relation with every population subscript nested in S. F or 
this reason we have been indicating explicitly the relationship with S 
only. 
Since in every one of the situations discussed so far in the thesis, it 
is possible to set up a sample notation leading to complete ambivalence 
of sample and population subscripts it follows that the second theorem 
of the present section is useful in every one of these cases. There will 
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be more applications in the immediately succeeding section of the present 
chapter. 
In the case of the latin square the expected values of squares of ad­
missible sample means still admit the standard 2 expansion. Hence, S 
forms for the expected mean squares can easily be obtained by direct 
manipulation, and thus can be verified to have an essentially simple struc­
ture. However, the "reasonable" sample sets of subscripts are not in 
complete ambivalence relation with the population subscripts in this case. 
Further, unless we apply Fisher's remark (1935b) and establish the ex­
plicit correspondence between two analyses of variance, one constructed 
according to treatments alone and the other according to experimental 
material alone, we cannot obtain a "proper" analysis of variance by 
trying to define it through exploitation of a single notational structure 
imposed on a typical sample value. 
For types of complex situations of which the latin square is a simple 
example we make the tentative suggestion that arithmetical analyses 
which would obtain under additivity of treatments with experimental 
material should be postulated as the canonical ones. Further, it seems, 
that a scheme other than the ambivalence one in its present formula­
tion will have to be introduced in order to relate efficiently relevant sets 
of population and sample subscripts. The explicit randomization 
analysis of the latin square design has been given by Wilk and Kempthorne 
(1957). 
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G. Experiments in Which Treatments Are Subject to Error 
In the present section we investigate the effect of partially hierarchal 
treatment structures on the analysis of some of the simpler experimental 
designs. From a practical viewpoint this corresponds to investigating 
the consequences of the fact that the treatments, or their "levels, " or 
"concentrations" may in fact not be reproducible. Thus, repeated 
attempts at the realization of a specified oven temperature, say 1500 
degrees Kelvin, may in fact yield only a scatter of achieved temperatures 
with individual values differing occasionally from the aimed at point by 
perhaps as much as 50 degrees Kelvin. The ways in which treatment 
errors may enter into and propagate in experiments are many and the 
correct disentangling of its various forms and implications can occa­
sionally be baffling indeed. 
As we shall see, however, the building up of the analysis of variance 
tables for the simpler cases will give us little difficulty. 
Certain aspects of the sampling problem involved will to some extent 
be new, but we shall discuss the novel features as they arise within the 
context of the specific problems. 
1. The completely randomized one-factor experiment-- r independent 
attempts made at each treatment level and each attempt applied 
simultaneously on s experimental units 
We retain the notation of Section E. 2 of Chapter Two. Also, we intro-
duce the sets of sampling and design random variables (A^ ), ), 
i*m*f (p ^ ). The meaning and elementary properties of these variables 
should be clear from the context. The typical sample value is 
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related to the population quantities as follows: 
=i*m*f = . Z 4T ^ikm 
îmk 
k km x ' 
+  2 p f m * f P i +  2  ( p A ) i k  
i lk 
+ = < pfm"£akk;-* (Pa) . 
lkm 
Hence, if sampling of sublevels is considered to take place without re­
placement then: 
Ex 
< r ? A 4  < r ? A W _ i  - - -  ° " ( P )  
=  H . 2 + ( 1 -  1 ) 4 ^  + ( 1 -  h) - ^ '  +  ( 1 - ^ )  A a M ar P ars 
+  ( ( 1 -  i > -  t ' 1  -  s >  »  i £ r  +  <  -  K t >  -
p U -
= z(0) + a S(A) + £7" Z(A)(a) + 1FT ,2(P) + S(PA) + Z(A)(PA)'' 
Concerning treatment sublevels it is generally reasonable to assume 
that their sampling takes place with replacement. The results for such 
a situation can then be obtained from the above by letting M > co, since 
in the new situation the population range of sublevels within levels should 
be considered infinite. In all of the analyses of variance tables of the 
present section the <r2 form of results will be given for the case when 
sampling of sublevels is made with replacement. This will enable us to 
shorten somewhat the size of each of the tables. 
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It may easily be verified that with the sample notation employed the 
set of ambivalence relations between sample and population subscripts 
is complete in the present experiment. Hence by applying the Section F 
theorem on expected values of mean squares, we obtain the analysis of 
variance exhibited in Table 9. 
When s = 1 then the number of degrees of freedom for the "between 
units within subievel" mean square is zero; accordingly the last line 
should be omitted from the table. 
For the identical reason, when r = 1 the third line of the table should 
not be included in the presentation. 
Since the above two cases correspond to two essentially different situa­
tions, Table 9 is useful in that it puts in evidence the difference in the 
respective compositions of expected values of mean squares of lines three 
and four relative to line two. 
2. Designs in randomized blocks when treatments are subject to error 
We refer to Section E. 4 of Chapter Two for the notation and identities 
relevant to our present considerations. We bring attention to the fact 
that throughtout the illustrations to follow the population structure, 
(B : P ) ( G : g), is envisaged to be the same; the experimental procedure 
differs from case to case. 
a. Procedure 1 A treatment level is prepared only once and is 
applied to rb experimental units so that r units receive it within each 
chosen block. 
We denote the typical sample observation by x-*k*f an<^ the sets of 
elementary random variables we introduce are: 
Table 9. Analysis of variance for a one-factor completely randomized design with 
applications of levels subject to error--each attempt at a level applied to 
s experimental units and r independent attempts made at each level 
r 
Population structure and experimental procedure ( P ) ( A : a ); sample structure ( k* : m* : f) 
i i 




Expected value of mean square 
Mean x ars 2(0) + rs S(A) + s S(A)(a) + S(P) + S(PA) + S(A)(Pa) 
" ars H.2 + rs (1 - J) cr2^ + s <r*A)(a) + (1 - p ars j^2 (P) 
1 
+ ( (1 - - "A (1 - %) ) ^R> A + I1 - 5) °~ A' 7 PA P' (A)(Pa) 
Between levels x, k* rs S(A) + s S(A)(a) + 2(p) + S(pA) + 2(A)(pa) 
= rs rA + s or + + ( (1 ~ * S) °" (A)a 
s , 2 
A PA P' u(A)(Pa) 
Between sublevels x 
within levels k*(m*) 8 2(A)(a) + 2(P) + S(PA) + S(A)(Pa) 
(A)(a) s 0-, A w x + o-p + (1 - i ) + (1 - %) cr 
1_ 
A P} œ(A)(Pa) 
Table 9 (continued) 
Due to Leading 
mean Expected value of mean square 
Between units 
within sublevel 
x. i*(m*)(f) SP + SPA + S(A)(Pa) 
= 
°"(P) + (1 " â) °"(PA) + °"?A)(Pa) 
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(B{*>, (Gkk*), (gk:m), (Pj:ff>. 
The meaning and elementary properties of these variables should be evident 
from the context. We have: 
- v T*i* k* i*k*fv 
i*k*f ikmj * ^ ijkm 
•] ]r»ic 
= UL + S B. B. + S G, G. 
r 
. i i , k k l k 
+1  Bi*Gk*iBG>ik+ ik ij 
+ £ « '^ (PG>«jk) 
+ L ^  "kL <8)k(m) + ^  (Bg)k(im) 
+ ifkm <p8)ik(jm) • 
Hence: 
«•?„, <rL, , o-f 
E x 2 =  ^ + ( 1 -  B ,  - ® + ( 1  -  | , ( 1  -  & )  ^ 2 )  
M l  -  + ( ( I -  i ) -  p d -  & ) ) % 5 '  
+ U - i, Mi - l,(i - i, %5£) 
+ C - &  -  L >  
=  Z , , ,  +  1 s , „ t  +  -  +  1  
'(0) b (B) T g (G) T Ti~ (BG) 
+ A~g S(B)(P) + ~rbg S(B)(PG) + i S(G)(g) 
+ bi™ S(G)(Bg) + Fbi S(BG)(PG) ' 
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Further, the ambivalence relation between the sets of sample and 
population subscripts may be verified to be complete. The detailed forms 
shown in Table 10 follow as a consequence. 
b. Procedure 2 Here the b chosen blocks are arranged at ran­
dom into w groups of q blocks each (wq = b). A treatment level is 
applied simultaneously to all the rg plots within a group of blocks which 
receive it. Hence, treatment sublevels are randomly confounded with 
blocks. 
We denote by *]<•*£ the observed sample value in the m*-th chosen 
block in the i*-th selected groups, of the f-th repetition of the k*-th 
chosen treatment. The sets of random variables we introduce are: 
/Tli*m* . /(~k* . , k*i* . , i*m*k*f . 
i* '• (Gk '• (qk*m '• (pi*m*j ' ' 
The meaning and elementary properties of these variables should be im­
mediate from the context. The statistical model is: 
•p Ri*m*f-k* k*i* i*m*k*f v 
Xi*m*k*f ijkm * ^ ^ k*m ^i*m*j ijkm 
= (1 + Z BV"m" B. + S Gk* G + S Bi*m*k* 
i 1 1 k k k ik 1 
C <BG'ik 
(BG»i(jk) 
+ £ < eSm 8k,rn) + ^ 
, v p.i*m* ,,k* i*m*k*f k*i* /T2 . 
i k pi*m*j gk*m g*ik(jm) 
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Hence, it follows that: 
E * 2  =  ^ + < 1 -  + < 1  -  § ) ^ p  
+  « 1 -  1 , ( 1 -  & > % > + < ! -  ^ > % L P >  
+  ( ( - & ) -  I d "  1 , ) % '  
+  ( C -  a » "  & ( ' -
M u - à ) - p ( i - à ) ' % F s - )  
" 
2(0) + bZ(B)+ g S(G) + bg S(BG) + tog S(B)(P) 
+ bTg S(B)(PG) + 2(G)(g) + q^ g S(G)(Bg) 
+ -J— s 
rqwg (BG)(Pg) ' 
Further, since the ambivalence relation between the set of sample 
and population subscripts is complete, all of the forms for expected values 
of mean squares exhibited in Table 11 follow as a direct consequence of 
the theorem of Section F. To save space we shall omit the line corres­
ponding to overall mean in this and all of the tables to follow. In Table 11 
Z' stands for the sum of all 2's whose sets of subscripts involve P. We 
note that with a notation which ignored the fact that groups of blocks are 
treated alike with respect to the sublevels, the complete forms of the 
ensuing analysis of variance table would no longer be "simple". 
It should be noted that for w = 1 the present case becomes the one 
discussed in connection with procedure 1. 
Table 10. Analysis of variance for a randomized block design with treatments subject to 
error--A treatment level is prepared only once and is applied to rb experimental 
units so that r units get it in each block 
i i 
Population structure and experimental procedure ( B : P ) ( G : g ); sample structure (i*k* : f ) ; 
ambivalence relations i* >B; k* >G, P; f >P 
Source of variation 
and its leading mean Expected value of mean square 
Mean 
x 
rgb2(0) + rgS(B) + rbS(G) + rS (BG) + S(B)(P) + 2(B)(PG) + rS(G}(Bg) 
+ S (BG)(Pg) 
= rgb p.2 + rg( 1 - g) <r2B) + rb(l - &) <r2n + r(l - ^)(1 - + (1 - ) G 
(B)(P) + (  (  1  -  I )  -  *  (1  -  &)  )  o-(B)(PG) 
B' 
+ rb cr 
C BG 
(G)(g) 
+ r(I - %) + (1 - &) < r z  B' "(G)(Bg) P' (BG)(PG) 
Blocks 
xi* 
rgS(B) + rS(BG) + S(B)(P) + S(B)(PG) + rS(G)(Bg) + S(BG)(Pg) 
= rg«r(2B) + r(l - §) + d - (r(B)(P) +  (  ( 1  ™  p ( 1  -  G )  )  
0" + o-(B)(PG) (G)(Bg) + (1 - 
(r 
P' (BG)(Pg) 
Table 10 (continued) 
Source of variation 
and its leading mean Expected value of mean square 
Treatments 
=k* rbS(G) + r2(BG) + S(B)(P) + S(B)(PG) + rbS(g)(g) + r2(G)(Bg) + S(BG)(PG) 
" 
rb(r(G) + " B* ""(G) + œ(B)(P) + t I1 " n) ~ td > °" 
b l  
-
2  +  ( 1  "  i )  or2 + r(l - B) ^(G)(Bg) 
G' P (B)(PG) 
P' °(BG)(Pg) 
+ rb 0" (G)g 
Interaction 
xi*k* 
rS(BG) + 2(B)(P) + S(B)(PG) + rS(G)(Bg) + S(BG)(Pg) 
=  r  c r ,  — +  c r  r . 2 (BG) (B)(P) + ( (1 ~ r d  ~  ô) °* G' P' (B)(PG) + r cr (G)(Bg) + (1 - s) cr2 P' (BG)(Pg) 
Error 
Xi*k*(f) 
S(B)(P) + S(B)(PG) + S(BG)(Pg) 
= or (B)(P) +  ( 1  -  ^ )  +  O f f  + 0 erf + o-; G (B)PG) (G)(g) (G)(Bg) (BG)(Pg) 
Table 11. Analysis of variance for a randomized block design in which q blocks 
receive the same error for each treatment level and w such groups 
of blocks are chosen altogether 
i 1 
Population structure and experimental procedure ( B : P ) ( G : g ) ; sample structure 
L J 
( (i*:m*)(k*):f) ; ambivalence relations i* > B, g; m* > B; k* > G, P; f ) P 
Source of variation 
and leading mean Expected value of mean square 
Between groups of 
blocks 
xi* 
rgS(B) + rS(BÇ}) + rS(Q)(Bg) + rgS(G)(g) + S' 
1 x r ,, r , ! 2 
rg<r(B) + ~ G^(BG) + d - p^K(B)(P) + ( (1 " G) - p(! ~ G) )°"(B)(PG) 
+ r( 1 - |k(G)(Bg) + rcl(r(G)(g) + (1 " p) °"(BG)(Pg) 
Within groups of 
blocks 
Xi*(m*) 
rgS(B) + rS(BG) + rS(G)(Bg) + 2' 
(B) + rd ~ G^(BG) + d " "P-^BXP) + - G) - p(l - J) )°"(B)(GP) 
+ r<r(G)( Bg) + (1 " P)<r(BG)(Pg) 
Between treatments rb2(G) + rS(BG) + rS(G)(Bg) + rgS(G)(g) + 2' 
Table 11 (continued) 
Source of variation 
and leading mean Expected value of mean square 
= 
r bo
"/>_\ + r(l - rj) 0"/ + cr 1 x r x 2 (G) ' iVX B' "(BG) ' (B)(P) 
q, _2 , _2 
+ ( (1 - 7=0 ~ 5 )œ G' P ' (B)(PG) 
+ r(l - B) °-(G)(Bg) + rq Cr(G)(g) + (1 " P) °"(BG)(Pg) 
Treatments x groups 
of blocks 
xi*k* 
rgS(BG) + rS(G)(Bg) + rgS(G)(g) + S' 
r  o - ? - , +  c r ?  (BG) (B)(P) + ( 1 - h )  " 15 ) °r,2 G' P ' (B)(PG) + r(l - %) <r
2 
B' (G)(Bg) + rq cr (G)(g) 
+ (i - p ) cr(BG)(Pg) 
Treatments x blocks 
within groups 
x. i*(m*k*) 
r2(BG) + rS(G)(Bg) + S' 
r 
""(BG) + ^(B)(P) + ( (1 ™ G") "" p) <r(B)(PG) + r °"(G)(Bg) + (1 ~ p) °"(BG)(Pg) 
Error 
Ci*m*k*(f) 
cr (B)(P) + (1 ~ G} °"(B)(PG) + <r(BG)(Pg) 
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Again, the substitution q = 1 yields results for another particular ex­
perimental situation of interest. 
c. Procedure 3 Here, randomly chosen sets of s experimental 
units from within a single block are subjected to the same attempt at a 
treatment level; r independent attempts at every treatment level are 
associated with each chosen block. 
We denote by the value of the f-th observation obtained at the 
1-th attempt at the k*-th chosen treatment level in the i*-th selected 
block. With the introduction of the obvious sets of random variables the 
statistical model becomes: 
_ y, Ri* —k* k*i*l* i*k*l*f v 
Xi*k*l*f ijkm * ^ gk*m Pi*j ijkm 
= H + SB*.* B.+ Z Gkk*Gk+ S Bj*G^(BG)jk 
• + £ B^cf ^:f1S,f(PG)i(jk) 
+ L ^  gkk*m*8k(m) + ^ Gk* Bfgkk:^*(Bg,k(im) 
+ ifkm ^ ^  ^T14£sk*m ,'(Bg)ik(jm) ' 
We verify that: 
+ U - |) • (. - §, (i - lui - &> %> 
m i +  f e ) -  ^ u -
+  ( I . - » % m + ( ( I .  i . ^ u .  
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S(0) + bS(B)+ g S(G) + bi"S(BG) + figb S(B)(P) 
+ rTgb S(B)(PG) + r5i S(G)(g) + rbg S(G)(Bg) 
+ J— S 
rsbg (BG)(Pg) • 
Further, since the ambivalence relation between the set of sample and 
population subscripts is complete the 2 forms of the expected values of 
the expected mean squares in the analysis of variance table become im­
mediate. The detailed results are given in Table 12. 
Once more, specialized situations of interest may be investigated and 
compared by making the proper substitutions. 
We note that with r = 1 the present procedure becomes identical with 
the specialized case of procedure 2 when in it q = 1. 
Some two-factor completely randomized designs when treatments 
are subject to error 
Regarding elementary background and notation for the population quan­
tities the reader is referred to Section E. 3 of Chapter Two. We bring 
attention to the fact that for both of the procedures discussed below the 
p o p u l a t i o n  s t r u c t u r e  i s  ( A : a ) ( B : b ) ( P ) .  
a. Procedure 1 Each attempt at realizing a treatment level of a 
factor is associated randomly with exactly one experimental unit. There 
are rb attempts in all at realizing each aimed at level of factor A, and 
ra attempts at realizing each aimed at level of factor B; rab experi­
mental units are selected altogether. 
We denote by the f-th observed sample value of the (i*j*)-th 
selected treatment combination. The sets of random variables we use 
Table 12. Expectations for a randomized block design with one-treatment factor whose 
levels are subject to error--Within each block r attempts are made at each 
level and every attempt is made on s experimental units 
I 1 
Population structure and experimental procedure ( B : P ) ( G : g ) ; sample structure (i*k*:l*:f) 
l i 
I 1 
ambivalence relations i* > B, g; k* >G, P; 1* >g, P; f >P 
Source of variation 





rsgS(B) + rsS(BG) + sS(G)(g) + sS(G)(BG) + S' 
+ rs (1 - &) <r2 , + (1 a-,2 
= 
rsg 
°"(B) ' " G' "(BG) ' " P ' " (B)(P) ' x x' G' + (d - k )  
G' ' (B)(PG) (G)(g) + s( 1 - -=) <r 
rsbS(G) + rsS(BG) + sS(G)(g) + sS(G)(Bg) 
B (G)(Bg) 
+ 2' 
+ (! - p) <r(2BG)(pg) 
= rsb crf^ + rs (1 - §) erf ^ + ( (1 - £,)-—) + s cr 1 t rs t  2 (G) ' B' "(BG) ' "(B)(P) 
+ s(l - B) °-(G)(Bg) + (1 ~ p) <r(BG)(Pg) 
G' P (B)(PG) (G)(g) 
Interaction 
xi*k* 
rsS(BG) + sS(G)(g) + sS(G)(Bg) + S' 
rs crf-r^^x + o-2 1 X .2 (BG) ' " (B)(P) + ( (1 " G ]  ~  P ]  tr(B)(PG) + S ^(G)(g) + s(1 " B)o"(G)(Bg) 
+ U " p) ^(BG)(Pg) 
Table 12 (continued) 
Source of variation 
and its leading mean Expected value of mean square 




SS(G)(g) + sS(G)(Bg) + 2' 
a-,2!-,x,T-.X + (1 - i) cr,2„w-Q-,, + s 0"?„w . + s(l (B)(P) 
+ (i - A) o-
G' (B)(PG) "(G)(g) 
P' (BG)(Pg) 
L \  ~ 2 (G)(Bg) 




°"(2B)(P) + (1 " G} °"(B)(PG) + °™(2BG)(Pg) 
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to link sample observations to population quantities are: 
(Af), <a^,, <Bf,, 0.^ f  , <P^. 
With the above notation the experimental unit associated with the (j*f)-th 
attempt at selected i*-th level of factor A is formally also associate with 
what we call the (i*f)-th attempt at selected j*-th level of factor B. Other 
aspects of the notation, as well as the elementary properties of the above 
sets of random variables should be evident from the context. 
The statistical model is: 
x = 2 A^B^ Y 
ijrnrik 1 J i*m J*n k Vik 
= (j. + 2 A1*A. + 2 Bj*B. + 2 A^B-ilAB).. 
i 1 1 j J J ij t J iJ 
+ jn Bj' fbj(n) + |n ^  BJj bj*nf(Ab)j(ni) 
+ tiL < «r b):r£ 
+1  plk*rfpk+1  a?  ^  <Ap>ik 
+ Z pfp^f (BP,jk + ^ Af B]%^*',ABP,ijk 
p1k*J*£(aBp)i(mjk) . 
Consider next thé expanded form of Ex2. The only new features arise 
in connection with induced samples from the types of components denoted 
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by (aBP), (AbP), and (abP). It is not difficult, however, to verify that: 
E( ^ (^ jk < 4C 4* 'r f<^w,> >3 
=< » - B'ti - i - i) + £, a - !> 1 , 
and that 
E( £h < j^nk < < 42f b%£ >2 
=  ( 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 +  J _ +  _ L  +  J .  .  _ L _  )  I t M K a b P )  
1 P M N PM PN MN PMN ' rab 




( - l ) q  1  ,  2  
" "(X)(Y) 
zç y II (range of i) X+(Y-Z) 
ieZ 
of the population. It follows that the expansion of Ex2 has the standard 
2 form. Further, since the ambivalence relation between the sets of 
sample and population subscripts is complete the E forms of the expected 
values of mean squares in the full analysis of variance table are speci­
fied by the second theorem of Section F. We exhibit the results in 
Table 13, where 2' stands for the sum of all S's involving A, B, or P. 
b. Procedure 2 In the present situation only one attempt is made 
at each level of factor A, but ra attempts are made at each level of 
factor B; rab experimental units are selected altogether and the assign­
ment of treatment levels to experimental units is completely at random. 
Thus, the experiment may be sequential in nature. For example, 
rb randomly chosen experimental units might be subjected to a single 
Table 13. Analysis of variance for a completely randomized over experimental units 
two-factor design with treatments subject to error --Each attempt at a 
treatment level made independently on one experimental unit, with r 
attempts in all at each treatment combination 
Population structure ( A : a ) ( B : b ) ( P ) ; sample structure (i*j*:f); ambivalence relations 
i* > A, b, P; j* >B, a, P; f > a, b, P 
Leading mean Expected value of mean square 
=i* '^(A) + 'Z(AB) + 
= rbtr(A) + r(1 ' B)cr(AB) + cr(A)(a.) + " B)cr(A)(aB) + °"(B)(b) + (1 ~ A)o"(B)(Ab) 
+ 
°"(AB)(ab) + Œ p + ( (1 ~ j) - ~p) + I1 ~ B* °"(BP) + ~ 3) 
" p(l - p) )°"(ABp) + t1 " p)°"(A)(aP) + " B)(1 " P)<r(A)(aBP) 
+ (1 - p)°"(B)(bP) + (1 " Â)(1 " P)<r(B)(AbP) + (1 " P)o"(AB)(abP) 
Xj* ra2(B) + rS(AB) + S' 
raCr(B) + r(1 " A)cr(AB) + °"(A)(a) + (1 " B)o"(A)(aB) + °"(B)(b) + (1 " A ) ( r (B)(Ab) 
+ iAB)(ab) + "(P) + C - ^ iAP) + ( (1 - 1) - + ( (1 - ^)d -
p(i - â) )°"(ABP) + ^ " P)<r(A)(aP) + ^ °*(A)(aBP)+ ^ " P)o"(B)(bP) 
Table 13 (continued) 
Leading mean Expected value of mean square 
+ (1 - %)(! - p)°"(B)(AbP) + (1 ~ p) °"(AB)(abP) 
xi*j* rS(AB) + S' 
= rcr(AB) + °"(2A)(a) + (1 " B^(A)(aB) + °"(B)(b) + (1 " Â)<r(B)(Ab) + °"(AB)(ab) 
+ °"(P) + (1 - Â^(AP) + ^ " B^(BP) + ( ~ Â^1 B^ p) °"(ABP 
+ t1 " p)°"(A)(aP) +  ^ B 1^ " P^ (A)(aBP) +  ^ " P^ (B)(bP) +  ^ J>) 
^ " P)o"(B)(AbP) + 11 " P)o*(AB)(abP) 
Xi*j*(f) S' 
= 
°"(A)(a) + (1 " B)<r(A)(aB) + °"(B)(b) + (1 " Â)o"(B)(Ab) + °*(AB)(ab) + ^P 
+ (i - Â^(AP) + ^ " B^(BP) + ^ " Â^1 " B^(ABP) + I1 ~ p^(A)(aP) 
+ (1 - g)(l - p^AKaBP) + (1 " P)tr(B)(bP) + (1 " Â^1 " P)<r(B)(AbP) 
+ (i - p)°"(AB)(abP) 
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attempt at a level of factor A, and then each experimental unit submitted 
separately to an attempt at a level of factor B. 
The obvious choice of sets of sampling and design random variables 
here is: 
(4* )' (4L )' <4* >' 4%')' ) -
Hence, we have 
= (JL + S AlVA. + S B^B. + Z A1.* B-jV(AB).. 
i 1 1 j J J ij 1 J 1J 
+ 2^ A1. aj,cm a.(m) + A\ B^ (aB).{mj) 
• R b%-£bj(n) t ^ BJ;AV (Ab)j(in) 
+ E < < 4L b]»r£<ab>ij(mn) + I  p'k j* f  Pk 
+  f k <  P k j * f < A p > i k +  f k  p ' k t f  < B p i j k  
+ & Ai* BÎ pik4£ (ABP,ijk + ^Vl^k) 
+ ij^n Ai Bj Vm pkJ l ( a B P W )  
+  ^ B r b i (i)fpikj ,l£(bP)Knk) 
+  j ink Bj' ^ f(AbP)j(ink) 
+ ijmnk ^ BJ' ali*m bj^fpkJ f (abP)ij(mnk) ' 
It should be evident that the samples induced in the different types of 
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population components by the admissible observed sample means are all 
of a kind we have dealt with before; and hence that Ex2 has the standard 
S expansion. Therefore, since the ambivalence relation between the 
sample and population sets of subscripts is complete the form of ex­
pected values of mean squares follows as a direct consequence. We 
detail the results in Table 14, where S' is the sum of all the S's whose 
set of subscripts involves b or P. 
4. Some general remarks 
We note that although in some of the circumstances certain novel 
types of samples have been induced from several of the types of popula­
tion components, the expected values of the squares of partial sample 
means have retained their standard S forms. Exploration from the 
finite viewpoint, of more complex situations involving treatments subject 
to error should prove enlightening since it will shed further knowledge 
on just how robust the S forms are. 
On the other hand, if we are willing to consider from the start that 
the sampling of sublevels is done with possible repetitions (i. e. replace­
ment), then without going any further we know chat the 2 results we 
already have will yield answers for a fairly large class of new experi­
mental situations. This is so because when sampling from the ranges of 
certain ones of the indices is done with replacement then under most 
circumstances no correction factors corresponding to these indices will 
be necessary. 
Table 14. Analysis of variance for a completely randomized two-treatment factor design 
with treatments subject to error--All rb units to which an intended level of 
factor A is applied are subjected to the attempt simultaneously; every unit 
receives its own treatment error of factor B 
Population structure ( A : a ) ( B : b ) ( P ); sample structure (i*j*:f); ambivalence relations 
i *  > A ,  P ,  b ;  j *  > B ,  P ;  f  > P ,  b  
Leading mean Expected value of mean square 
Xi* rbS(A) + rS(AB) + rb2(A)(a) + rS(A)(aB) + 2' 
= rbcr^ + r(l _ + rb + r(l - + (1 _ 
+ 
°~(AB)ab + °~(P) + " Â> " °"(AP) + ^ B^lBP) + Â^1 " B* 
p (i - g) )°"(ABP) + t1 " p~)(r(A)(aP) + ~ B) " P ^ " B* ^°*(A)(aBP) 
+ (1 - p)cr(B)(bP) + ^ " Â^1 ' P^(B)(AbP) + ^ P^(AB)(abP) 
Xj* raS(B) + rS(AB) + r2(A)(aB) + 2' 
= ra
°"(B) + r(1 " Â)cr(AB) +0cr(A)(a) + r ^(A)(aB) + °"(B)(b) + (1 ™ Â* °"(B)(Ab) 
+ (r(AB)(ab) + °"(P) + (1 " Â)<r(AP) + ( (1 • - ¥~) r(BP) + ( (1 " X)(1 - ^ 
- p (1 - | ) K(ABP) + °"(A)(aP) + (  (1  ' W - l)0"(A)(aBP) + (1 " 2 P' (B)(bP) 
Table 14 (continued) 
Leading mean Expected value of mean square 
+ (1 - %)(! - p)°"(B)(AbP) + ^ P^(AB)(abP) 
Xi*j* rS(AB) + rS(A)(aB) + S' 
= r 
°"(AB) + 0o"(A)(a) + r °"(A)(aB) + °"(B)(b) + (1 " j )  < r{B)(Ah) +  <r(AB)(ab) + ^(P) 
+ U " Â^(AP) + t1 " B^(BP) + ( ^ " Â^1 B* " P* °"(ABP) + °"(A)(aP) 
+ ( U - 5) - p) cr(A)(aBP) + ^ ™ p) °*(B)(bP) + ^ " Â^1 P* °*(B)(AbP) 
+ (i - p) °"(AB)(abP) 
Xi*j*(f) S' 
= +0cr(A)(a) +0o"(A)(aB) + °"(B)(b) + (1 " Â)cr(B)(Ab) + °"(AB)(ab) + °"(P) + (1 " S)<r(AP) 
+ U " B)O"(BP) + (1 " Â)(1 " B)<r(ABP) + °"(A)(aP) + " B^(A)(aBP) 
+ (1 - p)(r(B)(bP) + " Â^1 " P)cr(B)(AbP) + ^ " P)tr(AB)(abP) 
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V. CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY 
Our aim throughout the various parts of the thesis has been the gen­
eral formulation of certain basic aspects of problems of experimental 
designs. 
In Chapter Two we give a constructive definition of the population 
identity for writing out the typical response from a population of arbi­
trarily general structure as a sum of uniquely specified linear functions, 
called population components, of partial typical population means. The 
population identity is completely determined by the postulated set of 
structural relations of nestings and crossings among the fundamental 
entities regarded as possibly influencing the response. 
It should be noted that the populations occurring in experimental 
designs, in contrast to those encountered in sample surveys, are super-
populations in the sense that they are only conceptual populations, and 
that not all of the conceivably possible responses can be realized in an 
actual investigation (since the realization of one response often excludes 
that of another). Further, since the vast majority of populations of 
experimental designs are balanced, our attention has been confined to 
consideration of such populations only. 
With balance, the notion of subscripts belonging to the rightmost 
bracket becomes an especially convenient one. A subscript belongs to 
the rightmost bracket of a group of subscripts if no subscript of the 
group is nested in it. The special properties which these subscripts 
satisfy furnish the simple sufficient conditions for the validity of the 
basic assertions stated in Section C of Chapter Two, and hence ensure 
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the possibility of construction of complete analysis of variance tables. 
Further, they are also at the root of the lack of correlation between in­
duced sample means in the different types of population components when 
the actual experiment is carried out; and so they are instrumental in 
giving rise to a simple form of expected values of squares of sample 
means. 
In Chapter Three we deal with balanced samples from balanced popu­
l a t i o n s  o f  m i x e d  s t r u c t u r e .  W e  f i r s t  d e r i v e  s o m e  g e n e r a l  r e s u l t s  f o r  
expected values of squares of sample means from pure crossed and pure 
nested populations; we then extend these to arbitrarily general popula­
tions of mixed structure. We give the results in both the <r2 and 2 
(introduced in Chapter Two) forms. We then define the sample analysis 
of variance, and state and prove the general theorem for expected 
values of mean squares for the various lines. By this time the relative 
simplicity of the 2 forms becomes apparent and the reader is made to 
anticipate the further use of 2' s in more complex situations. 
In Chapter IV we introduce the further relation of random confound­
ing and in Section B derive a general result on simple fractionated 
samples. We then turn our attention to general cases of randomized 
experiments. In this connection we emphasize that our method of pro­
cedure is different in two important respects from that of the general 
linear hypothesis. We feel uneasy about the linear hypothesis because 
basic to its use is an assumed linear model, and because in its present 
formulation it can portray neither the randomizing relationships nor 
the actual way in which the experiment was performed. On the other hand, 
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the method we use employs derived or definitional models, and hence in 
its initial general formulation does not depend on any special assump­
tions. Thus, it has the advantage of allowing us to introduce simplifying 
assumptions only as they are needed, and so to explore in detail just 
how far a minimal set of assumptions will carry us. Further, the use 
of elementary sampling and design random variables permits our 
statistical model to bear a one-to-one correspondence to the way in 
which the experiment was carried out. Finally, the present approach 
permits us to treat fairly complex fixed, random, and mixed situations 
as simple particular cases of the general formulation. It is true that at 
present not much is known about distributions under complex randomiza­
tion schemes, but there are always some comforting approximating 
results; at any rate we feel that extended reliance upon distributional 
results is unwarranted in many practical situations. 
In Sections C, D, and E of Chapter Four we discuss in some detail 
the situations involved under various generalizations of the completely 
randomized, randomized block, and split-plot designs. With this as 
a background we formulate in Section F some sets of sufficient condi­
tions for simple 2 forms of expected values of squares of sample means 
and of expected values of mean squares of the different lines of the 
analysis of variance table. 
The notion of ambivalence which we introduced in connection with the 
relationship between sample and population subscripts in randomized 
experiments is useful if one does not exceed the degree of randomizing 
complexity treated in detail in this thesis. For more complex experi­
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ments the notion will have to be subsumed under some more general con­
cept. 
In Section G of Chapter Four we apply our methods, and also the 
theorems of Section F, to experimental situations when the application 
of treatments is subject to error. All of the expected values of mean 
squares in the analysis of variance we consider fall out as relatively 
simple particular cases of the theorems in Section F. 
It is perhaps in order to conclude with a statement giving a partial 
rationale for the wide applicability and great simplicity of the 2 forms. 
It is, after all, only reasonable that the expected value of the square of 
a partial mean should be a linear function of all the cr2's and of the 
population ranges of all the different indices involved. One could expect 
that for different partial sample means the only variable elements 
should be the induced sample sizes, NJs, of the various types of com­
ponents , and also that this variability should occur in a similar fashion 
for a large class of different experimental schemes. Hence, it would 
make sense to collect terms having like N/s. This is exactly what the 
S's achieve. The relatively simple 2 forms of expected values of mean 
squares, which after all are only special linear functions of the expected 
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